PREFACE

This is intended as a supplementary volume to the Text-book of Zulu Grammar, a knowledge of which it assumes from the commencement. The Grammar contains four chapters (XIX to XXII) dealing with syntax in a more-or-less elementary and general way; that material has been embodied in the present work and further elaborated. References to the Grammar are to the latest, the fifth, edition; though in most cases they apply equally well to the fourth edition, which appeared in 1945.

In this syntactical study there is of necessity a certain amount of repetition of some phenomena, as they are studied from varying aspects; this but emphasises the inter-action of the processes in Zulu. I realize that many of the analyses given appear to be very elementary, and I may be charged with including far more analyses than necessary; but experience has shown that, in South Africa to-day, the general standard of grammatical grounding is so inadequate, that a constant application of analytical principles throughout must be of the utmost value to students of the language. It is in these analyses that the real inter-relationships of the words composing the Zulu sentence are revealed.

I wish to record my indebtedness to my late colleague, Dr. B. W. Vilakazi for the richness of Zulu idiom which he supplied, mainly in his work on the Zulu-English Dictionary, but also when co-operating in research. My warm thanks are also accorded to my colleague in the Department of Bantu Studies (at the University of the Witwatersrand), Mr. C. L. S. Nyembezi, M.A., (now Professor at the University College, Fort Hare) who read through this manuscript, gave valuable criticisms, and supplied a number of needed examples.

C.M.D.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO SYNTAXAL STUDY

From Words to Sentences

The study of the grammar of a language may be roughly divided into three sections: (a) the phonology, a study of the sound components and their inter-relationships including the “prosodic” elements of length, stress and tone; (b) the morphology or accidence, a study of word-formation and the inflexions which words may undergo; and (c) the syntax, a study of sentence-structure and the inter-relationship of words in the composition of sentences.

We are concerned here with the third of these sections, syntax; but it will be found necessary not to interpret our definition of the term too narrowly, but to allow of certain references to both of the other sections of grammar also, as they are of necessity closely inter-connected. This will be noticed especially when dealing with the syntax of any one particular part of speech, when dealing with idiom, and particularly when dealing with parsing. While this last subject, in its greater part, is a study of morphology, that whole aspect, it will be seen, is subservient to the syntactical function of each word parsed.

Our study, here, is the syntax of Zulu, a highly inflexional language of the Bantu family, rich in phonological and morphological phenomena, but also employing syntactical devices, at times, of considerable intricacy. From the morphological study of words, we are now to pass to the syntactical study of sentences. Differentiation is at times difficult, for, often, single words may be sentences: this is the case when those words are predicative or interjective in type. Single word sentences are by no means uncommon; for instance Yini? and the reply Yinyoni, each composes a sentence, and each may be treated either morphologically or syntactically. From the former viewpoint yini is the copulative form of the irregular interrogative class 5 noun ini, meaning

1 Commonly treated in Zulu “grammar”. 
“what?” and nyinyoni is similarly the copulative form of the cl. 5 noun inyonyi, meaning “bird.” From the latter viewpoint both yini and nyinyoni would be treated under the “syntax of the predicative” as copulative predicates of “absolute” type, i.e. without indication of any subjectual concord.

Under syntactical treatment these single-word sentences may be extended to comprise a number of words, e.g. Yini lokho? (What is that?); or Yini le? (What is this?—referring to a noun of class 5 sg.; 1 or What are these?—referring to a noun of class 2 pl.); or Yini oyishoyo? (What is it you are saying?). It is in these various possibilities that the syntactical nature of Zulu reveals itself.

We need not here pursue this dual aspect of many single words in Zulu. The study of both the predicative types and the interjective will come up in due course.

Words and Word-compounds

Before entering upon a systematic examination of Zulu syntax, it will be well to attempt certain definitions of terms that will of necessity be frequently used in the following pages. Definitions are by no means easy to arrive at, and often there are as many definitions of one grammatical term as there are philologists or lexicographers dealing with it. The definitions I give hereunder are specifically to apply to the use of the terms in Bantu grammar, and of course more especially to Zulu.

First of all, what is meant by a word in Zulu? In my Textbook of Zulu Grammar, 2 when dealing with the “word” more especially from the morphological angle, I stated: “A word is a mental concept signified by a part of speech” which has in itself a main stress, and thus may be pronounced alone, not necessarily attached to anything else.” This definition, to which I still hold, was designed particularly to emphasise the part played by stress in determining true Bantu word-division. Here I now suggest an alternative statement for guidance in our present study of Zulu, viz.: WORDS ARE MEANINGFUL UNITS OF SPEECH, CONSISTING OF ONE OR MORE SYLLABLES, ADHERING TOGETHER IN A UNITY OF ENUNCIATION, BY THE ATTRACTIVE FORCE OF A FULLY STRESSED SYLLABLE. The function of stress in word-formation in Zulu is here fully recognized.

The agglutinative “tendency” in Bantu languages is well seen in the liability to compounding of words. This is especially the case with Bantu languages, such as Zulu, which employ

1 initial vowels in the formation of their noun-prefixes and, as a secondary result, in other formations also. 1 When, therefore, words are combined to form WORD-COMPOUNDS, one or more of the hitherto fully stressed syllables has been so weakened as to become subservient to a remaining fully stressed syllable; in Zulu this is invariably the stressed syllable of the final component of the word-compound. Brief examples may be seen from the following, due to compulsory elision of an initial vowel: fùna (want) and imàli (money) in the axiomatic negative word-compound Angifùni-màli—I want no money, where the fully-stressed syllable of the verb fùna has become subservient, or secondary, 2 in the compound; umûntu (person) and lòwo (that one) when the demonstrative pronoun is used preceding the noun, i.e. in lòwo-mùntu (that person). This type of compounding may involve more words, even, than two; note for instance: Angibòni-mùntu-mkhùlu—I see no big person. Akûkho-bàntu-bahambidy—No travelling people are present. 3

Another type of word-compound is found in what is commonly called the “compound noun”, 4 e.g. umninindluzi (kral-head) < umnini (owner) and umzîzi (kral). Naturally the rule of subservience of precedent stress may be subject to upset, if such an “irregularity” as the employment of a monosyllabic stem in the second word occurs, e.g. umninindlu (house-owner) < umnini and ndlu (house; of monosyllabic stem -ndlu). The same observation would apply in the previous cases of compounding; compare, for instance, angifùni-màli with angifùnlùja.

We may now define a WORD-COMPOUND in Zulu as a COMBINATION OR FUSION OF TWO OR MORE WORDS, BROUGHT ABOUT BY COMPELSURY VOWEL ELISION, IN THE COURSE OF MORPHOLOGICAL OR SYNTACTICAL FORMATION, IN WHICH THE MAIN STRESS OF ONE WORD HAS ASSUMED PROMINENCE OVER THAT OF ANY OF THE OTHERS.

Somewhat similar occurrences result from the optional elision of a final vowel. This is due to quick or to fluent speech, but is not carried out in slow or deliberate enunciation. It is therefore not recommended for ordinary written forms of Zulu. Note the following: Ngifùn’ukubón’uyilhò—I want to see your father; from the basic words ngifùna, ukubóna and uyilhò. The subservience of stresses here is mainly due to the fluency of the

1 e.g. in adjectival or relative concords, and in the formation of pronouns from possessives.
2 Main (full) stress is indicated by the acute accent (4), and secondary (subservient) stress by the grave accent (6).
3 For further examples, see Z.G. §§ 835-838.
4 cf. Z.G., particularly §§ 222-229.
speech, and one would hesitate to term such a grouping of words a "word-compound"; it is better described as a "word-group."

Sentences, Clauses and Phrases

Continued Zulu speech is composed of a series of concept-groups, each containing an expression of a complete concept, or thought. These concept-groups we commonly term sentences. The concept-group may comprise but a single word; on the other hand, it may be made up of one or more sense-groups. The sense-group is but an incomplete concept-group, and seems usually to end at convenient spaces for breathing. Quite frequently the "sense-grouping" corresponds with any clause formation there may be in the sentence; but this is by no means always the case.

The main difference, phonetically, between the sense-group and the concept-group is that the main stress of the last word in the concept-group is more heavily stressed than any other, and the length of that vowel usually considerably increased. This heavy stressing does not take place at the end of sense-groups. Another significant difference between the concept-group and the sense-group is that the pause between concept-groups is decidedly longer than that between sense-groups. This would lead to the conclusion that, apart from emotional marks, such as the "exclamation mark" and "mark of interrogation," it is proper to employ for Zulu but two period marks, the full stop (.) to close a concept-group, and the comma (,) to close a sense-group. The use of the semi-colon seems out of place in Zulu, and that of the colon only to be justified as a device to mark off quoted words.

Following are some examples of the natural division of Zulu speech into sense-groups and concept-groups:

- Uma ukhuluma nomuntu, mbeko ebusweni (When you speak with a person, look him in the face). Here the sense-grouping corresponds exactly to the clause-formation.
- Hamba nabantu abahungileyo, uma ufuna ukuba abantu bathi, Uhungile (Go about with righteous people, if you want people to say, you are righteous). In this case the second sense-group is composed of two clauses, viz. uma ufuna (if you want) and ukuba abantu bathi (that people should say).
- Kwathi ukuba kuhlwe, kwafika impisi, yamthaobatha uDlokweni, inkosikazi yomzu omkhulu. Yamthwala yahamba naye, yafika ehlathini yathi, Dlokweni, sizohamba ngayiph'indlela na? (When it was dark, a hyena arrived, [and] it took away Dlokweni, the queen of the great kraal. It took her [and] went off with her, [and] reached a forest [and] said, Dlokweni, by which path shall we travel?). It will be noticed in the above that consecutive clauses (indicated in the translation by "and" at the commencement) sometimes reveal a break in the sense-groups and sometimes not. It is also noticeable that a parenthetical expression in apposition, as inkosikazi yomzu omkhulu, constitutes, as it would in English, a separate sense-group—really a breath-group. There is, in fact, in Zulu a close correspondence between the sense-group and the serviceable breath-group of speech enunciation. It is further clear that the interjective, Dlokweni, a vocative in the above, is also treated as a sense-group. In fluent speech, the Zulu carries out numerous elisions which serve to bring into great relief this system of sentence grouping; with these effects, the above quotation reads:

Kwathi ukuba kuhlwe, kwafika impisi, yamthaobatha uDlokweni, inkosikazi yomzu omkhulu. Yamthwala yahamba naye, yafika ehlathini yathi, Dlokweni, sizohamba ngayiph'indlela na? Such optional elisions, naturally, can only take place within sense groups.

From this we conclude that a study of the natural sense-grouping in Zulu sentences is of value to an appreciation of correct punctuation. But quite other considerations have to be examined for a formal study of Zulu syntax involving a survey of sentences and clauses.

A sentence, then, in Zulu, may be defined as a word or succession of words expressing a complete concept. It will later be observed that there is a type of sentences which are interjective; but the more usual type in Zulu is what is termed the predicative sentence, and, as the term implies, this means that, in each such case, the presence of a predicate (verb or copulative) is essential. It is important, in this connexion, to note that, normally, the Zulu speaker makes no statement in any other form than that of a predicative. The answer, for instance to the question Kuyini lokho? (What is that?) is not in the form of a noun, as it would be in, say, English, "a house," "a tree," "my horse," but in a predicative (here copulative) form: yindlu (or indlu, with low initial tone), ngumuthi (or wumuthi or umuthi, with low initial tone), lishashi lam (or yishashi or thashisi, again with lowered initial tone), signing "it is a house," "it is a tree," "it is my horse," respectively. In each case, that is, the answer is in the form of a sentence, a predicative sentence.

1See Chapter VII, p. 163.
2Unless, of course, the statement is of interjective type.
Before leaving this consideration, two more terms require definition, those of **clause** and **phrase**. While the term “clause” will very commonly be used to indicate a statement containing a predicate, which is subordinate to the main statement of the sentence, it will also be used to indicate the main statement shorn of such “subordination.” There will therefore be referred to such phrases as “main clause,” “subordinate clause” or even “co-ordinate clause.” The subordinate clauses will be of various types according to certain of the main parts of speech in Zulu: “substantival clauses,” “qualificative clauses,” and “descriptive clauses.” Hence a clause may be defined as a **predicative statement which forms part of a sentence involving more than one predicate.** The essential characteristic of a clause is that its predicate is expressed in one of the finite moods (indicative, potential, subjunctive or participial) of the Zulu conjugation.

A phrase, on the other hand, typically lacks the predicative element; if a verb occurs therein, it is used in the infinitive form which is essentially nominal in function. **Phrases may be substantival, qualificative or descriptive, and are, in effect, extensions of these parts of speech brought about by the addition of a dependent word or words controlled by no finite predicate.** Examples may be given as follows:

1. **Substantival phrase:** [Ukusebenzisa umuntu ogulayo] £
   akufanele—[To make a sick man work] is not right.
2. **Qualificative phrase:** Gwula umthi [waphansi kwenta&b& a leyo]—Fell the tree [from the foot of that hill].
3. **Descriptive phrase:** Sizofika [emzini wenkosi ya6o enkuhu] ntambama—We shall arrive [at the kraal of their great chief] in the afternoon.

All these features of clauses and phrases will be examined in due course.

**Sentence Analysis**

Considerable space will be given, throughout this study of Zulu syntax, to the syntactical analysis of sentences. Chapter VIII will be devoted especially to this subject, and the framework of analysis will there be discussed. It is sufficient, at this stage, to state that the general framework used by many grammarians for English is adequate. The following classification is here used, and applied in the following order:

1. **Conjunctive or Connective** ([con.], introductory or linking word or words.
2. **Subject** ([subj.], the substantive governing the predicate.
   If this is not expressed as a substantive in the sentence, the analysis must use the absolute pronoun representing the subjectival concord used.
3. **Enlargement of Subject** [enl. of s.], a qualificative word, phrase or clause, or substantive in apposition to the subject.
4. **Predicate** ([pred.], a verb or a copulative indicating what the subject does or the state in which it is.
5. **Object** ([obj.], the substantive acted upon by a verbal predicate.
6. **Enlargement of Object** [enl. of o.], a qualificative word, phrase or clause, or substantive in apposition to the object.
7. **Extension of Predicate** [ext. of p.], a descriptive word, phrase or clause relating to the predicate.

**Order of Words in the Zulu Sentence**

The normal word-order, for unemotional speech is Subject—Predicate—Object, e.g. Izinkabi zidonsa ingola—(The) oxen are pulling a wagon.

Enlargements of subject and object naturally follow closely after each of these respectively, e.g. Izinkabi zikababa ezibomvu zidonsa ingola yakhe endala—My father’s red oxen are pulling his old wagon.

Extensions of the predicate follow the predicate, either immediately or sometimes after the object:

Izinkabi zidonsa kahle ingola yakhe—The oxen are pulling his wagon well.

Izinkabi zakho zidonsa ingola kahle kunezethu—Your oxen pull a wagon better than ours.

Temporal adverbs may precede the predicate to which they are extensions, e.g.

Namhlane inkosi izomema ingina—The chief will summon a hunting party to-day.

Nevertheless this normal word-order may be radically altered for emotional purposes, if it is desired to emphasise a particular word; and to do this the Zulu speaker uses the emphatic word first. This alteration of word-order does not obscure word

---

1 Adverbial or ideophonic.
2 Rules governing order of sequence, according to type of qualificative, will be given under “Syntax of the Qualificative” (see p. 95).
3 Varying rules will be given under “Syntax of the Descriptive” (see p. 117).
4 See further under “Syntax of the Descriptive” (p. 117).
relationship within the sentence; for the subject, wherever it may be, is indicated by the subjectival concord in the predicate; in the same way the object, if emphatic (or definite), may be indicated in the predicate by the objectival concord. To emphasise the subject (with more emphasis than its normal initial position gives), it is usual to make it predicative (by using the copulative form), and to transform the rest of the sentence into relative clause construction, e.g.

*Yizinkabi ezidonsayo ingola*—It is oxen which are pulling a wagon.

With emphasis upon the predicate:

*Ziyadonsa¹ ingola izinkabi or Ziyadonsa izinkabi ingola*—The oxen are indeed pulling a wagon.

To emphasise the object, it is usual, as with the subject, to make it predicative, and to place it first, e.g.

*Yingola eziyidonsayo izinkabi or Yingola izinkabi eziyidonsayo*—It is a wagon which the oxen are pulling.

Due consideration will be given later to these and other varieties of expression in Zulu speech.

The Main Divisions of Zulu Syntax

For syntactical study it is convenient to follow the six basic parts of speech in Zulu. It is these which indicate the function of words in the sentence; the twelve ultimate parts of speech are differentiated rather by form than by function. Morphology concerns itself with the forms, the formations and the inflexions of words; syntax concerns itself with the functioning of the words in sentences and with the formations of the sentences themselves. Syntactical study will, therefore, proceed under the following headings:

(a) The Syntax of the Substantive.
(b) The Syntax of the Qualificative.
(c) The Syntax of the Predicative.
(d) The Syntax of the Descriptive.
(e) The Syntax of the Conjunctive.
(f) The Syntax of the Interjective.

However, within such main studies, differences of syntactical treatment of the adjective from the possessive, for instance, or of the verb from the copulative, the adverb from the ideophone, or even such specialized studies as the "syntax of the locative," will be included; and naturally, as previously observed, a certain amount of morphological data will have to be referred to or included.

¹Note the use of the emphatic tense with infix -yu.
forms of the absolute pronouns to precede them, shews that the quantitative pronouns are intrinsically very definite, e.g. the form 
*Ngiya kubo bonke* (I am going to them all) is the only one possible. In the same way note the distinction between *Ngiya kubantu* and *Ngiya abantu*.

Similar distinctions are made in the agentic use of copulatives formed from nouns, as the following examples shew:

(indef. or def.): *Ngabonwa ngabantu*—I was seen by people
(or the people).

(def. or emphat.): *Ngabonwa yiibo abantu*—I was seen by the
the (or the very) people.

Similarly *Amazwi akhulunywa ngumuntu* may be contrasted with
*Amazwi akhulunywa nguye umuntu*.

The other adverbial formattives *nga-*,-*njengwa*,-*nganga*,-*na*,-
*kuna*,- etc. are governed in their usage by similar considerations.

Note as examples:

(indef. or def.): *Inkomo inkulu kunemnuba*—An ox is bigger
than a goat, or The ox is bigger than the goat.

(def. or emphat.): *Inkomo inkulu kunayo imbuzi*—The ox is
bigger than the goat (itself).

Or *Wahamba nenja* and *Wahamba nayo inja*, in which last case
some definite *inja* is the topic of conversation.

In the foregoing examples are several clear instances of the
appositional use of substantives. The substantive in apposition,
whether to another substantive as subject or object or to an
inflected substantive (such as *kuso*, *yiibo*, *kunayo*; inflected
respectively from the pronouns *sona*, *bona*, *yona*) acts in a
definite capacity. From this, then, we are able to deduce the
implication of the appositional use of absolute pronoun and noun; compare
for instance *yen’umuntu* with *kuye umuntu* (to him, the person,
i.e. to the person).

Subjects and Objects

While Zulu employs subjects and objects of the 1st and 2nd
persons, represented by pronouns when represented substantively,
it employs a variety of class forms in the 3rd person, and these
last may be represented substantively either by nouns or by
pronouns. *Representation of a subject or an object by an absolute,
demonstrative or quantitative pronoun*¹ ensures that the subject or
object concerned is definite. If the representation is by a noun,
the subject or object concerned will be definite or indefinite
according to other considerations. It follows, therefore, that 1st

¹ Qualitative pronouns may be definite or indefinite according to syntactical use.

---

² Quite a number of writers on Bantu languages claim this term to designate the initial vowel of the
noun parts which is used in certain languages, paralleling its use and disuse with the syntactical
circumstances of the use of the article in such languages as Greek and Hebrew. One potent
objection to the use of the term in Bantu is that “parts of speech” in Bantu classification always
indicate complete words; the “initial vowel” is invariably a formative. From the Zulu examples
given above, degrees of definiteness are seen not to depend upon the use or disuse of the initial
vowel, the vowel appearing in each case. Similar indication of degrees of definiteness is possible
with such a language as Sotho in which no initial vowel is found with the noun prefix. Regarding
the function of the initial vowel and its disuse in certain compounds (e.g. *lowo-muntu*), in the
formation of vocative interjectives (e.g. *muntu*), in locative forms (e.g. *kumuntu, kubantu*),
and in positive and negative axiomatic statements (e.g. *ubona-muntu na*? do you see anyone?;
*angiboni-muntu, I see no one*), some of these instances parallel classical disuse of the article, or
employment of the definite article; but this does not fully justify the use of the term “article” in Bantu;
“initial vowel” is of sufficient significance.
and 2nd person representation is always definite, while 3rd person or noun-class representation may be either definite or indefinite.

In the case of nouns, those of class 1a have, as a rule, a potentiality for definiteness rather different from other nouns. But this does not extend to all nouns of class 1a. There is a potential definiteness differing in degree between such nouns as uZashuke, ubaba (my father) and ugwwayi (tobacco). And even here, the very fact of the distinctive content of the plural of a proper name such as oZashuke, proves that the idea of the definite in Zulu differs considerably from that in English. Further, a degree of definiteness may be extended to nouns of other classes, as in the case of inkosi (chief). All types of pronouns such as thina, zona, yena, demonstrative pronouns such as lokhu, lezo, labaya, and quantitative pronouns such as bonke, sodwa, zombili are all definite in their use; but qualitative pronouns such as abakhe (his), ezimbili (two of them), abesizanze (women), omnyama (black one), do not, in themselves, convey any idea of definiteness. In the case of pronouns formed from adjectives which are numerals, such as abathathu, the definite is achieved by the use of the corresponding quantitative pronoun, e.g.

(indef.): ngibon'abathathu—I see three.
(def.): ngibona abathathu—I see the three, or I see all three.

Qualitative Pronouns

From the above it is seen that qualitative pronouns, i.e. pronouns formed from qualificatives (adjectives, relatives, enumeratives and possesives), have a different potentiality from the other types of pronouns. This is inherent in their origin. With Bantu languages which have no initial vowel with the noun prefixes, qualitative may be used substantivally (e.g. as subject or object) without any change of form; but with Bantu languages which have an initial vowel with the prefix, while adjectives, relatives and enumeratives may be used substantivally without change, all possessives undergo inflexion, assuming an initial vowel of one type or another. This is an interesting and important point, which emphasises the significance of the substantival use of qualificatives. For instance:

Inkabi yami ifile—My ox is dead.
Eyami inkabi ifile—Mine, the ox, is dead.
Eyami ifile—Mine is dead.

1This different potentiality inspired Fr. J. Torrend to divide all nouns into two categories: (1) common nouns, and (2) proper nouns (i.e. nouns of class 1a). But it is not all nouns of class 1a which are “proper”. Certain “proper names” and some of the kinship terms may be considered so.

2In Zulu the initial vowel is secondary, i, a or o; in Zamb it is basic, i, a or u; while in Shona it is merely implied, and then it is a basic vowel which is implied.

An analysis of these sentences reveals the following points. In the first, inkabi is noun (subject) with yami possessive (enlargement of the subject). In the second, eyami is pronoun (subject) with inkabi noun (in apposition). In the third eyami is again pronoun (subject).

Similar deductions may be made in the case of other qualificatives, when used out of the qualificative position. The qualitative position is accompanying but succeeding, in word order, the substantive qualified. If the qualitative is, for emphatic or other reasons, moved from this position, it becomes substantival, e.g. with enkulule (big):

Inkabi enkulule ifile—adjective.
Enkulule inkabi ifile—pronoun.
Enkulule ifile—pronoun.

THE SIMPLE SUBJECT AND OBJECT

(i) A simple subject or object is one which consists of a single word.

(ii) When the simple subject is indefinite it is represented by the indefinite (cl. 10) concord, and in that case the predicate precedes the subject.

Kulwa abantu—There fight people, or People are fighting.
Kwafika amazimu—There arrived cannibals.
Kukhona izinkomo—There are cattle.
Sekufile izinyamazane—There have now died some buck.
Kukhuhuma abakhulu—There are speaking elders, or Elders are speaking.

In analysing such sentences, the predicate will be indicated as “indefinite,” and the subject as “logical subject,” not “concordal subject,” e.g.

Kulwa abantu: Simple sentence.
Subj. abantu (logical).
Pred. kulwa (indef.).

(iii) When the simple subject is definite, (a) if a noun or qualitative pronoun, it is represented by its class concord with the predicate; (b) if a definite pronoun or a noun with definite significance, it is represented either by its own class concord or by the cl. 10 concord, in which latter case the predicate precedes the subject.

(a) Abantu baya'lw—(The) people are fighting.
Amazimu afika—(The) cannibals arrived.
Izinkomo zikhona—(The) cattle are present.
(vi) In axiomatic statements, both positive and negative, the indefinite subject or object involved loses its initial vowel and is compounded into one word-compound with the predicate.

(a) Axiomatic negatives:
Subject: *Akukho-zinkomo*—There are no cattle (contrast: *Azikho izinkomo*—The cattle are not present).

Object: *Angišoni-muntu*—I see nobody (contrast: *Angišoni umuntu*—I do not see the person).

(b) Axiomatic positives: These occur in questions involving indefinite subject or object, and generally expecting a negative reply.
Subject: *Kukhona-bantu lapha na?*—Are there any people here?

Object: *Ubona-sihlalo lapho na?*—Do you see any chair there?

The answers anticipated would be respectively:

*Akukho-bantu lapha*; and *Angišoni-sihlalo lapho*.

In analysing such sentences as the above it is best to split the compounds, e.g.

*Akufikanga-zinduna*: Simple sentence.

Subj. *(i)*zinduna (axiomatic).
Pred. *akufikanga* (indef.).

*Ubona-sihlalo lapho na?*

Subj. *(wen)*.
Pred. *ubona*.
Obj. *(i)*sihlalo (axiomatic).
Ext. of P. *(i)* lapho (place).
(ii) *na* (interrog.).

(vii) Simple sentences may have no substantival subject expressed; it will be indicated by the substantival concord with the predicate. In analysis it must be represented by the corresponding absolute pronoun placed in parentheses. An example of this is given at the end of the previous section.

Similarly a definite object may be merely referred to by means of the objectival concord; in this case, too, the corresponding absolute pronoun must represent the object; e.g.

*Siyašabona* (We see them): Simple sentence.

Subj. *(shina)*.
Pred. *siyašabona*.
Obj. *(bona)*.

*Abantwana abazithandi* (The children do not like them):
Simple sentence.
Subj. abantwana.
Pred. abazithandi.
Obj. (zona).

THE COMPOUND SUBJECT AND OBJECT

A compound subject or object is one which consists of more than one substantive co-ordinated. In Zulu, each such substantive following the first in co-ordination commences with the proclitic na- (a conjunctive formative), e.g. Nqabona izinkomo nezimvu nezimbuzi nezimbongolo—I saw cattle, sheep, goats and donkeys.

Obs.: A modern tendency to imitate English idiom and omit the na- in certain cases is to be deprecated.

Treatment of compound subjects and objects will be in two sections: as to whether they are indefinite or definite; and it will be observed that differences of construction, akin to what are made with simple subjects and objects, are employed to indicate these distinctions.

(i) Indefinite Compound Subjects and Objects

Broadly speaking, when the subjects are indefinite, the indefinite class 10 concord is used; and when objects are indefinite no concord corresponding thereto will appear with the verb. For instance:

Subjects: Sekudlela lapha izinkomo nezimbuzi nezimvu nama-hhashi—There were grazing here cattle, goats, sheep and horses.
Kwakhé ezweni leli abaNtu namaLawu naboThwa—Bantu, Hottentots and Bushmen live in this country.
Obs.: In this indefinite construction the predicate precedes the compound subject.

Objects: Sifuna izinkomo nezimbuzi nezimvu namahhashi—We want cattle, goats, sheep and horses.
Singabona abantu nezindlu nemithi—We can see people and houses and trees.

(ii) Definite Compound Subjects and Objects

There is a great deal of difference of opinion among users of Zulu concerning concord rules in this case, and only general indications can be given. Much depends upon the psychological approach in every case. Roughly speaking there are three aspects of treatment, as follows:

1. Treating the first word in the compound grouping as of greater relative importance than any other and deriving the concord therefrom.
2. Using the prefix ba- for personal compounds, the prefix xi- for animal compounds, the prefix ku- for material compounds and for compounds of mixed substantives.
3. Employing the concord representing the substantive nearest the predicate.

(I) First Word of the Grouping determining Concord

This type of construction is used when relative importance is given to one of the words. It is probably not as common an occurrence as other types of construction. Examples:

Isalukazi nexhegu sifuna indlu—The old lady and the old gentleman want a house (but the old lady is the driving force!).

Inceku nezinja zayo iyabaleka—The attendant and his dogs are running away.

Umfana nekati ufikile—The boy and the cat have come.

Lenja nomfana imanzi—This dog and the boy are wet (attention being particularly drawn to the condition of the dog).

Owesifazane nezimphala zami umanzi—The woman and my goods are wet.

Izimphala zami nowesifazane zimanzi—My goods and the woman are wet (in which my concern over the goods is supreme!).

From an examination of a series of similar sentences it is observable that the substantives succeeding the first are in effect parenthetical, being treated functionally much as appositional construction; and, in a number of cases it is more usual to place the predicate immediately after the first, the relatively important, substantive or substantival grouping, in which case the succeeding substantive or substantives become adverbial, as for instance:

Lenja imanzi nomfana (or kanye nomfana)—This dog is wet, and also the boy.

Much, however, depends upon the significance of the verb, when it is a verb that is used in the predicate. A comparison may be made between the verbs fika (arrive; a verb of motion) and khala (cry). As a student once quaintly put it: "If one said, Umfana nekati ufikile, it would not be clear whether the cat voluntarily contributed to the coming, or whether the cat was carried by the boy, and may not have come of its own free will; but if one said, Umfana nekati kuyakhala, it would be clear that these subjects are individually performing the action indicated by the verb, and

(A) A further instance of initial position for emphasis; cf. p. 7.
that therefore, here, one is bound to use a subjectival concord which indicates compound subjects. A more natural rendering of the former of these sentences would be: Umfana uyikile nekati—The boy came with (or along with) the cat. Further it cannot be overlooked that in such a sentence as Umuntu nenja ukambile the importance of the person may override that of an animal or thing, and thus command the concord. A similar example is in Abantu nezinkomo bashile emilweni—The people and the cattle are burnt in the fire.

All of the examples given in this section are of compound subjects. The argument would be inconclusive if applied to objects, as the first object would be that nearest to the predicate and therefore be an example of the third type of treatment, which will be considered below.

(2) Use of a Classificatory Concord

Three of these are used in Zulu: ba- for persons, zi- for animals, and ku- for things and for compounds of mixed substantives.

(a) A succession of nouns indicating persons may be represented by the class I plural concord with the predicate:

Subjects: Umshayeni nensokiso yake bemukile—The driver and his chief have gone away.
Ixhegu nesalukazi bafikile—The old gentleman and the old lady have arrived.
Amanzhegu nesalukazi bayaleka—The old gentlemen and the old ladies are laughing.
Izimwe ezinye nabantu abanye abakhathaleli imiphefumulo yabo—Some tribes and some people do not worry about their souls.
Abafundisi nabafundi sebesendlini—The teachers and the pupils are now in the room.
AmaXhoza nabakwaZulu bafuya izinkomo—Xhosas and Zulus keep cattle.

Objects: Sizobabiza umntwana nesalukazi nevila, bothathu—We shall summon the child, the old lady and the lazy fellow, all three of them. (It would here, however, be preferable to place the predicate after the three objects, viz. Umntwana nesalukazi nevila, sizobabiza bothathu.
Ngibabonile umlamu wami nomntanakhe—I saw my brother-in-law and his child (though here ngibabonile is preferable, according to the third type of treatment).

But see below: the use of the concord ku- where a person is concerned is liable to be derogatory.

(b) A succession of nouns indicating animals may be represented by the class 5 plural concord with the predicate:

Subjects: Yona nenenkazi zinkulu zombili—It (the bull) and the cow are both big.
Ikati nengwe nofundo zeqile—The cat, the leopard and the tortoise have escaped.
Izinkomo namahhashi azidingi ukuphuma lawa-manzi—The cattle and the horses do not need to drink this water.

Objects: Sizozithenga, inkomo nemvu nembuzi—We shall buy the ox, the sheep and the goat. (Siyoyithenga, according to the third method of treatment, below, would however be more commonly found, the comma being omitted.)
Mawuzingenise izimbye ngale nesakomo—Bring in the donkeys and the horses.

(c) A succession of nouns indicating material objects, and a succession of nouns of mixed signification, may be represented by the class 10 concord with the predicate.

Material compounds, subjects: Ikhanzi negeja nezitsha kusendlini—The pot, the hoe and the plates are in the hut. Ikhanzi lentshe lincinyane. Lona nentamo akunazimpaphe, kunezindiso zodwa—The head of the ostrich is small. It and the neck have no feathers; they have hair only.
Isikhwama sami nemali kulakhilele konke—My pouch and money are all lost.

Objects: Amasi nesinkwa ngiyakuthanda kokuqini—I like both the curdled milk and the bread.
Mabakulethe, amapensile namaphpha nezincwadi—Let them bring the pencils, the paper(s) and the books. (Though it would be more natural Zulu to put the predicate after the objects, as in the previous example, i.e. Amapensile namaphpha nezincwadi, mabakulethe, shewing that the object construction is less susceptible to these rules than is that of the subject.)
Mixed compounds:

The use of the ku-concord is more common with animals and things, than with persons and things or with persons and animals. When persons are involved in compound subjects and objects with non-persons, the implication of ku- is definitely derogatory. It has been reported that "some old men were shocked to think that one could attempt to use ku- for 'friendly' persons."

Subjects: Imiti inamahashi kushile—The trees and the horses are burnt.
   Izinike nengola kwathi khulakatha emanzinzi—The oxen and the wagon plunged into the water.
   Izindlu nafantu kushile konke—The houses and the people are all burnt. (This would imply, "the houses with the people in them.")
   Umfanana nekati kufikile—The boy and the cat have come (derogatory).
   Abantu nezinkomo kuyaaleka-nje—The people and the cattle are just making off (derogatory).

Objects: Umtilo wakushisa, indlu nakho konke okukuyo—The fire consumed the house and all it contained.

(3) Use of Concord representing the Substantive nearest to the Predicate

This is an extremely common way of representing compound subjects and objects with the predicate, but is probably more frequent with objects than with subjects.

Subjects: Umkhumbi nafantu bashonile—The ship and the people went down. (The importance of the loss of the persons here, however, cannot be overlooked.)
   Amandla nobudoba bulugu—Strength and manliness are valued possessions.

Objects: Masivathenge amabantsi nezigqoko—Let us buy the coats and hats.
   Bebejifuna ingubo nobuhlalu—They wanted the blanket and the beads.
   Yingeniseni impahla nezincwadi—Bring in the goods and the books.
   Ngimbonile umntwana wami nenja yakhe—I saw my child and his dog.

And even: Ngimbonile umntwana wami nomntwana wakho—I saw my child and your child (instead of Ngibabonile . . .).

(iii) The Analysis of Sentences with Compound Subjects or Objects

The simplest method is to treat the subjects or objects concerned together, and to take out, as enlargements, any qualifying words there may be, referring each to the particular substantive qualified; the labelling of the subject or object as "compound" will account for seeming anomalies in type of compound used with the predicate; e.g.

(a) Owesifazane nezimpahla zami umanzi: Simple sentence.
   Subj. owesifazane nezimpahla (compound).
   Enl. of S. zami (qualifying izimpahla).
   Pred. umanzi.

(b) Ngikuma izincwadi zakho namaphepha kaaba (I want your books and my father's papers): Simple sentence.
   Subj. (mina).
   Pred. ngikuma.
   Obj. izincwadi namaphepha (compound).
   Enl. of O. (i) zakho (qualifying izincwadi).
      (ii) kaaba (qualifying amaphepha).

(iv) Inflected Forms of Compound Substantives

Two methods of inflexion are found, that of the first substantive only, and that of each substantive. The former occurs in the formation of copulatives, and of conjunctive and comparative adverbs. The latter occurs in the formative of locative adverbs, instrumental adverbs, and possessives.

(a) Inflexion of first substantive only:
   (copulative) inja nekati > yinja nekati (by the dog and the cat, or it is a dog and a cat).
   (conjunctive adv.) inja nekati > nenja nekati (together with the dog and the cat).
   (comparative adv.) with prefixes kuna-, njenga-, nganga-
      UJoni mkhulu kunami nomngane wami—John is bigger than me and my friend.
   Banjengobaba nomame—They are just like my father and mother.

(b) Inflexion of each substantive:
   (locative adv.) izwe nemizi nezindlu > ezweni nasemizini nasezindlini (in the land and the villages and the houses).
   izulu nomhlabha > ezulwini nasemhlabeni (in heaven and on earth).
   (instrumental adv.) induku nomkhonto > ngenduku nangomkhonto (by means of kerrie and spear).
   (possessive) abantu nezinkomo > ubezinkhulu kaba abantu nobezinkomo (the size of the people and the cattle).

1 Note the parenthetical pause indicated by the comma after wakushisa.
THE APPOSITIONAL SUBJECT AND OBJECT

In Zulu, substantives may be used in apposition to the subject or object of the sentence. Such substantives are used for definitive purposes, and may therefore, in analysis, be considered as the enlargement of the subject or object, but they are not qualificatives. The appositional substantive in Zulu always succeeds, in word-order, the subject or object of the sentence or any main substantive which is undergoing inflexion. For this reason, the first of any two substantives in apposition is the more important, the one which commands the sentence concord, or the one which undergoes inflexion to form other parts of speech, such as copulatives, adverbs (locative or otherwise), etc. Examples of this latter type will be given later.

The following five are the types of apposition found in Zulu:

(i) Noun + Noun

Whether the nouns forming an appositional subject or object belong to the same class or different classes, the concord with the predicate is that corresponding to the class of the first noun, e.g.

_Ubaba uZashuke wakhé indlu yakhe eMngeni—My father, Zashuke, has built his house at the Umngeni River._

_Sizombonga uMpande inkosi—We shall give thanks to Mpande, the chief._

_Esina ukuyidona inkosi uMpande—they want to see the chief, Mpande._

_Ixhengu induna livela kwaZulu—that old man, the captain, comes from Zululand._

_Leso-silwane ingwe sinolaka—that animal, the leopard, is fierce._

_Ngiyibulele ingwe, isilwane esesahekayo—I have killed the leopard, a terrifying animal._

_Ngiyisibulele isilwane esesahekayo ingwe—I have killed the terrifying animal, a leopard._

_Unyoko inkosikazi uNozidiya wathenga imbuzi, yema kimi—Your mother, the queen Nozidiya, bought a goat and it stayed with me._

Specimens of analysis: (a) _Ubaba uZashuke wakhé indlu yakhe eMngeni:_ Simple sentence.

Subj. _ubaba._

Enl. of S. _uZashuke_ (appositional).

Pred. _wakhé._

Obj. _indlu._

(b) _Leso-silwane ingwe sinolaka:_ Simple sentence.

Subj. _leso-silwane._

Enl. of S. _ingwe_ (appositional).

Pred. _sinolaka._

In this second example, though _leso_ and _isilwane_ are also in apposition, since the word-compounding is compulsory, it is best to treat them together.

(ii) Noun + Pronoun

When noun and pronoun are in apposition, there must be concordial agreement between them, i.e. the pronoun must be of the same class and number as the noun with which it is in apposition. Agreement with the predicate is naturally straightforward. Absolute, demonstrative and quantitative pronouns may each be used following nouns and in apposition to them, but qualitative pronouns, from their very nature, may only precede nouns when used appositionally.

(a) _Noun + Absolute Pronoun:_ This has the effect of making the noun very prominent and emphatic.

_Abantu bona bathukuthele kakhulu—As for the people they are very enraged._

_Kodwa izinkomo zona zikhuphela—but as for the cattle they are sleek._

_Angimthandi umuntu yema—I don’t like the person, or As for him, I don’t like the person._

(b) _Noun + Demonstrative Pronoun:_

_Ikatiti leli lingaphungula amagundane—This cat (the cat, this one) can keep down the mice._

_Uyaziibona izintaba leziyá na?—Do you see yonder mountains?_ (c) _Noun + Quantitative Pronoun:_

_Abantu bonke sebesendlini—all the people are now in the room._

_Yimina engizibulele izinyamazane zombili—it is I who killed both the animals._

_Kukhona utshani bodwa ezweni leli—There is only grass in this district._

(iii) Pronoun + Pronoun

Here again concordial agreement must be maintained between each pronoun of an appositional pair. Sense does not
aposition is used, e.g. abakhul'abethu (our big ones) or abeth' abesilisa (our male ones), where the reference may be to “children belonging to us”; but if the possession is descriptive, the second word is a possessive qualitative, e.g. abakhulu beethu (our elders) or abethu besilisa (our males ones), where the reference is to “elders to whom we belong.”

(2) Adjectival and Relative:
Laf'abakhulu bahlakaniphile—These elders are wise.
Zon'ezimnyama ngezakhe—As for the black ones, they are his.

(iv) Pronoun + Noun

When pronoun + noun occur in apposition, vowel elision usually takes place, resulting in a compounds of the words. *When the elision is that of the initial vowel of the noun it is compulsory, but when it is that of the final vowel of the pronoun it is optional.* Except in the case of the 1st and 2nd person pronouns, there must be concordial agreement between pronoun and noun in apposition, and the predicate is always in agreement with the pronoun, the first word of the appositional pair.

(a) Absolute pronoun + Noun: After absolute pronouns of the 1st and 2nd persons, and, in rare instances, after those of the 3rd person, elision of the initial vowel of the noun in apposition takes place compulsorily:

*Inkosi yethu ayisithandi thina-bantu bayo—Our chief does not love us, his people.*
*Ngiyakubona wena-ndoda—I see you man.*
*Mina-muntu sengikhathene-nje—As for me poor human, I am absolutely tired.*

Initial elision seems to take place after 3rd person absolute pronouns, when inflected to form copulatives, as the following examples shew:

*Yizona-zinkomo—They are the real cattle.*
*Uyena-mfazi esimbonileyo—It is the real woman whom we saw.*

In other cases of the 3rd person absolute pronouns, followed by a noun in apposition, optional final elision takes place:

*Zon'izinkomo (Zona izinkomo) sezidla ehlathini ngalaphaya—*
*They, the cattle, are now grazing in the bush yonder.*
*Awumboni yen'umuntu (yena umuntu) na?—Don't you see him, the person?*

These are emphatic in significance.

(b) Demonstrative pronoun + Noun: When a demonstrative pronoun is used before a noun in apposition, compulsory
elision of the initial vowel of the noun takes place, a word-
compound always resulting.

_Lomuthi uzokwana kusasa_—This tree will fall in the morning.
_Lesiya-zindlu seziibonakele ethafeni_—Yonder huts are now visible on the plain.
_Leso-sitshe asisihle_—That plate is not nice.

The same thing takes place when the demonstratives are inflected:
_Yilezo-zinkomo_—Each beast; or It is those beasts.
_Sasihamba ngaleyo-nqola_—We were travelling by that wagon.

(c) **Quantitative pronoun + Noun**: In this case of apposition, optional final elision takes place. Though the elision is optional, it is far more commonly carried out than disregarded.

_Bonk'abantu (bonke abantu) bayahlabelela_—All the people are singing.
_Ubaba uziibonile zontath'лизikomo_—My father has seen the three cattle.
_Laba-bantu angabashaya yedw'ubaba_—Father may hit these people all alone.
_Angithandi bahale bodw'abantwana ngasemlilweni_—I do not like children to sit all by themselves near a fire.

(d) **Qualitative pronoun + Noun**: Optional elision of the final vowel of the qualitative pronoun takes place in this case of apposition.

*Adjectival*: _Abany'abantu (Abanye abantu) bahlakali ph€
_sekhulu_—Other people are very clever.
_Sibona abafilabantu_—We see two people.
_Kukhona emzini ezinkulu izinjwa_ (ezinkulu izinjwa)—There are in
the village huge dogs.

*Relative*: _Sibone endeleni oz'umuntu ( ozone umuntu)_—We saw
on the path a naked man.

_Ababonwaabantu bakhe ngaphesheya_—Red people are living on
the other side (of the river).

*Enumerative*: _Usho mph'muntu (mphin umuntu)?_—Which
person do you mean?

_Sibone iny'inikonyana (inye inikonyana)_—We saw one calf.

*Possessive*: _Ngiyazithanda ezakhw'izinjwa (ezakho izinjwa)_—I like thy dogs.

_Ikati likholia obal'ubuso (obalo ubuso)_—The cat is licking its
own face.

_Ezam'izinjomo zikhuluphele_—My cattle are sleek.

It must be observed that the pronominal use of qualificatives, as exemplified in this section, is for purposes of emphasis, the noun being in apposition to a more important qualitative pronoun for

parenthetical purposes of explanation, for definitive purposes, to
prevent the qualifying pronoun from being mistakenly taken to
refer to some other noun of the same class. The pronominal or first portion of the appositional pair is therefore the more important, and may be considered emphasised, thus:

_Abañana abathile_—Certain boys.

_Abañile abañana_—Certain ones, boys.

_Abathile alone, while meaning "certain ones,” does not so clearly refer to abañana, and might be interpreted too vaguely as referring to abantu._

(v) **Apposition in Izibongo**

The grammatical treatment of the _izibongo_, or praises of chiefs and prominent persons, presents considerable difficulty in Zulu. At this stage but brief reference will be made to it as various phases present themselves. Certain _izibongo_, or certain portions of _izibongo_, become definite "nicknames" of prominent persons, and as such, although they may consist of whole sentences or successions of words, may be used either themselves as subject or object of a predicate, or more commonly, maybe, in apposition to a subject or object. The following is illustrative of this:

Kwesukela uGubudele kaNomantshali, [uMthungi wembeng' ebansi, angathung'ezicane ziyazibekelana], wakhipa izinkomo, wazisa emadlaleleni.1

Once upon a time Gubudele son of Nomantshali, “Weaver of a wide basket, if he weaves little ones, they fit in one another,” took out the cattle, and took them to pasture.

The portion within brackets is the _izibongo_ in apposition to _uGubudele._

Inflected Substantives in Apposition

Several examples have been given of substantives in apposition undergoing inflexion. Whenever this takes place _it is the first, not the definitive or appositional substantive, which is inflected._ Thus _ingola leyo > enqoleni leyo_ (locative), _ngengola leyo_ (instrumental), _renqola leyo_ (conjunctive), _yingola leyo_ (copulative), etc., while under similar conditions _leyo-ngqola > kuleyo-ngqola, ngaleyo-

\[\text{ngola}, \text{ naleyo-ngqola, yileyo-ngqola, respectively.}\]

Note also:

_Amazi kaMpande inkosi_—The words ofMpande, the chief.
_Amazi enkosi uMpande_—The words of the chief, Mpande.
_NguMpande inkosi_—It is Mande, the chief.
_Yinkosi uMpande_—It is the chief, Mpane.

1. Stuart: _uTulazirwe_, ed. 1937, p. 6 (orthography revised).
THE SYNTAX OF THE SUBSTANTIVE

Simple positive: ukubona (to see, seeing, vision).  
Simple negative: ukungaboni (not to see, not seeing).
Progressive negative: ukungasaboni (to see no longer).
Exclusive negative: ukungakaboni (not yet to see).

Further it may undergo derivative inflexion, each derivative form being capable of use in the above four ways, for instance:
Passive: ukubonwa (to be seen, being seen).
Neuter: ukubonakala (to be visible, visibility).
Applied: ukubonela (to see for).
Reciprocal: ukubonana (to see one another, mutual seeing).
Causative: ukubonisa (to cause to see, shewing).
Intensive: ukubonisisa (to see clearly, clear vision).
Diminutive: ukubonabona (to see somewhat, indistinct vision).

Used alone any of these forms constitute simple (substantival) subjects or objects, e.g.
Ukungabonisisi kavyahlupha—Not to see clearly, or Indistinct sight is a handicap.
Ngifuna ukudla—I want food, or I want to eat.
Sifikele ukusebenza—We came in order to work; lit. We came for a working.
Kwabayisangalisiso ukufika kwethu—It was a wonder we arrived; lit. Our arriving was a wonder. The purely nominal function of ukufika with possessive enlargement is unimpaired.
Ukungazondani kufasanele abangane—Not to hate one another is proper to friends.

(ii) When, however, the verbal function of the infinitive overrides the purely nominal, the infinitive automatically becomes phrase-forming. This takes place in three ways:
(a) when followed by an object, or when indicating one by concord;
(b) when extended adverbially; and
(c) when used with ideophones.

Sentences with phrases are still considered “Simple Sentences.”
(a) Infinitive with Object:
Ngizele [ukuthenga izinkomo]—I came to buy cattle.
(Here the phrase, placed between brackets, is the object of the applied form zela, of the verb za.)
Umtshelele [ukumusa]—He told him in order to warn him.
(3) With these significances the verbal force seems to be receding, a strictly nominal force taking its place.
the applied form followed by an infinitive indicates purpose; cf. also Sifikele ukusebenza, in the previous section.)

The analysis of the sentence would be as follows:
Subj. (yena).
Pred. umtshelele.
Obj. (i) principal: ukumvusa (obj. of tshelela).
(ii) subsidiary: (yena) (obj. of original ishele).

The reason for treating ukumvusa as a phrase is that in full it is ukumvusa yena, the objectival concord m- carrying that implication.

[Ukwenza lokho] kuletha icala—Doing that brings trouble.

Here the phrase is subject of the sentence.

Ngifuna [ukudla inyama]—I want to eat meat.
Ngifuna [ukudla inyama yenkonta]—I want to eat beef.

(b) Infinitive with Adverbial Extension:
[Ukuvuka ekuweni kakhulu] kuhle impela—To wake up very early in the morning is very good.
Sithanda [ukuya eThekwini]—We like going to Durban.
Musani [ukugigitheka kanjalo esontweni]—Don’t giggle like that in church! The whole phrase is here the object of musani; but, as this is a deficient verb, an alternative method of analysis is possible (see under “The Multi-verbal Predicate” in Chapter IV).

Examples with both object and adverbial extension:
Ngifuna [ukuyidla inyama yi emakhaya manje]—I want to eat my meat at home now.
Asithandi [ukuxishiya amankanye ethu dwa esibayeni imini yonke]—We do not like to leave our calves alone in the kraal the whole day. Here the whole phrase within brackets constitutes the object of asithandi; it is incapable of further sub-analysis.

(c) Infinitives used with Ideophones:
Umthilo usiqala [ukuvutha bee]—The fire is now beginning to roar.
Bebelinga [ukombokloza boklo boklo boklo]—They were trying to bash him in the ribs.
[Ukuthi bádu-bádu] kwengwe kuyakhanga—The leopard’s spottings are fine to look at.

The analysis of this sentence would be as follows:
Subj. ukuthi bádu-bádu (substantival phrase, ideophonic).
Enl. of S. kwengwe.
Pred. kuyakhanga.

(d) Complex Phrases:

Substantival phrases, whether acting as subject or object, may be complicated by the inclusion of a clause having reference to the verb in the infinitive or to one of the words extending that infinitive. It would be unwise to pursue these possibilities far at this stage, and two examples merely are given.

1. [Ukuvuka ekuweni kakhulu uma abantu besalele] akusizi—Waking up very early in the morning, while the people are still asleep, is no use. The clause here, uma abantu besalele, is one of time (or condition) extending the verb vuka of the infinitive.

A suggested analysis is as follows:

1. Complex Sentence.1
   Subj. ukuvuka ekuweni kakhulu uma abantu besalele (substantival phrase containing subordinate clause).
   Pred. akusizi.

1a. uma abantu besalele: descriptive clause of time (or condition) extending the verb vuka, which governs the substantival phrase.
   Con. uma.
   Subj. abantu.
   Pred. besalele.

2. Ngifuna [ukudla inyama ayiphekile umame]—I want to eat the meat which my mother has cooked. Here the phrase (objectival) contains a relative qualitative clause, ayiphekile umame.

Suggested analysis:

2. Complex sentence.
   Subj. (mina).
   Pred. ngifuna.
   Obj. ukudla inyama ayiphekile umame (substantival phrase containing subordinate clause).

2a. ayiphekile umame: relative qualitative clause enlarging the noun inyama, object of the verb dla, which governs the substantival phrase.
   Subj. umame.
   Pred. ayiphekile (relative).
   Obj. (yona), referring to inyama.

This makes it clear that the relative clause is one of objectival relationship.

To pursue this type of construction further would obviously be beyond the present stage of our syntactical study.

1The sentence will have to be considered as complex, since it contains more than one predicate; one being "main", and one "subordinate".
ZULU SYNTAX AND IDiom

SUBSTANTIVAL CLAUSES

We now come to what might be termed a study of the Complex Subject and Object, in which the subject or object concerned is expressed by means of a subordinate clause employing one of the moods of the verb.\(^1\) Typical substantival clauses in Zulu are introduced by the conjunctives ukuthi and ukuba. Each of these is a verb infinitive, and therefore also a noun of class 8; but here they have conjunctive function. The dual, and sometimes triple, function of certain words in Zulu is an important feature of the language, and tends to give it elasticity and freedom. In the vast majority of cases, such substantival clauses occur as object of the main predicate, but instances of occurrences as subject will also be noted.

(i) Substantival Clauses employing the Indicative Mood:

These are used after verbs of saying, thinking, knowing, seeing, wondering, hearing, telling, etc., and indicate the fact or occurrence which is thought, seen, heard, told, etc. The conjunctive ukuthi is more commonly used in this way, though ukuba also is often used followed by the indicative.

As object: Ngizwa [ukuthi ubonê amahhashi]—I hear that you have seen some horses.

Siçona [ukuthi akalungile]—We see that he is not straightforward.

Siçaba nga [ukuthi sizofika ngomuso]—We think that we shall arrive tomorrow.

Abayukwazi [ukuthi bayokuthini?]—They will not know what to say.

Wamangula [ukuthi ngakwenza kanjani?]—He wondered how I did it (lit. He wondered that I did it how).

Babonê [ukuthi asishanelanga]—They saw that we did not sweep.

Izinayazane zizwê [ukuthi sesisondele]—The buck have heard that we have approached.

Ngimthelé [ukuthi uyihlo usefile]—I told him that your father is now dead.

Bangitsela [ukuba isikhonyane siyeza]—They told me that the locusts are coming.

As subject: [Ukuthi wafikelela emzini] kwamangalisa kakhulu—It was a wonder he got right to the village.

Kuqinisile [ukuthi impi yahlulwe]—It is true that the army has been beaten.

(ii) Substantival Clauses employing the Potential and Contingent Moods:

The usage here is closely similar to that with the indicative mood.

Angazi [ukuthi ngingenza kanjani?]—I don’t know what to do (lit. I don’t know that I can do how).

Akazi [ukuthi angathini?]—He does not know what to say.

Asazanga [ukuthi sasingacabanga sithini?]—We did not know what to think.

Siçona [ukuthi ungasunda izincwadi eziyukhuni]—We see that you can read difficult books.

Basitshela [ukuthi bangakhokha imali yonke ngasikhathisinye]—They told us that they can pay all the money at one time.

Bengazi [ukuthi ubungezukulimela, ukuba avuwambanganga ebusuku]—I knew that you would not have been hurt if you had not gone by night.

(iii) Substantival Clauses employing the Subjunctive Mood:

These are used after verbs of desire, intention, purpose, necessity. In this construction ukuba is used more commonly than ukuthi, though the latter also occurs followed by the subjunctive mood.

As object: Sifuna [ukuba bazilethe izimvu]—We want them to bring the sheep, lit. We desire that they bring the sheep.

Ngithenda [ukuba uhlale izinsuku ezintathu]—I would like you to stay three days, lit. I like that you stay three weeks.

Ngamtshele [ukuba ahlale emzini]—I told him to stay at the kraal. (ct. Ngamtshele ukuba bahlala emzini—I told them that they are staying at the kraal; indicative used.)

Sifuna [ukuthi uhlulume kahele]—We want you to speak carefully.

As subject: Kusanele [ukuba sihambe]—It is necessary for us to go.

\(^1\) Not necessarily clearly expressed in all copulative constructions.

\(^2\) When no idea regarding time, negation or implication is to be conveyed.
Kudingeka [ukuňa silale]—We need to sleep; lit. That we sleep is needful.
Kumelwe [ukuňa bayeke]—They must leave off; lit. That they leave off is obligatory.
Kuswelekle [ukuňa ngibone umsebenzi wakho]—It is necessary that I should see your work.

Obs.: These subjunctive mood clauses may, in other syntactical conditions, be descriptive clauses. This further illustrates the elasticity of function in Zulu grammar; nouns may, on occasion, function, unchanged in form, as adverbs; so may certain substantival clauses function, unchanged in form, as descriptive clauses. Take, for instance, the first example above, ukuňa bazilethe izimvu; in the sentence, Bafika [ukuňa bazilethe izimvu]—They came, in order that they might bring the sheep; it is a descriptive clause of purpose, an extension of the predicate.

(iv) Specimen Analyses:
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. wamangala.
   Obj. ukuthi ngakwenza kanjani (subj. clause).

   Subj. ukuthi banecala (subj. clause).
   Pred. kusobala (copulative).

   Subj. (thina).
   Pred. sifuna.
   Obj. ukuňa bazilethe izimvu (subj. clause).

(v) Contractions of Substantival Clauses:
In a substantival clause involving the subjunctive mood, the conjunctive ukuňa (or ukuthi) may sometimes alternatively be

(vi) Qualificative Clauses used Substantively:
Just as adjectives and relatives may be used substantively as qualificative pronouns, either preceding or instead of the original substantives, so qualificative clauses, of relative type, may be used as subject or object of a sentence or in apposition to a substantive. Reference should be made to qualitative clauses in the next chapter.

Examples:
(a) [Abahambileyo] sebezikile—Those who went have arrived.
   Subj. abahambileyo (substantival rel. clause).
   Pred. sebezikile.

(b) Masilondoloze [esinakho]—Let us preserve what we have.
   Subj. (thina).
   Pred. masilondoloze.
   Obj. esinakho (subj. rel. clause).

(c) Angazi [engingakwenza]—I don’t know what to do.
   Subj. (mina).
   Pred. angazi.
   Obj. engingakwenza (subj. rel. clause).

(d) [Abangasebenziso] abayukudla—Those who do not work will not eat.

(e) Izitha zababulala [ababebhulu boda]—The enemy killed only those who were adults.
   Subj. izitha.
Further sub-analysis of the clauses is, of course, possible, e.g. of (b) and (c) above:

(b) esinakho.
Subj. (thina).
Pred. esinakho (rel. of copulative).
(c) esingakwenza.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. esingakwenza (rel.).
Obj. (khona).

Reported Speech

Reported speech in Zulu, after some form of the verb -thi, constitutes a type of substantival clause, object of that verb.

(a) Such substantival clauses may be found preceded simply by the verb -thi, e.g.
Uthé [ufiké lapha izolo]—He said he came here yesterday.
Bathé [yimi engikuniké incwadi]—They said that it was I who gave you the book.
Infosi yathi [sastifanele ukulima]—The chief said that we ought to have ploughed.
Ngithi, [Hamba-ke manje, sizokuqona ngomusoro]—I say, “Go along now, and we shall see you tomorrow.”
UMagewu wathi [ngingakhokha imali yonke]—Magewu said that I can pay the whole amount.

The difference between oratio recta (direct speech, conveying the actual words spoken) and oratio obliqua (indirect speech) is signified by a sense-group pause after -thi in the case of oratio recta; this does not occur with oratio obliqua. This may be indicated, in Zulu, by using a comma followed by a capital letter in the first case, and by neither comma nor capital in the second. There is, of course, the alternative use of inverted commas for oratio recta, which is becoming quite common in Zulu writing.

Examples: Uthé ufiké lapha izolo (indirect); with the following possible interpretations: He said that he (i.e. himself) came here yesterday; or He said that he (a third party) came here yesterday. Those interpretations are taking ufiké to refer to cl. 1 sg.; it could refer to cl. 2 sg., or even, with lowered tone, to the 2nd person sg., i.e. He said that you came here yesterday. Only context can decide these things with present Zulu orthography.¹

¹In all these examples Uthé is read with relatively high tone; quite another set of meanings would accompany low toned Uthé viz. “You said that . . .”
There are two ways in which -thi may be used after such verbs as the above: (i) in infinitive form ukuthi when it functions as a conjunctive to indicate indirect speech; and (ii) in the indicative mood, when it forms, with the preceding verb, a co-ordinate construction, the result being a compound sentence with the second part complex; this implies direct speech.

(i) with ukuthi (indirect speech):

_Usho_ [ukuthi uyesaba]—He means that he is afraid.  
Subj. (yena).  
Pred. _usho_.  
Obj. _ukuthi uyesaba_ (subst. clause).

Sub-analysis of the clause:

Con. _ukuthi_.  
Subj. (yena).  
Pred. _uyesaba_.

_Wabatshela_ [ukuthi inkosi isifile]—He told them that the chief is now dead.

_Sicabanga_ [ukuthi sizolala lapha-nje]—We think we shall sleep just here.

(ii) with indicative co-ordinate (direct speech): Note that this type of construction goes further in Zulu than it would in English, as, for instance, in the example after _cabanga_.

_Usho_ _uthi_. _Ngikesaba_—He says, “I am afraid”; lit. He speaks (and) says. This is a compound sentence¹ and would be analysed as follows:

A. _Usho_. Simple sentence, co-ordinate to B.  
Subj. (yena).  
Pred. _usho_.

B. _uthi_. _Ngikesaba_. Complex sentence, co-ordinate to A.  
Subj. (yena).  
Pred. _uthi_.  
Obj. _Ngikesaba_ (subst. clause).

Bl. _Ngikesaba_.  
Subj. (yina).  
Pred. _ngikesaba_.

_Ngisho ngithi_. _Akuncalula_—I mean, “It does not matter.”  
(Note the direct in Zulu, translation of which is strange in English.)

_Sicabanga sithi_. _Sizolala lapha-nje_—We think, “We shall sleep just here.”

_Wabatshela wathi_. _Inkosi isifile_—He told them, saying, “The chief is now dead.”

_Inkosi yasisithela yathi_. _Zingeniseni izinkomo esiqayeni²_—The chief told us, saying, “Put the cattle into the kraal.” The indirect equivalent of this would be (according to (i) above):

_Inkosi yasisithela ukuthi sizenise izinkomo esiqayeni_—The chief told us to put the cattle in the kraal (lit. that we put).

_U Dingane washo wathi_. _Kanti impi yami_. _Ndlela_. _Uyonile_!—Dingane spake saying, “So my army, Ndlela, you have disorganised!”

(c) There is a construction in Zulu, in which the actual words of reported speech may precede the verb of saying. In this case, the verb is _sho_, which may not directly precede reported words. The reported words must still be considered as constituting a substantival clause, in essence object of _sho_.

_Inzinkabi zilahlekile_. _Sekusho abafana_—“The cattle are lost,” now say the boys.

_Wol_ _kwasho uNomjadu_. _Ngayaleka_. _mina kabaaba_!—“Oh!” said Nomjadu, “I am done for, as for me, child of my father!”

It is noticeable that in these cases the cl. 10 concord is used with _sho_ followed by the subject. Further, such substantival clauses cannot be cut up, by the interposition of _sho_; a complete clause must precede _sho_. In the second example above, the interjection _Wol_ constitutes a complete clause, an interjective one.

The analysis of this sentence would be as follows:

Subj. _uNomjadu_.  
Pred. _kwasho_.  
Obj.: (1) _Wol_ (interjective, used substantivally).  
(2) _Ngayaleka_. _mina kabaaba_ (subst. clause).

Sub-analysis of the substantival clause:

Subj. _mina_.  
Enl. of _S. kabaaba_.  
Pred. _ngayaleka_.

IZIBONGO AS SUBJECT OR OBJECT

_Izibongo_, i.e. praise-names, praise-phrases or praise-clauses, may be used as subject or object of sentences. In their formation are considerable complications of form through the verb stem often being inflected to form a substantive, that substantive then acting as subject or object of the main predicate, but still retaining its verbal force in being followed by an object or by a descriptive extension. Here a few typical examples are given.

¹ See “Co-ordination of Predicates” in Chapter IV.
² Analysis of this sentence is not given here, as it involves an interjective clause; see Chapter VII.

PRINCIPAL AND SUBSIDIARY OBJECTS

There are certain verbs, in Zulu, which naturally may take two objects; and there are others which would, in their simple forms, take one object, but which may take two in their applied or causative forms. One of these objects is considered subsidiary to the other, the principal object generally being represented by an object verbal concord. There are cases, however, with applied and causative forms of the verb, in which the subsidiary object is represented by concord, but in that case the verb is immediately succeeded by the principal object itself (whether noun or pronoun).

(i) Simple Verbs taking Principal and Subsidiary Objects

In most instances the action of the verb directly affects some person, though this is not invariably the case. Common verbs used in this way are: pha, nika, tshele, buza, thela, khipha, faka, ambula, amuka, hlubula, phanga, sika, nquma, shaya, gwaza, hlabo, etc. Example:

Abafana bangihlubula ingubo—The boys stripped me of my garment.

In such a case, where the principal object is only represented by a concord, the representative absolute pronoun must be inserted for purposes of analysis, e.g.

---

1 Adapted from J. Stuart, UThulaulwe, 2nd ed. p. 4.
2 Adapted from J. Stuart, UThulaulwe, 2nd ed. p. 12.
3 Adapted from J. Stuart, UThulaulwe, 2nd ed. p. 16.
4 Adapted from J. Stuart, UThulaulwe, 2nd ed. p. 19.
5 Here this is participial, following upon uzeshe-ke which contains a participial element.

---

Similarly with Wamshaya isihlathi (He struck him on the cheek: lit. He struck him the cheek), the full reading would be Wamshaya yena isihlathi.

The importance of the principal object is exemplified in the passive. For instance the passive of Wamgisika ubuso ngomese (He cut me in the face with a knife, or He cut my face with a knife) is Ngasikwa ubuso nguye ngomese. Only the principal object of the active may become subject of the passive, in which case the subsidiary object—however difficult it may be to understand it—remains in the position of an object. The above would be analysed as follows:

Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngasikwa (passive).
Obj. ubuso.
Ext. of P. (i) nguye (agentive).
(ii) ngomese (instrumental).

Naturally an alternative treatment would be to consider sika ubuso as a single predicate, signifying to “face-cut,” in which case ngasikwa ubuso would be the predicate in the above analysis.

A contrast to the construction of the second object is found when a locative may follow the verb, e.g. Wamshaya endlini—He struck him in the house (in which endlini is the place where the action of the verb was carried out). The English idioms are not distinctive. “He struck him in the face” and “He struck him in the house” are alike in construction. Though it is possible in Zulu to say Wamshaya ebuswent, this is considered less idiomatic, and it is better to use Wamshaya ubuso, clearly differentiated from Wamshaya endlini. So in Zulu it is natural and easy to say Wamshaya ubuso endlini; the English equivalent is ponderous: “He hit him in the face in the house.”

Often verbs, which take a subsidiary object when the actual person is affected, have to be used in the applied form when the person is not so affected. For instance:

Wamgisika umunwe—He cut my finger.
Wangisikela ipulangwe—He cut a plank for me.

Further examples:

Babaphanga abafowethu impahla—They robbed our brothers of their goods.
Bangwaza isisu—They wounded him in the stomach.
Inja ikufakile ukudla ikhala elimakhaza—The dog put its cold nose into the food; or it cold-nosed the food.

Inkosi yazikhipha izinhlozi amehlo—The chief put out the eyes of the spies.

Ngisike imali—Give me some money.

Wapha uNgoza isinkwa nezinkode nenyama—He gave Ngoza bread, cooked mealies and meat.

Wasibuzza umbuzo olakhuwa—He asked us a difficult question.

Ngishele konke—Tell me everything.

Bamenza inkosi—They made him king.

Ake umbuzo indlela—Ask him the way.

(ii) Applied and Causative Forms of the Verb taking Two Objects

In these cases it is the object of the derived form which becomes the principal object, and which is ordinarily represented by an objectival concord. The object of the original simple form of the verb becomes subsidiary in importance, and secondary in word-order; it may, however, be represented by an objectival concord, provided it appears in substantival form as well, and provided the principal object (in substantival form) precedes it immediately after the verb.

(a) Applied: Bazokusishayela abafa—They will punish the fellows for us (principal object thina understood).

Intombazana yabaphekela abafanyana ukudla — The girl cooked some food for the little boys.

Wabebele imali—He stole their money (lit. he stole, to their detriment, money).

Mus'ukungonela ingubo—Don't spoil my blanket for me.

UNTengo wayilethela inkosi incwadi—Ntengo brought the chief a letter.

Sizokunithengela izingubo—We shall buy some blankets for you. Simple sentence.

Subj. (thina).

Pred. sizokunithengela.

Obj. (i) (mina).

(ii) izingubo.

(b) Causative: Ngibonise incwadi yakhlo\(^1\)—Shew me your book (principal object mina understood).

Siyanthwesa umfana impahlw—We are helping the boy to carry the goods.

Ak'ungiphuze ingresanu yamanzi esitsheni sakho—Please give me a little water to drink in your vessel. Simple sentence.

---

\(^1\) Explanation of the analysis of such a sentence as this is deferred; it is interjective, and treatment is given in Chapter VII.

---

Con. ake.

Subj. (wena).

Pred. ungiphuzise.

Obj. (i) (mina).

(ii) ingresana.

Enl. of O. yamanzi (qual. subsidiary object).

Ext. of P. esitsheni sakh.'

(c) Alternative Renderings: Umfundisi uyaphambudela abantwana incwadi or Umfundisi uyaphambudela abantwana incwadi—
The teacher is reading the book to the children.

Sibaphekele ukudla or Sikuphekele bona ukudla—We cooked the food for them.

Wangibonisa inyoni or Wayibonisa mina inyoni—He showed me the bird.

The analysis of the last rendering would be:

Subj. (yena).

Pred. wayibonisa.

Obj. (i) mina.

(ii) inyoni.

By this means it is possible to differentiate between a definite and indefinite subsidiary object. The first rendering in each of the above examples would more correctly give “a book,” “food” and “a bird,” respectively; and the second rendering of the first example above would more correctly give “to some children” (indefinite), since, in this case, the principal object is not represented pronominally.

COGNATE OBJECTS

Certain verbs may take objects which express again, with or without some limitation, the action of the verb with which they are used. Such objects are termed cognate. Two types are found in Zulu: (i) full cognates, which are derived from the same stem as the verb itself; and (ii) natural cognates, which are associated in meaning, but not in derivation.

(i) Full Cognates:

- cula iculo (sing a song).
- chwayne umchwayo (dance the hut-dance.)
- buza umbuzo (ask a question).
- Basibuzu imibuzo eminingi—They asked us many questions.

Simple sentence.

Subj. (bona).

Pred. basibuzu.

(i) (thina).

(ii) imibuzo.

Enl. of O. eminingi (qual. subsidiary object).
It is observable, from this last, that a cognate object may become subsidiary. It is, in fact, possible to have as many as three objects to a verb like 

*Mawusi*buzele *labApacheBantu* *imibuzo* *leyo*—Do ask these people those questions for us. Simple sentence.  

Subj. (*wena*).  
Pred. *mawusi*buzele.  
Obj. (i) (*thina*).  
(ii) *labApacheBantu* (subsidiary).  
(iii) *imibuzo* (congate, subsidiary).  
Enl. of *O. leyo* (qual. cognate object).

(ii) Natural Cognates:  
There is a large range of these in Zulu, as in most languages.  
The following examples may be noted:

*qamba amanga* (fabricate lies).  
*basa umlilo, phemba umlilo* (light a fire).  
*ethamela ilanga, otha ilanga* (bask in the sun).  
*otha umlilo* (warm oneself at the fire).  
*xoxa indaba* (relate an affair).  
*hlabelela ingoma* (sing a hymn).  
*na imvula* (rain down rain).  
*theza izinkuni* (gather firewood).  
*lala ubuhongo*¹ (sleep).  
*humula ingane* (wean a child).  
*qomisa intombi* (court a maiden).  
*lobola umfazi* (contract marriage with a woman).  

Analysis of sentences involving these natural cognates is straightforward.

**IDIOMATIC OBJECTS**

Certain verbs in Zulu may take idiomatically, as objects, nouns which one would expect to be used adverbially. These generally accompany verbs of locative import,² and a locative form would have been expected; but, instead, they are used as true objects, and may be termed "idiomatic objects." Numerous examples will be found in Chapter X;³ but the following will be noted here:

*ukungena indlu* (to inherit family rights).  
*ukuhamba isonto* (to attend church regularly).  
*ukulala umgodi* (to inhabit a burrow).  
*LabApacheBantu* *sawahlala amatende*—Those people live long in tents. (The objectival concord here is very significant.)

--

¹The noun here is almost adverbal in its use.  
²Cf. Chapter IV, p. 87.  
³Cf. pp. 213 et seq.

---

ABSOLUTE AND DESCRIPTIVE USE OF SUBSTANTIVES

It is necessary, here, briefly to refer to a use of substantives which is neither subjectival, objectival nor appositional, and which has been termed "absolute." Syntactically such substantives are more descriptive than substantival in their function, and are more naturally classified with the adverbs than with the nouns, though they are distinctly the latter in form. There are two types: (a) nouns used adverbially, generally to indicate duration of time, e.g. *Siyahlala khona izinyanga ezine* (We shall stay there four months); and (b) nouns used in an introductory or parenthetical way, e.g. *Kodwa ukufa kwabantu, bafa abaninginingi* (But regarding the death of the people, they died in great numbers). Fuller treatment will be given to this when dealing with the Syntax of the Descriptive.¹

But it must nevertheless be noticed that the Zulu differentiation between the noun and the adverb is, at times, difficult to ascertain; for instance, in regard to the phrase *ukuhlala iminyaka* (to live for years), while it would be normal to consider *iminyaka* as adverbial, it is possible to say, *iminyaka engayihla nabo* (the years I spent with them), in which *iminyaka* is represented by an objectival concord with the verb! Both aspects of approach for syntactical purposes must therefore be kept open.

---

¹See Chapter V, p. 124.
CHAPTER III
THE SYNTAX OF THE QUALIFICATIVE

Introductory

In this chapter we are concerned with the relationship of the
qualificative to the sentence. Our definition of a qualificative—a
word which qualifies a substantive—precludes its being used as
subject or object of a sentence. The word abakhulu may have
two distinct syntactical uses in Zulu; e.g. in Abantu abakhulu
banyeza it is an adjective, a qualificative, used as enlargement of
the subject; while in Ngibona abakhulu it is a substantive, a quali-
ficative pronoun, used as object of the predicate. The qualificative
in Zulu is indicated by a concordial link with the substantive
qualified; this concordial link is typically prefixal, though we
shall see that there is one case, that of indirect relative construc-
tion, in which the link is represented by the pronoun (in full
concord) or some part of speech formed therefrom by inflexion.

Zulu employs four different sets of qualificative concords,
and the words—or clauses—introduced by these are therefore
divided into four categories. These are the Adjective, the Relative,
the Enumerative and the Possessive. Typical examples may be
given in agreement with a noun of class I singular:

umuntu OMkhulu (a big person; adjective).

umuntu Oqotho (an honest person; relative).

umuntu MUphi (which person?; enumerative).

umuntu WAKhe (his servant; possessive).

In these cases the concords om-, o-, mu- and wa-
are typical of
the four parts of speech; it is only with class I sg. that clear
distinctions are possible; equivalent concords for class I pl., for
instance, are, aba-, aba-, ba- and ba-
.

The above are cases of simple qualificatives, but Zulu also
employs qualitative phrases and qualitative clauses, which
latter make a sentence complex.

SYNTACTICAL ORDER OF QUALIFICATIVES

Qualificatives have a very definite syntactical word-order in
Zulu, and the following important rule has to be observed: The

qualificative always accompanies and succeeds the substantive
which it qualifies. If perchance this order is interfered with,
either by the removal of the substantive, or by transferring
the qualificative to precede the substantive, as for emphatic purposes,
the qualificative becomes pronominal, and is treated syntactically
as a “qualificative pronoun,” either instead of the substantive or
in apposition thereto. In the case of possessives, this alteration
in syntactical function is accompanied by inflection in form, one
of the secondary vowels a-, e-, or o- being prefixed, according as
to whether the noun prefix of the class concerned contains a-, i-
or u-
.

An analysis of the following sentences will illustrate this:

(i) Umuntu omkhulu ufixile—The big person has come.

Subj. umuntu.

Enl. of S. omkhulu (adj.).

Pred. ufixile.

(ii) Omkhulu ufixile—The big one has come.

Subj. omkhulu (qual. pron.).

Pred. ufixile.

(iii) Omkhulu umuntu ufixile—the big one, the person, has
come.

Subj. omkhulu (qual. pron.).

Enl. of S. umuntu (noun in apposition).

Pred. ufixile.

(iv) Bayazithanda izinkomo zami—They are fond of my
cattle.

Subj. (zoni).

Pred. bayazithanda.

Obj. izinkomo.

Enl. of Q. zami (poss.).

(v) Ezami zinhle kakhulu—Mine are very fine.

Subj. ezami (qual. pron.).

Pred. zinhle.

Ext. of P. kakhulu.

SEQUENCE OF QUALIFICATIVES

(i) When more qualificatives than one are used with a sub-
stantive, there is, in certain cases, priority of sequence. A general
rule may be observed for normal, non-extended qualificatives,
when no especial emphasis is intended on any one of them. It is
this: The possessive and the enumerative take precedence in word-
order over the adjective and the relative. Examples:

2 See Chapter II, p. 12.
izinkomo zami ezinkulu (my big cattle).

ihhashi linye elimnyama (one black horse).

Induna yayo eqotho ilapha—His honest captain is here.

Yizinkomo ziphis ezintshengileyo?—Which cattle did you buy?
(lit. it is cattle, which, that you bought).

(ii) There is no preferential word-order between possessives and enumeratives, except such as is employed to bring one or other into emphatic prominence, or owing to an extension of one or other.

Ufuna ihhashi liphini lamisabazi? or Ufuna ihhashi lami liphini?—Which horse of mine do you want? (In the former case attention is focused on the selection; in the second on the fact of my ownership.)

Ngumuntu wami muphi? or Ngumuntu muphi wami?—Which servant of mine is it?

An extension of a possessive or an enumerative, to form a qualifying phrase, or embodying a subordinate clause, will require such possessive or enumerative to follow the one not so extended. ihhashi lami [linye zwil] (my solitary horse).

ihhashi linye [lenkosile yezwe] (one horse belonging to the chief of the land).

Yizinkomo ziphis [zalowo-muntu engembonile izolo]?—Which are the cattle of that man whom I saw yesterday? (Here the extended possessive contains also a relative clause, viz. engembonile izolo.)

(iii) Similarly there is no preferential word-order between adjectives and relatives, except such as is employed to bring one or other into emphatic prominence, or owing to an extension of one or other. The more emphatic takes precedence in word-order; the extended qualification preferably follows the one comprising a single word.

Isisebenzi esikhulu esiqotho sikhora, or Isisebenzi esiqotho esikhulu sikhora—The big honest workman is present. (The former indicates “the big workman who is honest,” the latter “the honest workman who is big.”)

intombazana enhle ehlakayo or intombazana ehlakayo enhle (a beautiful, laughing girl).

With extensions:

isisebenzi esiqotho [esikhulu kunami] (an honest workman bigger than myself).

isisebenzi esikhulu esiqotho ngempela (a big absolutely honest workman).

indoda enhle [enamandla amakhulu] (a fine man of great strength).

(iv) The general rule1 is over-ridden when a possessive or enumerative is extended, while the adjective or relative remains a single word.

indlu enhle [yenkosile yethu endala] (our old chief’s beautiful house).

umuntu eqotho [mune zwile] (a solitary honest person).

This is especially necessary when, in long sentences, a qualifying word would otherwise be separated far from its substantive.

(v) It must be further observed, however, that for particular purposes of emphasis, or for personal whim, the general rule is at times set aside. This only emphasises the elasticity which is often found in Zulu syntax. Note the following examples:

Hamb’utsheliso umalume akukwenzeka indluka enkulu yami—Go and tell my maternal uncle to give you my big stick. (That this sentence verges on the colloquial is further revealed in the omission of ukuthi or ukuba before akukwenzeka.)

Leso-sifo samonel’ubuso obuhle bokhe—That disease disfigured her beautiful face for her. (Attention is focused on the previous beauty of her face.)

(vi) It must be emphasised that the conjunctive formative na- may never be used to join qualificatives; it may however precede a qualifying pronoun. The analysis of the following will illustrate this.

Wathenga izinduna ezinguphila eziminyama nezimhlophe—He bought black blankets and white ones.

Subj. (yena).

Pred. wathenga.

Obj. (i) izinduna.

(ii) (ne)ezimhlophe (qual. pron.).

Enl. of O. (i) eziminyama (rel.).

abantu abancane nabakhulu (small people and big ones).

izinkomo zami nezakho (my cattle and yours).

QUALIFICATIVES USED WITH INFLECTED SUBSTANTIVES

When some other part of speech, such as a copulative, adverb or possessive, is formed from a substantive, qualificatives may still be used agreeing with the original substantive; in other words the substantive and its enlargements together form a group which is inflected, only the first word of the group undergoing formal change.

1See (i) above.
(i) With Copulatives:

*Rumuntu omkhulu* > *Ngumuntu omkhulu*—It is a big person.
*Risihlalo sami esimenyama* > *Yisihlalo sami esimenyama*—It is my black chair.

The analysis of this simple sentence is as follows:

Subj. *(sona)*

Pred. *yisihlalo sami esimenyama* *(extended copulative)*

(ii) With Adverbs:

(a) Locative:

*Bahlezi ezihlalweni zethu ezilukhuni*—They are sitting on our hard chairs *(<isihlalo zethu ezilukhuni>)*.

*Hamba, uye enkosini endala esenzini*—Go along, go to the old chief who is at the kraal.

*Sifike kumuntu wayo omdala kakhu*—We reached his very old retainer *(<umuntu wayo omdala kakhu>)*.

*Bakhuluma kuCetshwayo kaMpende*—They are speaking to Cetshwayo son of Mpende.

*Zifake kuleyo enkulu engikulethele yona*—Put them into that big trunk which I brought you.

(b) Conjunctive: *Ngikuluma nendoda ehlaniphile*—I am speaking with a wise man *(<indoda ehlaniphile>)*.

*Sizohamba nabantu bethu abayingcogana*—We shall travel with a few of our people.

*Ingwe ifana nekati elikhulu elesabekayo*—The leopard resembles a huge and terrifying cat.

This may be analysed as follows:

Subj. *ingwe*

Pred. *ifana*

Ext. of P. *nekati elikhulu elesabekayo* *(conjunct.)*

The relative clause *elesabekayo* is susceptible of further sub-analysis.

(c) Instrumental:

*Inkosi yangena ngesango elikhulu*—The chief entered by the great gateway.

*Lamafutha emizwa ngolaza lwembuzi*—This butter was made from goat’s cream *(<ulaza lwembuzi>)*.

*Inkosi yahamba ngengola yayo enamasondo amane*—The chief travelled by his four-wheeled wagon.

(d) Comparative:

*Izimu lakhu la langamothuthi omude*—The ogre grew as big as a tall tree.

*Izwe lakwaNtengo linjengethafa elikhulu elingenamithi*—The county at Ntengo’s is like a huge treeless plain.

(iii) With Possessives:

*Ngibona izinyanye lenyoni enkulu kakhu*—I see the young of a very big bird.

*Izwi lenkosi yethu endala liginisile*—The word of our old chief is true *(<inkosi yethu endala>)*.

THE SYNTAX OF THE ADJECTIVE

(i) Each adjective has its prefixal element, the adjectival concord. An adjective must always be in agreement with a substantive of the 3rd person, since adjectival concords for the 1st and 2nd persons do not exist in Zulu.

*Ngibona umfana omkhulu*—I see a big boy.

*Sithengé izinkwazi eziningi*—We have bought many cattle.

Should agreement by an adjective with a 1st or 2nd person pronoun be required, one of two possible constructions is employed: *(a)* a relative concord is used before a copulative formed from the adjective or adjectival pronoun with class 1 reference; or *(b)* the pronounal form of the adjective is used in apposition to the 1st or 2nd person pronoun concerned.

(a) *Mina engimkhulu ngiyakhuluma*—I who am big am speaking *(omkhulu being the copulative formed from omkhulu, referring to class 1 sg.). The plural equivalent is:

*Thina esibakhulu siyakhuluma*.

(b) *Mina omkhulu ngiyakhuluma*—I, the big one, am speaking *(omkhulu here being the qualitative pronoun, class 1 sg.). The plural equivalent is: *Thina abakhulu siyakhuluma*.

(ii) The relationship of structure between the relative and the adjective, as parts of speech, and the fact that clauses may be formed in both cases, will be fully discussed.¹ Suffice it to say, here, that there is ample evidence that in Zulu there are true adjectival stems, even as there are true relative stems distinct from the clause formation.¹

¹See p. 55.
First, we treat of the adjective in its function as a simple attribute, without any reference to time, implication, mood or possible negation.

The formal distinction between the adjectival concord and the relative concord is that the former requires closer similarity to the noun prefix, revealed in the assumption of the nasals which appear in that prefix; apart from that there is correspondence of concord; and the initial vowels correspond throughout.1

(iii) The inflexion of adjectives to give diminutive, augmentative or feminine implication does not affect the concordial agreement, but may sometimes be used to give added suffixal concord.

(a) Ordinary diminution of the adjective:
   - *abantu abaningana* (a fair number of people).
   - *ikhashi elibanye* (a miserable horse).

(b) Ordinary augmentation of the adjective, found with stem -*khulu* only:
   *Kade sihamba nendoda enkulukazi engaka!*—We have been travelling with such a big man!

(c) Diminutive and feminine harmonizing suffixes:
   - *imishana emibilana* (two little trees; note that the concept of “two” cannot in itself be diminished).
   - *indukwana enhlana* (a handsome little staff).
   - *inkomazi endekazi* (a tall cow; -kazi, as a feminine suffix with adjectives, is found only with the stem -*de*).

The use of this type of harmony is a fruitful source of idiomatic Zulu composition.2

(iv) There being no such thing as emphatic stress in Zulu, prominence is often conveyed by altering word-order. To make an adjective prominent it may be placed before its noun, when it becomes functionally (syntactically) a qualitative pronoun; e.g. *indlu enkulule* (a big house) > *enkul’indlu* (a huge house; lit. a huge one, a house). But apart from this, when one substantive has several adjectives qualifying it, the first is the most prominent. Thus, *umuntu omkhulu omubi* conveys the idea of “the evil bigman” or “the big man who is evil”; while *umuntu omubi omkhulu* conveys the idea of “the big evil-man” or “the evil man who is big.” There are similar differences of emphasis between *abantu ababili abakhulu* and *abantu abakhulu ababili* (two big people).

(v) Adjectives may be used in association with certain adverbs which extend them. These are principally of three kinds: (a) those formed with the prefixal formative *kuna-*; (b) those formed with *ka-*; and (c) miscellaneous adverbs of manner. A type of qualitative phrase (adjectival) is the result.

(a) *kuna-*

   *Ngabeona umuntu omkhulu kunami*—I saw a person bigger than myself (lit. a person big compared-with-me).

   Analysis:
   - Subj. (*mina*).
   - Pred. *ngabeona*.
   - Obj. *umuntu*.
   - Enl. of O. *omkhulu kunami* (adjectival phrase).

Similar forms are found when the adjective is inflected to form a copulative:

   *Leyo-nlela inde kunalena*—That path is longer than this one.
   - (Here *inde kunalena* will be treated as predicate, being an “extended copulative.”)

(b) *ka-*

   *Umuntu omkhulu kakulu* (a very big person).
   *Abantu abadala kabi* (terribly old people).

(c) Miscellaneous:
   *Siθone izinyamazana eziningi empela*—We saw really many bick.
   *isalukazi esifushane-nje* (an old woman just short; -nje now used suffixally as an enclitic must originally have been a separate adverb).
   *Sifuma oshelezi ababili kophele*—We want merely two shilings.

(vi) Adjectives, when qualifying more substantives than one are generally in concordial agreement with the one which they immediately follow, and this is generally the last one:

   *Siθone amasimu nezindlu ezinhlle*—We saw beautiful gardens and houses.

   *Ezwenti lelo kukhona izinkomo namakhshami amakhumane kuglule*—In that country there are only short cattle and horses.

   It is alternatively possible to use the adjective with each substantive qualified, though this idiom is naturally more ponderous:

   *Kukhona izinkomo ezimfushane namakhshami amakhumane*—There are short cattle and horses.

   When, however, the adjective is inflected to form a copulative, the rules applicable to concordial choice with a plurality of subjects must be followed,1 e.g.

   *Amakhshami nezinkomo mancane*—The horses and the cattle are small (where concord with the first noun has been effected).

---

1 By some these have been referred to as “relative particles”; they are the secondary vowels, a, e and o.

The Predicative Use of the Adjective

When the adjective is used predicatively a copulative is formed from it. The rule of formation is, briefly, that the initial vowel (the "relative particle" so-called) is elided; thus omkhulu > mkhulu; elikhulu > likhulu; in the case of class 5 sg., where the adjectival concord is monosyllabic, the initial e- gives place to i-, thus: enkulule > inkulu.

Examples:

_Umkakhe muhle kakhulu—His wife is very beautiful._

_Lezizibonda zimfushane—These poles are short (or too short)._

_Indaba leyo imbana kabi—That matter is very bad._

These predicative forms constitute the copulative base when conjugation takes place. As soon as conjunctival effects are brought in, this copulative base has to be treated as any other copulative undergoing conjugation. Reference may be made to the "Text-book of Zulu Grammar" §§ 555-561. A few examples are given here:

(infinitive): ukubamkhulu, ukubaakhulu, ukubayinkulu, ukubazinkulu (to be big) according as to whether the adjectival copulative base is mkhulu (cl. 1 sg.), bakhulu (cl. 1 pl.), inkulu (cl. 5 sg.) or zinkulu (cl. 4, 5 or 6 pl.).

_Sifuna ukubaahle—We want to become beautiful._

(pres. indic. neg.):

_Akamkhulu—He is not grown up._

(immed. past indic. posit.):

_Abesilisa abebebahathu—The males were three._

_Imithi ebimincane—The trees were small._

(rem. past indic. neg.):

_Izinkomo ezasingezinkulu—The cattle were not large._

(future indic. posit.):

_Izincwadi zonke ziyokubazintsha—All the books will be new._

(rem. past progress. posit.):

_Ngaleyonkathu uJane wayesemncane—At that time Jane was still small._

(pres. exclus. neg.):

_Imithi ayikabimide—The trees are not yet tall._

(subjunctive posit.):

_Sifuna ukuba nibabakhulu—We want you to be big._

The Relative Use of the Adjective

Following directly from the preceding predicative use of the adjective, relative clauses may be formed by substituting the relative concord in each case for the initial predicative concord, e.g.:

_umfana ongemkhulu (a boy who is not grown up); note that this form, as with all true relative clause construction, is built up on the participial forms; ng-e (not -ng-a) before a copulative._

_abesilisa ababebahathu (males who were three)._

_imithi ebimincane (trees which were small)._

_izinkomo ezasingezinkulu (cattle which were not large)._

_izincwadi eziyokubazintsha (books which will be new)._  

_uJane owayesemncane (Jan who was still small)._

_imithi engakabimide (trees which are not tall); note that here, since the auxiliary verb -ba is integral in the formation, recourse has to be made to the participial equivalent with negative infix -ng-a- (with verb ba) in place of prefix a._

The Adjective definitely one of the Zulu Parts of Speech

It is abundantly clear from the above examples, that all "tense" cases of adjectives—as it will later be seen also of relatives—must be considered as qualificative clauses—obviously "relative" clauses with adjectival base. It has been suggested that even the simple adjective should be similarly considered, as really a relative clause, i.e. that umuntu onmkhulu really signifies "the person who is big" and not basically "the big person." That this is a fallacy, however, is demonstrable.

(a) In the first place, the predicative form of umuntu onmkhulu is umuntu mkhulu, in which predicate there is no subjunctival concord; this is markedly distinct from the predicative form corresponding to a relative (whether relative stem or relative clause), e.g. umuntu ogotho > umuntu ugotho, or umuntu ohambleyo > umuntu uhambile, with subjunctival concord u-.

(b) In the second place, the adjective may be used as a qualifier unchanged in form even if the time reference is other than present. Take, for instance, the following sentence:

_Ezweni lakwaZulu kwakakhona izinkomo eziningi ezinyama—in Zululand there used to be many black cattle._

1 Naturally this is not possible with a subjunctive, as in the final example.

2 For the participial basis of relative construction, see p. 78.
THE SYNTAX OF THE RELATIVE

All relatives and relative clauses are introduced by the relative concord, but the relative is sharply distinguished from the other three types of qualifying in that there is a relative construction in which the relative concord is not in agreement with the antecedent. In every case of the adjective, the numeral and the possessive, the qualifying is in concordial agreement with its substantive. Relatives, however, are divided into two distinct sets, those which have a relative concord in agreement with the antecedent, and those which shew that agreement, not in the relative concord with which they begin, but in some other concordial way. These two types of relatives are termed:

I. The Relative of Direct Relationship.
II. The Relative of Indirect Relationship.

In all types of relative clause construction the relative concord used invariably represents the subject of the relative predicate. Further, except in one type of subjectial possessive relationship (when alternatively the indicative may be used), the relative predicate is always treated in the participial mood, the participial subjectial concords giving place to relative concords.

I. THE RELATIVE OF DIRECT RELATIONSHIP

There are three main types of this relative in Zulu: (a) that formed from relative stems; (b) that formed from copulatives; and (c) that formed by subjectival relationship with a subordinate verb. In each of these cases the substantive qualified has a direct relationship with the relative.

(a) The Syntactical Use of Relative Stems

(i) Most relative stems are traceable to an original noun derivation; these stems acting as copulative bases and merely requiring a prefixed subjectival concord for them to act as predicates; when used attributively they simply assume direct relative concords. This is the reason for terming them “relatives.” As example, from the stem -manzi (wet; < noun amanzi, water), the predicative form appears in Lezi-zingubo zimanzi (These clothes are wet), and the attributive or “relative” form in izingubo ezimanzi (wet clothes).

Following are examples of direct relative stems shewing the prefixal relative concord agreeing with the substantive qualified:

Isinkomo ezibomvu zinhle kakahu—Red cattle are very fine.
Ngibonę umuntu othile endlele—I saw a certain person on the path.
Abantwana bafunda isipendo sabo esilukhuni—The children are learning their difficult lesson.

The direct relationship of the relative stems is clearly demonstrated when it is seen that relative concords of the 1st and 2nd persons may also be used with them; this further demonstrates that they may function as copulative bases:

Mina engiqhilo ngiyakhuluma—I who am honest am speaking.
Nina eningcono niyazi ukuthwala—You who are better are able to carry.

Alternatively the pronoun may be used in apposition to a pronoun formed from the relative:

Mina eqhizo ngiyakhuluma—I, an honest person (cond. for umuntu), am speaking.
Nina abangcono niyazi ukuthwala—You, recovered ones, are able to carry.
Thina abahlapho sifunye ukufunda imithetho yenu—We white people want to learn your laws.

(ii) As with adjectives, the inflexion of relative stems to give diminutive or feminine implication does not affect the concordial agreement, but in the latter case may be used to give added suffixal concord.

(a) Diminution of the relative:

Lenkati ebomvuna inolaka—This reddish ox is bad-tempered.

1 Cf. Z.G. § 277.
Feminine harmonizing suffix:

Umlamu wethu uthengé izinkomazi ezilungakazi eziyishumi—
Our brother-in-law has bought ten black-and-white cows.

(iii) As with the adjectives, relatives may be used in association with certain adverbs which extend them. Further, certain relatives are used in Zulu in association with their definite accompanying ideophones. These extensions may be regarded as qualitative phrases (relative).

(a) with adverbs:

Ngiboné inkabi [emhlophe kwezeshu]—I saw an ox whiter than ours.

Bagqoké isingubo [ezimanzi kakhulu]—They are wearing very wet garments.

(b) with ideophones:

Ugqoké ingubo [emhlophe qwa]—She is wearing a pure white dress.

Safika ebusuku [ohumnyama kháce]—We arrived on a pitch-black night.

incwadi [obomvu klébu] (a bright red book).

An alternative construction with ideophones, one almost invariably found in Zulu when the ideophone describes a predicate, is to employ the verb -thi. This may even be done in the above cases; thus Ugqoké ingubo emhlophe ethé qwa. Analysis of the two forms is as follows:

1. Ugqoké ingubo emhlophe qwa. Simple sentence.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. uggqoké.
   Obj. ingubo.
   Enl. of O. emhlophe qwa (relative phrase).

2. Ugqoké ingubo emhlophe ethé qwa. Complex sentence.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. uggqoké.
   Obj. ingubo.
   Enl. of O. (1) emhlophe.
   (2) ethé qwa (relative clause).

2a. ethé qwa:
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. ethé.
   Ext. of P. qwa (ideophone).

(iv) As already noticed predicative forms are made with the requisite subjectival concord; these constitute the present positive tense of the indicative mood, e.g.

Inkabi yakhe imhlophe—His ox is white.
Isingubó zami zimanzi—My clothing is wet.
Sonke simpofu—We are all poor.
The negatives would be: ayimhlophe, azimanzi, and asimpofu. Examples of other tenses:
Omese bonke bebelebuthuntu—All the knives were blunt.
Ziseqatha—They are still strong.
Uzobammene—He will be kind.
Una engemmene (if he is not kind).

(v) In all forms of conjugation, other than that of the present positive tense, these stems, when used attributively, constitute relative clauses, as was found to be the parallel case with adjectives. The following examples illustrate this:

Omese ababebuthuntu (knives which were blunt).
Umuntu ongennene (a person who is not kind).
Abantu abazobammene (people who will be kind).

(b) Copulatives in Relative Relationship

Naturally all types of copulatives, or words which may be used as copulatives, may be brought into relative relationship with substantives, by substituting the relative concord for the subjectival concord. All such form relative clauses, even in the present positive form.

(1) Plain copulatives precede by the relative concord:

AmaSwazi abalalé izitha eziyisikhombisa—The Swazis killed seven of the enemy.

Kukhona abantu abayingcosana-nje—There are but a few people.

Sinenkosi engumfundisi—We have a chief who is a teacher.

(2) Adverbs brought into relative relationship. Since adverbs commencing with consonants may be used predicatively with subjectival concords without any further inflexion, so relative concords may be prefixed directly to such adverbs. Adverbs (locative) which commence in vowels assume the prelocative s- with relative concords, as they do when used predicatively.

Umuntu onamandla (a strong person).
Bazobabopha abantu abalapho—They will arrest the people who are there.
Ngitshanda ukulwa nomuntu ongangami—I like to fight with a person who is my own size.
Abantu abasendini bangamaSwazi—The people who are in the house are Swazi.
Akhipheni amankonyane asesiBayeni—Take out the calves which are in the kraal.

(3) Various tense forms:
inkosi engemfungisi (a chief who is not a teacher).
umuntu ongenamandla (a person without strength).
amankonyane angeko esibayeni (calves which are not in the kraal).
umuntu owayenamandla (a person who had strength).
amadoda ayengamavila (men who were slurred).
inzinkezo ezizokubasendlini (spoons which will be in the house).
indoda eyayiseyinkosi (the man who was still king).
Sizwile ukuhla kwezizwe ezingenayo incwadi kaNkulunkulu—We have heard of the condition of tribes which have not the Word of God.

(c) Relative Clauses of Subjectival Verb Relationship

There are two types of these, plain subjectival relationship and subjectival possessive relationship. In the first case the subject of the subordinate verb is the antecedent; in the second it is something belonging to the antecedent. In each type the “relative clause” is introduced by the relative concord agreeing with the substantive qualified.

(1) Plain subjectival relationship:¹
Banexinja [ezihlakaniphileyo]—They have wise dogs.
Asiyithandi inkosi [enguhalakanipi]—We do not like the chief who does not get wise.
Abantu [abangasebenziyo] abayukudla—People who do not work will not eat.
Abazinngeli babululula ibubesi [elaidla inkosi endala ehlathini nyakenye]—The hunters killed the lion which ate the old chief in the forest last year.

Analysis of this complex sentence:

Subj. abazinngeli.
Pred. babululula.
Obj. ibubesi.
Enl. of O, elaidla inkosi endala ehlathini nyakenye (rel. clause).

Sub-analysis of the clause:

Subj. (lona).
Pred. elaidla (relative).
Obj. inkosi.
Enl. of O, endala.

Ext. of P. (i) elathini (place).
(ii) nyakenye (time).

(2) Subjectival possessive relationship:

In order to express this a variety of forms is used by different Zulu speakers; no one of which seems to have yet become static. In all cases the relative clause is introduced by the direct relative concord, and the possessive is included after the possessee. The relative predicate may assume one of three forms: (a) indicative; (b) relative; or, less usually (c) a special form with participial basis but indicative concords.

(a) With indicative predicate:
umuntu onja yakhe ifile—ayifile (the person whose dog is dead—is not dead).
abantu ababantababo (for ababantwana babo) bayadlala—
labadlali (the people whose children are playing—are not playing).
inzinomo ezimlenzeni yazo inodaka—ayinadaka (the cattle whose legs are muddy—are not muddy).
inkosi emntwana wayo uyagula—akaguli (the chief whose child is sick—is not sick).

(b) With relative predicate:
umuntu onja yakhe efile—engafile (the person whose dog is dead—is not dead).
abantu ababantababo abadalalayo—abangadlali (the people whose children are playing—are not playing).
inzinomo ezimlenzeni yazo enodaka—ingenadaka (the cattle whose legs are muddy—are not muddy).
inkosi emntwana wayo ogulayo—ongaguli (the chief whose child is sick—is not sick).

(c) With special participial predicate:
umuntu onja yakhe ifile—ingafile (the person whose dog is dead—is not dead).
abantu ababantababo badlalayo—bangadlali (the people whose children are playing—are not playing).
inzinomo ezimlenzeni yazo inodaka—ingenadaka (the cattle whose legs are muddy—are not muddy).
inkosi emntwana wayo ogulayo—ungaguli (the chief whose child is sick—is not sick).

It is to be noted however, that the Zulu speaker prefers a construction which employs, in its full form, the conjunctive na-. In this construction the direct relative concord is used, but the possessive is not used:
umuntu onenja efuleyo (the person whose dog is dead; lit. who has the dead dog).

abantu abanabantwana abadlalayo—abangadlali (the people whose children are playing—are not playing; lit. who have children who are playing—who are not playing).

This type of construction is liable to contraction into a form resembling that of the previous paragraph; but it must be noticed that compounds result in which the possessive is not expressed:

ihhashi elizindlebe ezinde > ihhashi elizindle-be-zinde (a horse whose ears are long; lit. a horse with long ears, a long-eared horse).

inkosi enabantwana aabali > inkosi ebantwana-babi (a chief whose children are evil).

umfana onesisu esikhulu > umfana osisu-sikhulu (a big-bellied boy).

inkabi enezimpondu ezibeképhezu > inkaibi empondo-zibeképhezu (an ox with up-pointing horns).

II. THE RELATIVE OF INDIRECT RELATIONSHIP

Under this heading are found all the oblique cases of relative clause construction in Zulu, and they may be classified as: (i) objectival; and (ii) adverbial. In each of these cases the relative concord introducing the clause represents the subject of the subordinate verb. But it must be noted that the relative concord used in indirect relationship differs from that used in direct relationship in the 3rd person 1st class singular form, which is a- in place of the direct o-; e.g.

(direct) umuntu ombonayo (the person who sees him).
(indirect) umuntu ambonayo (the person whom he sees).

(i) Objectival Relationship

This is of two kinds in Zulu: (a) Plain objectival relationship; and (b) Objectival possessive relationship.

(a) Plain Objectival Relationship

The concord with the antecedent is made by means of the objectival concord with the subordinate predicate, or by means of a pronoun representing the object, if the verb is one which may take two objects:

Ngiph eincwadi [engiyišeké etafulen]—Give me the book which I put on the table.

Lizinkabi [abazikilele] zinamafula—The oxen which they killed are fat.

(b) Objectival Possessive Relationship

In this case the concord with the substantive qualified is made by means of the representative possessive stem concordially linked to the object of the subordinate verb.

Abantu [esapheka ukudla kwabo] abakho—The children whose food she (isalukazi) cooked are not present.

Nanso inkosi [elikulele amadoda ayo ibuβesi]—There is the chief whose men the lion killed.

(ii) Adverbial Relationship

There are various types of adverbial relationship into which the subordinate verb may be brought in relative construction; the main types are (a) Locative; (b) Conjunctive; (c) Instrumental; (d) Agentive; (e) Comparative; and (f) Positional. The concord in each case is expressed after the subordinate verb by the adverb (locative, instrumental, etc., as the case may be) formed from the pronoun representing the antecedent. Here again there are two types, the plain and the possessive, with each adverbial relationship. The possessive relationship is indicated (as in the case of objectival possessive) by employing the possessive stem with concord agreeing with the noun from which the adverb has been formed.

(a) Locative Relationship:

Ngiyin' ukuthenga isihlalo [engihlala kuso]—I want to buy the chair on which I sit.

Indlu [uMgawza ahala kuyo] ishe ekuseni-nje—The house in which Magwaza stays was burnt this morning.

Ngiyambona umfana [engahlala esiqeqweni sakhe]—I see the lad on whose hat I sat.

(b) Conjunctive Relationship:

Abantu [engihamba nabo] bangabaThembo—The people with whom I travel are Tembu.

(c) Instrumental Relationship:

Abelungu baphangé ingola [eNk'ihamba ngayo]—The Europeans confiscated the wagon by which I was travelling.

Kwakungalelo-sikhathi [abadiula ngaso]—It was then that they passed.
(d) Agentive:
This occurs in Zulu when the subordinate verb is passive, and in oblique relationship to the antecedent. In such cases the antecedent is represented by the copulative form of its pronoun after the passive subordinate verb.

Umuntu [ashaywa nguye] useboshiwe—The person by whom he was struck is now under arrest.
Abantu bafuna ukuwabulula amadoda [abathakathwa yiwo]—The people want to kill the men by whom they were bewitched.
Nansi isilahla [engahlatshwa ngameva aso]—Here is the burs by whose thorns I was pricked.

(e) Comparative Relationship:
Uyibonile indoda [abagijima njengayo] na?—Did you see the man like whom they run?

(f) Positional Relationship:
Singayibona intaba [owakhiwe phansi kwayo umuzi]—We can see the hill beneath which the kraal is built.
Yilomfudlana [ebezaluka eduze nako izinyathi]—It is this stream near which the buffalo were grazing.
Nansi indoda [esiklezi phandle kwendlu yayo]—Here is the man outside whose house we are sitting.
Obs. For the rules governing the use of -yo suffixed to relatives, see Z.G. § 718.

THE SYNTAX OF THE ENUMERATIVE

(i) The enumerative is a very restricted part of speech in Zulu, being confined to four monosyllabic roots, -nye1 (one), -mbe (another), -ni (what?) and -phi (which?). In more typical Bantu languages, where the system of counting is purely quinary, the first five numerals belong to this category. Zulu, however, has moved towards a decimal system of numeration, and in this process the numerals two to four have become adjectival in concord, only one retaining true enumerative concords. The enumeratives share with the possessives a normal precedence in word-order over the two other qualificative types.

Bathatha amageja ethu maphi?—Which hoes of ours did they take?
Ngilahlekelwe ihhashi linye lami (or lami linye)—I have lost one of my horses.
Ngifuna inkomo inye enkulule kubonvu—I want one big red beast.

(ii) Of the enumeratives, it is only -nye which may be used in association with descriptives. This enumerative is found with the adverb kuphela, e.g. Ingonyama ifulalé inkonyana inye kuphela—The lion killed only one calf. It may also be used with the adverbial enclitic -nje, e.g. Balethi isibonda sinye-nje—They brought only one pole.
There is quite a number of emphatic ideophones used with -nye, which emphasise solitariness; they are jwi, mbili, pho, qhwalwa, qwini, zwi, and possibly others; e.g. Balethi isibonda sinye zwi—They brought a solitary pole.

(iii) Enumeratives may be used pronominally without change of form, e.g.

Bathatha maphi amageja ethu?—Which hoes of ours did they take?
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bathatha.
Obj. maphi (qual. pronoun, enum.=which one?).
Enl. of O. amageja ethu (appositive).

Kwakungekho namumbe umfana—There was not a single boy.
Subj. (na)mumbe (logical, qual. pronoun, enum., preceded by proclitic na=even).
Enl. of S. umfana (appositive).
Pred. kwakungekho (indef.).

Ngifuna munye kuphela—I want only one.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngifuna.
Obj. munye kuphela1 (qual. pronoun, enum. with descriptive adverb).
The stem -ni is not used in this way, its use as an enclitic to a certain extent fulfilling the pronominal function (see vii (a) below).

(iv) Simple copulatives formed from enumeratives are unchanged in form, but differ from attributive forms in tone. Compare Ngununtu maphi? (attributive: lit. It is person which?) with Maphi umuntu?—Which person is it? When copulative, the tone on mu- is relatively higher.
In analysis the former would be:
Subj. (yena).
Pred. nguntu maphi (extended copulative).
The latter would be:
Subj. umuntu.
Pred. maphi (copulative).
Similarly, compare Ngifuna umuntu munye (I see one person) with Lomuntu munye (This person is one), the tone on mu- in the latter case being again relatively higher.

1Kuphela describes the original qualitative munye, and the whole phrase munye kuphela has become pronominal.
ZULU SYNTAX AND IDiom

Syntactical usages of -nye

For ordinary purposes this enumerative follows the substantive qualified, as shown in (i) above, e.g. ihhashi linye (one horse), umfana mnye (one boy), inkaibi inye (one ox). These forms may be used no matter what tense of the verb is employed, e.g. Kukhona isitsha sinye (There is one plate), or Kwakukhona isitshe sinye (There was one plate), or Kuzobakhona isitshe sinye (There will be one plate).

However, as with the adjectival numerals, when expressing desire or command, or in future tenses, it is more idiomatic in Zulu to use a type of consecutive construction in which -nye is subordinated with the subjunctive mood of the auxiliary verb -ba. Examples:

Letha abemunye—Bring one shilling (lit. Bring a shilling (and) let it be one).
Ngizopheka iqanda libelinye—I will cook one egg (lit. I will cook an egg (and) it will be one).
Bulala inkuku ibeyinye or ibenyne—Kill one fowl.

When referring to past time, the use of the past subjunctive tense of -ba gives intensity or exclusiveness to the significance of -nye, e.g. Ngathenga ihhashi labalinye—I bought but one horse (lit. I bought a horse (and) it was one). In each of the above cases we have examples of complex sentences, the analysis of which, however, will not be discussed at this stage.  

Idiomatic usage of -mbe

This enumerative when used pronominally is found in certain idioms with the instrumental formative nga-; the meaning is then that of "a single one," e.g.

ukuthatha ngasimbe (to have bad manners; lit. to receive with a single one, i.e. a single hand. The full form would be ngasimbe-nya).
ukuthatha ngalimbe (to act indiscreetly; lit. to take with a single one, i.e. a single shoulder. The full form would be ngalimbe-nya).

For explanation of the compounded full forms, see (ix) below.

Syntactical usages of -ni?

(a) This enumerative occurs, as a regular enclitic, drawing forward the stress; it is here objectival in force.

Utheni?—What did you say?
  Subj. (wena).
  Pred. uhu.
  Obj. -ni (enclitic, objectival).

(b) Used as a qualitative -ni follows the normal rule of accompanying and succeeding in word-order its substantive.

Qualitative pronouns (see (iii) above) are not formed from -ni.

Ufuna izimbuzi zini?—What goats do you want?
Nisho idada lini na?—What sort of duck do you mean?

The above examples show its use as an enlargement of the object. It does not occur as a plain enlargement of a subject, but most commonly when its substantive is inflected to form a copulative:

Ngumfula munt moyana?—What river is that yonder?
Yizilwane zini?—What animals are they?
Ngumuntu munt?—What sort of person is it?
Sekwisiyatheli munt?—What time is it now?

Lowo-muntu uluhlobo luni?—Of what tribe is that person? (lit. What kind is he? uluhlobo is copulative form of uhlobo.)

With nouns of class 5 sg., the form ini is very seldom heard, a construction being effected by suffixing -ni to the noun, or the copulative formed therefrom, e.g.

Yinto ini? Yintoni?—What thing is it?
Yindabani eniyoxwayo?—What affair is it that you are discussing?

When -ni is suffixed to the noun (not to the copulative therefrom) word-compounding takes place, e.g.

Nifuna-malini?—How much money do they want?

This type of construction will be further considered in (ix) below.

(c) Used to form copulatives: This is effected generally by prefixing yi-

(1) In the case of class 5 sg. the result is yini, 1 which may be used alone or with subjectival concords giving an indefinite significance, e.g.

Yini?—What is it? What is the matter?
Kuyini lokho?—What is that?
Bayini na?—What are they?

1 This is really a formation from the noun equivalent ini; Z.G. § 134b.
Kwakungasiphi isikhathi?—At what time was it?

(c) Used to form copulatives:
There are two main types of formation.
(1) Simple copulatives, differing only in tone from the
qualificative forms, as observed in (iv) above; e.g.
Eyami iphi?—Which is mine?
(2) Fuller formations are derived from the qualitative
pronouns; they employ mainly the copulative prefix yi-, with
alternatively ngu- before forms of classes 1 sg. and 2 sg.; class 5
sg. has the form iyiphi.1 Examples:
Iyiphi eyamlumayo?—Which bit him?
Ngumuphi umuthi awufunayo?—Which is the medicine he
wants?
Yibuphi ubuso?—Which is the face?
It will be noticed that this construction is commonly followed by
a relative clause.
These copulatives are, naturally, susceptible of conjugation,
e.g.
Kwakungumuphi umuthi owawufunayo?—Which was the
medicine you wanted?
Ibhiphini inyoka eyamlumayo?—Which was the
snake that bit him?

Enumeratives forming Word-compounds
The enumeratives -nye, -mbe and -ni have a distinct tendency
towards forming word-compounds, in certain circumstances, with
preceding words. There are two main circumstances in which
this formation takes place: (a) with each of the stems in certain
types of adverbial formation, and (b) with the stem -ni in particular
types of copulative and verbal combination.
(a) in adverbial formation:
-nye: ngaso-nye (with a single eye; ct. ngeso elinye with
adjectival -nye “some,” with some eye)
ngasanda-nye (with one hand)
ngasikhathi-nye (at one and the same time)
ngaluku-lunye or ngasuku-lunye a (on one and the same day)
ngalanga-nye b (on one and the same day; note the adverb
langalinye, “for one day” formed from this).
Note that in these and the succeeding examples, when compounding
takes place, the initial vowel of the preceding noun is elided, ng-
being prefixed without any coalescence.

1 For the full set, see Z.G. § 837 (d).
2 In the case of cl. 3 sg. and cl. 6 sg. the whole prefix is elided. This complete elision is analogous to
the complete elision of class 3 sg. prefixes in forming relative stems from nouns; cf. examples in
Z.G. § 277 (b).

Syntactical usages of -phi?

(a) Used as a qualificative -phi follows the normal rule of accom-
panying and succeeding in word-order its substantive;
examples seem to be confined to those which follow the
copulative form of a substantive, e.g.
Yizimvu ziphy ozifunayo?—Which sheep are they which you
want?
Ngamaqanda maphi?—Which eggs are they?

(b) This stem is used pronominally, when preceding the sub-
stantive, e.g.
Ufuni ziphy izimvu?—Which sheep do you want?
Adverbs, instrumental, locative, etc., are formed from these
pronouns, e.g.
ngasiphi isikhathi? (at which time?)
kuliphi igeja? (on which plough?)
kuyiphi indlu? (in which house?)
Such adverbs may then be used copulatively and undergo conjuga-
tion, e.g.

Obs. The form yini may also function descriptively as an inter-
rogative adverb, much with the significance of na? though
a little more emphatic.
Inkosi isifile yini?—Is the chief really dead now?
Abantuwa bafuna ukudla yini?—Do the children want to
eat or not?

(2) With the other classes the copulatives are formed from
the qualitative pronouns, yi- being prefixed, with alternatively
ngu- before forms with u in the concord, e.g.
Yizini lezo ezimsukelayo?—What are those which are attack-
ing him?
Ngukuni (or Yikuni) khona lokho okushoyo?—What is that
which you are saying?

(d) Used to form possessives: These have the significance of “of
what?” or “for what?”:
unumuntu wani? (a person to do what? or a worthless person).
Yizinsimbi zani?—They are tools for what purpose?
Ufuni ukhezo lwani?—A spoon for what are you wanting?

(e) Used to form adverbs: Various adverbs are formed from this
stem by prefixing na- (conjunctive), nga- (instrumental),
kuna-, njenga-, nganga- (comparative), e.g.
Uzohamba nani?—With what will you travel?
AbakwaZulu balima ngani?—With what do the Zulu plough?
Lencwadi inkulu kunani?—This book is bigger than what?
Bagijima njengani?—Like what do they run?

Syntactical usages of -phi?

(a) Used as a qualificative -phi follows the normal rule of accom-
panying and succeeding in word-order its substantive;
examples seem to be confined to those which follow the
copulative form of a substantive, e.g.
Yizimvu ziphy ozifunayo?—Which sheep are they which you
want?
Ngamaqanda maphi?—Which eggs are they?

(b) This stem is used pronominally, when preceding the sub-
stantive, e.g.
Ufuni ziphy izimvu?—Which sheep do you want?
Adverbs, instrumental, locative, etc., are formed from these
pronouns, e.g.
ngasiphi isikhathi? (at which time?)
kuliphi igeja? (on which plough?)
kuyiphi indlu? (in which house?)
Such adverbs may then be used copulatively and undergo conjuga-
tion, e.g.
THE SYNTAX OF THE POSSESSIVE

(i) There are two functions of the possessive in Zulu, the direct and the descriptive. In the case of the direct, the possessive indicates the actual possessor of the antecedent qualified; in the case of the descriptive, it indicates generally some quality, characteristic or constituent of the antecedent. Direct possessives are confined to formations from nouns and pronouns, while descriptive possessives are formed from nouns, adverbs and only in rare or extreme cases from pronouns. In Zulu there is no distinction in concord form whether the possessive is direct or indirect.

(ii) The possessive concord appears in various guises according to the type of stem to which it is prefixed. Note the following:

(a) The uninfluenced possessive concord is formed before most pronominal possessive stems (e.g. iso lakhe, his eye), before demonstrative pronouns (e.g. iso laleyo-nkabi, the eye of that ox), and before adverbs commencing in consonants (e.g. umuntu wakwaZulu, a person from Zululand).

(b) The coalesced possessive concord is formed with two pronominal possessive stems (viz. -ithu and -i; e.g. amahashi ethu, our horses), and with all nouns other than those of class 1a sg. (e.g. ukuhlakanipa komuntu, the person’s wisdom; isifundo sesebili, the second lesson.)

(c) The elided possessive concord, in which the -a- falls away, is found with all qualitative pronouns (e.g. amandla ezinye izizwe, the strength of other races; umuthi wombuku, the medicine of the great one, ubuhle bezethu, the beauty of ours—cattle).

(d) The reinforced possessive concord, which appears in two instances:

(1) before nouns of class 1a pl. when the semi-vowel w is inserted (e.g. amandla avobaba, the strength of our fathers).

(2) before locative adverbs commencing in vowels, when prelocative -s- is inserted (e.g. utshani basemfuleni, river-grass).

(e) Quantitative pronouns are not themselves inflected to form possessives, but assume the pronominal possessives before them (e.g. amagama abo bobathathu, the names of all three of them).

1Called in this case the possessive.
2There are some Bantu languages which differentiate in form between the direct and the descriptive possessive concord. The Zulu distinction with cl. la. sg. nouns may also be noted (see vii (a) i. below).
3Except in certain descriptive forms, see vii (a) i. below.
(f) Nouns of class 1a sg. retain what is sometimes considered to be the original Bantu form of possessive in -ka- (e.g. izinkomo zikaMpande, Mpande's cattle).

(iii) Whether direct or descriptive, the possessive as a qualificative has a tendency to follow its antecedent immediately. It has already been observed\(^1\) that the possessive normally shares with the enumerative in a precedence in word-order over the adjective and the relative.

Izinkomo zethu zonke (or zonke zethu) zisesibayeni—All our cattle are in the kraal.

Izinkomo zethu ezibonvu zilapha—Our red cattle are here.

If the possessive is moved from its position following its antecedent, it undergoes inflexion\(^2\) to become a qualificative pronoun, e.g.

Ezethu izinkomo zilapha—Ours, the cattle, are here.

When two possessives are used qualifying a common antecedent, one will be direct and the other descriptive. If the direct possessive is formed from a pronominal possessive stem it will precede the other in word-order, e.g. indlu yami yamatshe (my stone house). In other cases choice of order is possible, e.g. isifundo sabantwana sokuqala or isifundo sokuqala sabantwana (the children's first lesson). Further choice of word-order will also be determined by possible extensions of one possessive or the other, e.g. indlu yamatshe yenkosi yethu (our chief's stone house), where the descriptive possessive is naturally first.

(iv) When a possessive is intended to qualify more than one substantive, it may (a) be repeated after each, in concordial agreement with each; or (b) agree concordially with either the first or the last of such substantives; or (c) be used after both first and last:

Izinkomo zami nezimvu zami namakhashi ami abalekile—My cattle, sheep and horses have run away.

Izinkomo zami nezimvu namakhashi zibalekile.

Izinkomo nezimvu namakhashi ami abalekile.

Izinkomo zami nezimvu namakhashi ami kubailekile.

Note that in the above examples of compound subjects indicating animals, concord with the verb may be zi- or ku- or even a-, since amakhashi comes nearest to the verb; should the possessive come immediately before the verb, it would be liable to influence the form of concord used therewith.

---

\(^1\) By assuming an initial vowel.
other instance. The distinctive forms are -ithu, -kho, -inu and -khe, while the ordinary forms are -mi, -bo, -wo, -yo, etc. The possessive concord agrees with the possessee, (i.e. the antecedent) and the possessive pronoun stem represents the possessor. Coalescence of concord and stem takes place with -ithu and -inu. For examples, see Z.G. § 299.

(b) With ordinary nouns the -a- of the possessive concord coalesces with the initial vowel, e.g. induna yenkosli (the chief's headman, < ya- + inkosi); the concord may be used directly before demonstrative pronouns, e.g. iso lalengane (this child's eye); before qualitative pronouns the -a- of the concord is elided, e.g. izandla zomkhulu (the big one's hands, za + omkhulu); while before quantitative pronouns it is necessary to employ the possessive pronounal root (as in (a) above) followed by the pronoun in apposition, e.g. izinkomo zabo bonke (the cattle of them all). For examples, see Z.G. §§ 304, 305, 306 and 307.

(c) Nouns of class 1a sg., when forming direct possessives, have a concord composed of the formative -ka-, preceded by the subjectual concord agreeing with the antecedent, when that concord contains a consonant; if the subjectual concord is merely a vowel (a-, i- or u-) it is omitted, and the formative -ka- alone is prefixed to form the possessive; e.g. izwi likaba (my father's voice), but amazwi kaba (my father's words). For examples, see Z.G. § 302.

The Descriptive Possessive

There are two main types of these: (a) those formed from nouns, including verb infinitives; and (b) those formed from adverbs.

(a) Descriptive possessives with noun base. There are several sub-divisions of these according to significance, of which the following are the most important:

1. Indicating constituent material:
- indlu yoqini (a grass hut)
- imbiza yeizambe (a clay pot)
- inkoshe yevelile (a golden goblet)
- izembe lebeshe (a stone axe)
- ishimba lelentombazane (mischvous girl)
- isinhaza lebembo (a great hulk of a viper).

With these are included noun bases of class 1a sg. when used with possessive concord -a-, instead of the more usual -ka-, e.g.
- amakhali ogwayi (tobacco leaves)
- ubuza bonogwaja (hare fur; ct. ubuza bukanogwaja, the hare's fur).

2. Indicating quality (including type, features, characteristics):
- abantu besilisa (male person)
- umfundisi wesiwane (lady teacher)
- izwi leginiso (a true word)
- ingulule yensikazi (a female pig, sow)
- inyathi yenkomazi (buffalo cow).

Many of these are of sex indication.

3. Indicating content:
- imbiza yamanzi (a pot of water)
- ujeke wobisi (a jug of milk)
- isaka lommbila (a sack of mealies).

These forms are usually interpretable according to significance No. 4, giving use or purpose; context alone determines which significance to apply.

4. Indicating purpose or use:
- imbiza yamanzi (water pot)
- igula lamsi (a sour-milk calabash)
- into yokudla (something to eat).

Among these are commonly found verb infinitive bases, and niceties of distinction are achieved by using the simple stem, the applied form, the causative form or the passive.

Simple form; plain purpose:
- indoda yokusebenza ensimini (a man to work in the garden)
- isikhathi sokudala (playtime)
- usuku lokuphuma (day of rest).

Applied form; locative force:
- indlu yokudlela (a room to eat in)

Causative form; instrumental force:
- into yokusebenza (something for causing work, an instrument, e.g. whip, stick)
- amanzi okugcwelina (water to fill up with).

Passive form; special significance:
- ukudla kokuphikwa (food for cooking purposes)
- uthwala bokuphuzwa (beer intended for drinking).

5. Indicating order:
This covers ordinal numeral construction, and includes certain verb infinitive bases.
- umuntu westili (the second person)
- isifundo sesithathu (the third lesson)
- isikhathi sekulu (the hundredth time)
- umuthi wumvo (the eleventh time)
Baletha izibonde [ezintathu kuphela]—They brought only three poles.
Ngifuna incwadi [enkulu kumalena]—I want a bigger book than this one.

(ii) Relative phrases:
Three types of these may be noted:
(a) Relatives extended by adverbs (as in the case of the adjectives above):
Sasidla ukudla [okunamani kakhulu] kulowo-muzi—We were eating most tasty food at that village.
(b) Relatives intensified by ideophones:
Wathenga imvuna [emhlopho thwa]—He bought a pure white lamb.
(c) In certain numeral formations beyond “ten”:
Abantwana [sibhayishumi1 nanhlunu] basenqoloni—Fifteen children are in the wagon.

When relatives are of verbal base, or when any forms such as the above are conjugated, clauses, not phrases, are naturally the result.

(iii) Enumerative phrases:
Only with the stem -nye is phrase formation possible, the adverb kuphela and several ideophones being used.
Letha incwadi [inye kuphela]—Bring just one book.
Ngibona umuthi [mumnye zwi]—I see a solitary tree.

(iv) Possessive phrases:
These occur with both direct and descriptive possessives.
(a) Direct possessive phrases occur very commonly, with possessive pronounal stems, with nouns and pronouns of all types.
1. With possessive pronounal stems:
Ngitshele amagama [abo bobabili]—Tell me the names of both of them.
AniwaBonii amandla [ethu thina-bantu benu]?—Do you not see the strength of us, your people?

2. With nouns:
Indlu [yenkosi yethu endala] ishile—Our old chief’s house is burnt.
Sifuma izikhomba [sezinkabili ezinkulu ezintathu]—We want the hides of three big oxen.

3. With pronouns:
Balinganisa ubude [balezi-zitaladi ezintsha]—They are measuring the length of these new streets.

1Since this employs a copulative, it may be considered as clause-forming; but in such expressions as this, or as abanye byosana (few), there is no conjugational or tense idea conveyed.
**ZULU SYNTAX AND IDIOM**

*Ngithele amagama [abakhulu bakulomuzi]—Tell me the names of the elders of this village.*

(b) Descriptive possessive phrases occur with noun bases, particularly of verb infinitive type, and with extended adverbs.

1. With noun bases:
   *Sithanda izindlu [zamaitshe amakhulu]—We like houses (built) of huge stones.*
   *Baletha imbiza [yamanzi ashisayo]—They are bringing a pot of hot water.*

   Analysis: Complex sentence.
   - Subj. (bona).
   - Pred. baletha.
   - Obj. imbiza.
   - Enl. of O. yamanzi ashisayo (complex poss. qual. phrase).

   Sub-analysis of ashisayo:
   - Subj. (wona).
   - Pred. ashisayo (relative).

   *Asinazo izinkomo [zokulima amasimu ethu nonyaka]—We haven’t the cattle to plough our fields this year.*

   *Sifuna isikhathi [sokufunda kahle izifundo zethu]—We want time to learn our lessons properly.*

2. With extended adverbs:
   *Sizosebenzisa umhlabathi [waphakathi kwensimu]—We shall use the soil from the middle of the field.*

   *Ngithele ngendaba [yasemvu kwalokho]—Tell me about the matter that occurred thereafter (lit. matter of after that).*

**QUALIFICATIVE CLAUSES**

(i) The basis of all qualificative clause construction in Zulu is the participial mood. All relative clauses consist of a relative concord introducing the verb in the participial mood. This is not generally noticed in the positive forms but is plain at once in the negatives. It further shews itself in the negatives formed from adjectival and relative stems, as well as from relative forms of copulative and adverbial base. Note the following:

(a) adjective:
   *umuntu omkhulu (a big person)*
   *umuntu ongemkhulu (a person who is not big).*

(b) relative stem:
   *umuntu oqotho (an honest person)*
   *umuntu ongoqotho (a person who is not honest).*

(c) relative with copulative base:
   *umuntu oyinkosi (a person who is a chief)*
   *umuntu ongenkosini (a person who is not a chief).*

(d) relative with adverbial base:
   *umuntu onamandla (a strong person)*
   *umuntu ongenamandla (a person who has no strength).*

(e) relative verb:
   *umuntu ohambayo (a person who travels)*
   *umuntu ongahambi (a person who doesn’t travel).*

   It must be noticed that the ordinary significance of the positive forms given in (a), (b), (c) and (d) above is not that of a clause. This is particularly the case with (a), the adjective. Reference may be made to the discussion in the “Syntax of the Adjective” above.

(ii) All qualificatives of adjectival or relative base, whether of clause type or not, are capable of expression in various implications and tenses, such as are applicable to the participial mood in the copulative conjugation. For instance:

(a) adjective:
   *abantu ababebakhulu (people who were big)*
   *umuntu ongabamkhulu (a person who can be big)*
   *isihlalo ebangesihi (a chair which was not nice)*
   *indoda engakabinde (a man who is not yet tall)*
   *izinkomo ebezisezi (cattle which are still small).*

(b) relative stem:
   *abantu ababegotho (people who were honest)*
   *umuntu ongbagagotho (a person who can be honest)*
   *isihlalo ebangesihi (a chair which was not wide)*
   *indoda engakabinene (a man who is not yet kind)*
   *izinkomo ebeziseqatha (cattle which were still strong).*

(c) relative, adverbial and copulative:
   *inkosi ebinamandla (the chief who was strong)*
   *izimvu ezazingena (sheep which had no wool)*
   *Sinenkosini engumfundisi—We have a chief who is a teacher.*

   The most fruitful source of qualificative clauses is found in Relative Clause construction. This has been exhaustively dealt with already in the section on “The Syntax of the Relative,” to which reference may be made.

---

1. This is a complex phrase, i.e., a phrase containing a clause. These are common occurrences.
2. Except in one strange case, that of an alternative construction of “relative clauses” of subjectival possessive relationship, in which the indicative mood is used; see p. 61.
3. Note the contraction in the usual “indefinite” negative; a definite negative here would be ongezayo inkosi or ongezuyonkosi (who is not the chief).
4. See p. 55.
6. See p. 56.
agree with either subject or object; and (b) when they are preceded by a conjunction such as uma, inxa, etc. These will be treated in more detail later under the “Syntax of the Descriptive”; here an example of each is all that is necessary.

(a) Bengihlezi ngedwa, [belele]—I was sitting alone, they being asleep.

Subj. (mina).
Enl. of S. ngedwa\(^4\) (appositional).
Pred. bengihlezi.
Ext. of P. belele (participle clause of reason).

(b) [Uma bhekisa], sizobona—When (or if) they come, we shall see.

Subj. (thina).
Pred. sizobona.
Ext. of P. uma bhekisa (participle clause of time or condition).

Further sub-analysis of each clause may, of course, be made.

(v) In a certain idiomatic use of the numerals, a strange type of descriptive clause, employing the auxiliary verb -da in the subjunctive mood, may be used qualificatively. Note the following:

Ngisiphuna ompondwe [babebathuthu]—I want three pounds.
Sibona amaadube [abambazulu]—We saw only five zebras.

For a full discussion of this see Chapter IV, p. 177, under “Syntax of the Subjunctive Mood” (iii) (e).

---

\(^1\)See Chapter V, pp. 134, 135.

\(^4\)Alternatively this may be considered as an extension of the predicate, of manner.

---

(iii) Possessive Clauses: These are formed by prefixing the possessive concord to certain “locative” or “temporal” conjunctives introducing clauses.

Examples:

*Sifulela ngotchani obude [balapho umhlabathi uvundé khona]—* We thatch with long grass from where the soil is rich.

*UMagema waloša indaba [yamhla umBishobi waseNatali ehambela kwaZulu]—* Magema wrote an account of the time when the Bishop of Natal visited Zululand.

Analysis: Complex sentence.

Subj. uMagema.
Pred. waloša.
Obj. indaba.
Enl. of O. yamhla ... kwaZulu (poss. qual. clause).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Con. (yamhla).
Subj. umBishobi.
Enl. of S. waseNatali.
Pred. ehambela (participial).
Ext. of P. kwaZulu.

(iv) As the participial mood underlies the relative clause construction, so we find, in Zulu, participial clauses qualifying substantives with no relative concord, or even relative “particle,” introducing them. These participial qualitative clauses may be of two kinds: they may qualify the subject, or they may qualify the object of the sentence. The following are examples:

(a) uZashuke ubaleke [epethe isihlangu somufo]—Zashuke ran off carrying the fellow's shield.

Subj. uZashuke.
Enl. of S. epethe isihlangu somufo (participial qual. clause).
Pred. ubaleke.

(b) Ngizibone [zibaleka]—I saw them running away.

Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngizibone.
Obj. (zona).
Enl. of O. zibaleka (participial qual. clause).

Such participial clauses might alternatively be treated as descriptive clauses extending the predicate: they would be so treated in English; but in Zulu it seems better to treat them as qualitative, especially as they may have special reference to either subject or object according to concord.\(^1\)

There are however definite cases of participial clauses in Zulu which are descriptive, and cannot be treated as qualitative. These occur (a) when the concord introducing them does not

\(^2\)Cf. “Syntax of the Participial Sub-mood in Chapter IV, p. 108.
CHAPTER IV
THE SYNTAX OF THE PREDICATIVE

Introductory:

It has been stated elsewhere\(^1\) that "apart from the case of the interjectives, no concept in Zulu is complete without its being or containing a predicate." The predicative, then, constitutes the very core of the Zulu sentence; and the definition of the Zulu sentence has been given as "a word or succession of words expressing a complete concept."\(^2\)

We are faced, then, with two kinds of complete concept, two kinds of sentence: the interjective sentence and the predicative sentence. The former will be studied later; the latter is the subject of this chapter, and it is naturally the more commonly used. There cannot, however, be an absolutely clear-cut division between the two, for imperatives, which loom large in interjective formation, have their verbal aspect and may command many of the constructions which follow the normal verbal predicate.

One very important distinction between the predicative sentence and the interjective sentence is that in the former there is always a subject (either expressed or indicated by concord or at least implied), but in the case of the interjective sentence no subject is either indicated by concord or expressed substantivally or even implied.

Interjective sentences commonly occur introducing predicative sentences, as for instance:

Jojo! ngiyakufuna—Jojo, I want you.

Baba! angifanele—Father, I am not worthy.

Such sentences must be treated as compound, and the second, for instance would be analysed as follows:

1. Baba (interjective sentence).
2. angifanele (predicative sentence):
   - Subj. (munza).
   - Pred. angifanele.

---

\(^1\)Z.G. § 67.
\(^2\)Chapter I, p. 5.

Many interjective sentences are susceptible of analysis, and the same framework as that used for predicative sentences may be used, provided the subject is always indicated as wanting, e.g. 

*Ngiyelele incwadi yami khona-manje*—Bring me my book immediately. Simple interjective sentence.

Subj. no subject.

Pred. *ngiyelele* (imperative).

Obj. (i) *(minza)* (principal).

(ii) *incwadi* (subsidiary).

Enl. of *O. yami* (qual. subsid. obj.).

Ext. of *P. khona-manje*.

Further discussion and treatment of the interjective sentence will be deferred at this stage, though individual occurrences, in examples, will of necessity present themselves from time to time. The whole question will be dealt with in Chapter VII.

The Predicative Sentence:

In Zulu there are two main types of predicates, the verb and the copulative. All imperatives are excluded from treatment in the predicative sentence; they belong to the interjective sentence. Similarly all infinitives are excluded; they also have no subjectival concord, and are, in function, substantives. All the finite moods, however, indicative, subjunctive, participial, potential and contingent, may be used to form either main or subordinate predicative sentences. In what ways these may each be used will later be discussed.

The copulative, commonly used with subjectival concords, is the one type of predicate, in a predicative sentence, which need not on all occasions assume a subjectival concord. Take for example the following:

*Lomuntu lidaka*—This person is a sot.

Subj. *lomuntu* (appositional).

Pred. *lidaka* (copul.).

*Yisitsha lesi*—This is a plate.

Subj. *lesi*.

Pred. *yisitsha* (copul.).

Subjectival concords are also, of course, used with copulative predicates:

*Ingonyama yayilikati*—The lion was a cat.

*Lowo-muntu ungubani na?*—Who is that person?

With both copulatives and verbs it is possible to have a subjectival indefinite concord not in agreement with the subject:

*Kukhona izinyamazane kulelizwe*—There is game in this country.
THE VERBAL PREDICATE

There are two types of verbal predicate to be considered in Zulu, the unverbal or plain predicate, and the mutverbal or complicated predicate. As the terms “simple,” “compound” and “complex” have definite application in sentence analysis, they have been purposely avoided in a description of predicate types. The plain predicate is one consisting of a single verb, hence “unverbal,” while the complicated predicate, consisting of more than one verb, viz. a deficient verb followed by a subordinate complementary verb, is termed “mutverbal.” Further, the unverbal or plain predicate may be composed of a simple or a derived stem; hence the avoidance of the term “simple.” Again, the mutverbal or complicated predicate, consisting of two or even more verbs, might, according to analytical treatment, be considered either “compound” or “complex” or even “simple” (when followed by an infinitive object); so it is best not to use the terms “compound” and “complex” in relation to predicate form.

There are many aspects in which verbs in Zulu may be viewed; but, for purposes of syntax and sentence analysis, two are of prime importance: (i) what is the mood of the verb? and (ii) what is the import of the verb?

(i) The Mood of the Verb:

Of the five Zulu moods, the participial may only be used in subordinate construction; the subjunctive is generally used in subordinate construction, though it may on occasion be used in the main predicate; the indicative is the prime mood for the main predicate, though on occasion it may be used in subordinate construction; a similar observation may be made regarding the potential mood; while the contingent mood always implies, if it does not always actually have, an accompanying subordinate clause. The syntax of these moods will be studied later. It is sufficient here to note the following regarding the three most

1The infinitive being considered a noun, and the imperative an interjective, they are not called mood forms.

important moods, the indicative, the participial and the subjunctive.

Indicative: generally rarely
Subjunctive: rarely generally
Participial: never always

Examples:
Indicative in the main predicate:
Inkosi [aiyukufika] emzini wakwethu—The chief will not reach our kraal.
Abantwana abahele [balalela] abazali babo—Good children obey their parents.
Indicative in the subordinate predicate:
Sonke siyazi ukuthi amazwi [ayokwahlu]—We all know that your words will prevail.
Subjunctive in the main predicate:
[Ma’dasheshe] abafana bonke—Let all the boys make haste.
Subjunctive in the subordinate predicate:
Sifuma ukuba [bagqoke] masinyane—We want them to dress immediately.
Musa ukmshaya kanga, hleze [afe]—Don’t hit him so hard, lest he should die.
Participial in the subordinate predicate:
Uma [ethanda] ukukhuluma makakhulume—If he wants to speak, let him speak.
Asibathandi [abakohlisayo]—We do not like the deceivers.
Mkhulu, ngoaba [edla] amasi—He is big because he eats sour milk.
Potential in either predicate:
[Ngingahala], uma [unganginka] imali—I would stay if you gave me money.
Contingent in main predicate:
[Bezizokhuluphala] lezi, ukuba utshani buningi lapha—These (cattle) would have been fat, if there had been much grass here.
It is clearly seen from the above that the distinction between the main predicate and the subordinate predicate is very much the same in Zulu as in English. Greater detail of analysis later will, however, reveal real differences in certain cases.

(ii) The Import of the Verb:

Zulu verbs may roughly be divided into six types according to their import—

1Relative clause with participial base.
to complete their action. The test for transitive verbs is that they can be used with the interrogative enclitic -ni? (what?); e.g., Ubonani? (What do you see?).

Ubona leziya-zinkomo na?—Do you see yonder cattle?

Angiziboni—I don’t see them.

Subj. (mina).
Pred. angiziboni.
Obj. (zona).

Lomuntu angebone—This person cannot see.

Subj. lomuntu (appositional).
Pred. angebone.
Obj. (luho) implied.

Uzibulele—He has committed suicide.

Subj. (venda).
Pred. uzibulele (reflex.).
Obj. (venda).

Most applied forms of the verb are ipso facto transitive:

Ubabu uzokuyihambela inkosi—Father will visit the chief.

Amadodana akhe ayamsebenzela umpfundisi—His sons are working for the teacher.

uMalandela wangishiyela lempahla yonke—Malandela has left me all these goods.

Subj. uMalandela.
Pred. wangishiyela.
Obj. 1. (mina) (principal).
2. lempahla (subsidiary).

Enl. of O. yonke (appositional to subsid. obj.).

Obs.: Applied forms of verbs of motion are not necessarily transitive; they may be locative (see under (c) below).

All causative forms of the verb are transitive, that is, they require an object of the causation, and they may in addition have a subsidiary object of the simple action of the verb (as in the last example of the applied verb above).

Inkosazana iyababonisa abantwanyana imifaneziso —The young lady is showing the little children some pictures.

Subj. indosazana.
Pred. iyababonisa.
Obj. 1. abantwanyana (principal).
2. simifaneziso (subsidiary).

Bayazisebenzisa izincwadi zethu—They are using our books.
Abafana bazozingenisa izinkomo kusihiwa—The boys will kraal the cattle at dusk.

(c) The Locative Verb

Certain verbs in Zulu demand a locative construction after them, either expressed or implied, to complete their action. The test for locative verbs is that they can be used with the interrogative

---

1Hleka may also be transitive, e.g., akudolokale (to laugh at them).
enclitic -phi? (where?); e.g. Uvelaphi? (Where do you come from?). Such verbs are ngena, phuma, hlala, vela, -ya, -ehla, -enyuka, khwela, suka, khipha, faka, beka, -za, and many others.

Isambane singene engodini lona—The antbear has entered this hole.

Savela kwaZulu—They come from Zululand.
Sesiya emzini—Now we are going to the kraal.
Sizoya ngomuso—We shall go (there) tomorrow (implying sizoya khona).

Applied forms of verbs of motion usually have locative import; and indicate “motion towards”:

Usohantu webehambela kwaZulu—Bishop Colenso was travelling to Zululand.

Inyamazane ibuyele ehlathini—The buck went back into the forest.

Isitha sokudlela (A plate for eating from; kuso being understood).

Certain verbs have both transitive and locative import:

Abafana bayawakhipha amankonyane esibayeni—The boys are taking the calves out of the kraal.

Subj. abafana.
Pred. bayawakhipha.
Obj. amankonyane.
Ext. of P. esibayeni.

Abantu bayaziswa izinto endlini—The people are taking the things from the house.

Umfulendile waswenisa abantuwenza esikolweni—The teacher made (the) children go into school.

(d) The Agentive Verb

Passive verbs in Zulu demand or imply as agent to complete their action. This agent is expressed by the copulative form of the substantive (an agentive adverb). The test for agentive verbs is that they can be used with the copulative interrogative (agentive), yini? (by what?) or ngubani? (by whom?); e.g. Washaywa ngubani? (By whom was he struck?); Ufulwile yini? (By what were you made ill?). Some neuter verbs are agentive in force also.

Inkosi yabinwa ngubani laphaya?—By whom was the chief seen yonder?

Amasala abanjiwa yimpi kaShaka—The thieves were caught by Shaka’s army.

Subj. amasala.
Pred. abanjiwa.
Ext. of P. yimpi kaShaka.

(e) The Conjunctive Verb

A reciprocal verb, ending in -ana, may in Zulu be used with a singular subject, in which case it is incomplete without a conjunctive expression in na-. The test for conjunctive verbs is that they can be used with the interrogative nobani? (with whom?) or nani? (with what?); e.g. Ufana nani? (What is it like?). These also include such verbs as hamba, khuluma, etc.

Ngahlangana namabubesi endleleni—I met with lions on the path.

Inkosi yethu izondene nazo izinduna zayo—Our chief is at variance with his captains.

Subj. inkosi.
Enl. of S. yethu.
Pred. izondene.
Ext. of P. nazo izinduna zayo (conjunctive).

(f) The Instrumental Verb

Certain verbs of action are completed by an instrumental adverb (with prefix nga-); such verbs as hamba, shaya, bulala, bamba, etc. The test for instrumental verbs is that they can be used with the interrogative adverb ngani? (by means of what?); e.g. Washaywa ngani? (With what were you hit?).

Ukuhamba ngendlela (to travel by road)
Ukuhamba ngazinyayo (to travel on foot)
Ngamshaya ngenduku—I struck him with a stick.

Subj. (minga).
Pred. ngamshaya.
Obj. (yena).
Ext. of P. ngenduku.

The instrumental import is far less convincing than any of the previous five, and all verbs used with it may alternatively be classified among one of the other categories.
(g) Verbs with Idiomatic Usages

The above instances of the use of intransitive, transitive, locative, agentive, conjunctive and instrumental verbs show their regular import. There are, however, numerous idiomatic uses of these types of verbs, which do not conform strictly to the above. For instance, such a verb as khwela (climb, mount) may be used as an ordinary transitive verb, as an alternative to its more regular locative import, and we have ukukhwela intaba as well as ukukhwela entabeni. Even such a verb as lala, which is especially locative, e.g. ukulala phansi, ukulala esihlahleni, is found used transitively in such an expression as the following: Isambane simb’umgodi singawulali (The ant-bear digs a hole and doesn’t lie (in) it). Note also thela, ordinarily transitive and locative, but also found with two objects, e.g. Amachibi babewathela sona lesi-sihlungu sabo (They used to pour this poison of theirs (onto) the pools). This varying of import has gone so far that such a verb as funama (and its variant funyana), which is conjunctive in form, is to-day used solely as a transitive verb, e.g. Nginfunene elele (I found him asleep).

Further, the Zulu instrumental idiom is much more correct in its usage than the corresponding forms in English. For instance Zulu has ukuhamba ngendlela, ukuhamba ngomkhumbi, ukuhamba ngesitimela, ukuhamba ngenqola, etc., where in English the idiom is loose: to travel by path or on the path, to travel by ship or in a ship, etc. Quite a different meaning would be conveyed if the locative were used in Zulu: ukuhamba endleleni would be “to walk about in a path,” ukuhamba emkhunjini “to walk about on a ship,” and so on. The verb hamba, in fact, may be used with various imports, e.g. (a) intransitive: ukuhamba, to travel; (b) locative: ukuhamba obala, to walk in the open; (c) conjunctive: ukuhamba nenja, to travel with a dog; (d) instrumental: ukuhamba ngenqola, to travel by wagon.

Other verbs again may regularly vary their import idiomatically from transitive to locative, though they are essentially transitive verbs. Examples of such are buza and bonga. For instance:

Wabuza uSomtsewu—He asked Shepstone (directly).
Wabuza kuSomtsewu—He asked from Shepstone—by a messenger.
Bambonga uShaka—They thanked Shaka (himsell).
Babonga kuShaka—They sent thanks to Shaka.¹

Generally speaking, then, while verbs in Zulu naturally fall under one of the divisions of import, intransitive, transitive, locative, agentive, conjunctive or instrumental, there is not always a hard-and-fast division between these, and many verbs may belong to more than one such division at different times according to idiomatic usage.

THE MULTIVERBAL PREDICATE

In the “Grammar”¹ the multiverbal predicate was treated under the heading of “Compound Tenses,” tenses consisting of more than one word, and formed by the employment of a deficient verb followed by a complement. Comparison of the following examples will reveal the function of the components of the multiverbal predicate.

1. Ngide ngeqa—I continually jump.
2. Abafana bake babone izinyamazane—The boys sometimes see game.
3. Bacashe ukusizwa sikuluma—They almost heard us talking.

In each of the above sentences the verbal treatment in Zulu is the opposite of that in the English equivalents. The English main verbs are: (1) jump; (2) see; and (3) heard. They are modified by the use of the adverbs: (1) continually; (2) sometimes; and (3) almost. In the Zulu sentences, on the other hand, the deficient verbs: (1) ngide (I act continually), (2) bake (they act sometimes), and (3) bacishe (they almost acted), have been promoted to the position of main predicate, the verbs ngeqa, babone and ukuzwa being expressed by subordinate forms of the verb, the participial, the subjunctive and the infinitive respectively.

The simplest method of analysis would seem to be to treat the multiverbal predicate in one as the predicate of the sentence, thus:

1. Subj. (mina).
   Pred. ngide ngeqa.
2. Subj. abafana.
   Pred. bake babone.
   Obj. izinyamazane.
   Pred. Bacishe ukusizwa.
   Obj. (thina).
   Enl. of O. sikhuluma (qual. clause).²

There is, however, an alternative possibility, viz. to treat the

¹Z.G., Chapter XII, cf. § 487.
²Alternatively this might be treated as Ext. of P., of manner.

¹Some consider that there is no essential difference in meaning between these pairs of sentences.
subordinate verbs as constituting separate clauses, with the exception of the infinitive which demands substantival treatment. Our analysis will then read as follows:

1. Subj. (*mina*).
   Pred. *ngide*.
   Ext. of *P. ngeqa* (descriptive clause of continued action).
2. Subj. *abafana*.
   Pred. *bake*.
   Ext. of *P. babone izinyamazane* (descriptive clause of occasional action).
3. Subj. (*bona*).
   Pred. *bacise*.
   Obj. *ukusizwa sikhuluma* (substantival phrase).

Such a treatment would seem to be specially useful in cases where more than one complementary verb follows the deficient verb, as for example:

4. Aabantwana *babelokhu bedlala, behleka, bebanga umsindo esikoleni*—The children kept on playing and laughing and making a noise in school.
   Subj. *abantwana*.
   Pred. *babelokhu* (defic. v.).
   Ext. of *P. i bedlala esikoleni*,
   (ii) *behleka esikoleni*.
   (iii) *bebanga umsindo esikoleni*.

Each extension constitutes a descriptive clause of continued action; and the locative *esikoleni* must be considered as applicable to each of the complements. The clauses will be: 4a. *bedlala esikoleni*; 4b. *behleka esikoleni*; and 4c. *bebanga umsindo esikoleni*, this last being sub-analysed as follows:

Subj. (*bona*).
Pred. *bebanga*.
Obj. *umsindo*.
Ext. of *P. esikoleni*.

A further advantage of this method of treatment is found in the labelling of the descriptive clause in each case, which reveals the semantic force of the deficient verb employed.

For ordinary purposes, however, this latter method is sometimes cumbersome and, unless there is some such special reason to the contrary, the former method is the simpler to handle, treating the two verbs (a deficient and a subordinated complement) as constituting the predicate, a multiverbal predicate. Note, however, the examples under “The Syntax of the Subjunctive” and “The Syntax of the Participial Sub-mood,” where the other treatment is used.

THE COPULATIVE PREDICATE

The very nature of the copulative, some non-predicate part of speech inflected to form a predicate, makes it possible to use such without any subjectival concord, without any formal link with the subject whether expressed or understood. It must be pointed out, however, that directly a copulative is conjugated, to indicate mood, implication or tense, a subjectival concord becomes at once a necessity.

(i) Absolute copulatives:

This term may be used for copulatives when used without any subjectival concord. They may be divided into two categories: (a) formations from nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs and even conjunctives acting as the predicate of the sentence; and (b) formations from substantives only, which function as agitative adverbs.

(a) Absolute Copulatives as Predicate

They may be used with or without a subject expressed substantivaly, and, when formed from substantives, the subject commonly occurs as a qualitative pronoun of relative type.

(from nouns)
*Yini?*—What is it? (<irreg. cl. 5 noun *ini*).  
*Yinkunzi*—It is a bull.  
*Yinkunzi eyambudlayo*—It is a bull which gored him.

This is a complex sentence. Analysis:

Subj. *eyambudlayo* (subst. clause, relative).
Pred. *yinkunzi* (abs. copulative).

Sub-analysis:

Subj. (*yona*).
Pred. *eyambudlayo* (relative).
Obj. (*yena*).

*Ngbani lowayd?*—Who is yonder one?  
*NguNgoza*—It is Ngoza.  
*Aabantu or Ngaabantu*—It is people.  
*Ikati yisilwane*—The cat is an animal.  
*UMagema ngumfundi*—Magema is a teacher.  
*Inkosi likhugu*—The chief is an old man.  

(from pronouns)
*Yini nojabili*—It is both of you.  
*Yimina engikuifanyo*—It is I who want you.  
*Yilezo ezimsukeleyo*—It is those which attacked him.  
*Yithi sonke*—It is all of us.  
*Yibuphi ubuso obubonileyo*—Which is the face you saw?

1Cfr. Z.G. § 134b.
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Yizini ezimlumileyo?—Which are the ones that bit him?

Ngwesifazane—It is a woman.

(from adjectives)¹

Mkhulu kakhulu—He is very big.

Lomuntu mkhulu—This person is big.

Lesizimbaliso zinhle kakhulu—These flowers are very beautiful.

Obs. Copulatives formed from adjectives never assume subjectual concords in the present positive tense of the indicative.

(from adverbs)

Yisendlini—It is in the house.

Yilapha abafayo ngakhora—It is here where they died.

(from conjunctives)

Yingoba ngingasebenzi ukuba ngingayitholi imali—It is because I do not work that I do not get the money.

(b) Absolute Copulatives used as Agentive Adverbs

These are formed only from substantives, e.g.

Sidonwe yiibo—We were seen by them.

Inyama yethu yadliwa yizinja zakho—Our meat was eaten by your dogs.

Uthandwa ngabantu bonke—He is loved by everybody.

It has been suggested that in such a sentence, for instance, as Ngiwonwe nguNgoza (I was seen by Ngoza), the basic meaning is “I was seen, it is Ngoza,” this being a contraction for Ngigonwe, nguNgoza ongiwonwe (I was seen, it is Ngoza who saw me). But this is certainly reading into the Zulu sentence far more than is legitimate, and certainly to-day the Zulu speaker conceives of nguNgoza as merely meaning “by Ngoza.” We therefore treat this as a copulative used as an agentive adverb.

(ii) Copulatives in conjugation:

With every significance of conjugation, expressing something more than mere predication, involving maybe first and second person relationship, a time indication, a negating or a subordination of mood, the subjectual concord with the copulative is necessary, whether the substantival subject is expressed or understood. Such subjectual concord is also often used to render more definite the relationship even in present time.

(a) Subjectual concord in present indicative relationship (3rd person):

Bangabantu—They are people.

Leli-kati liyisilwane—This cat is an animal.

Labo-bantu bangafundisi—Those people are teachers.

Inkosi yethu ilixegu—Our chief is an old man.

Bona bannene—They are kind.

(negative)

Ayiibhlo abefundisi—We are not the teachers.

Iwula alinyoni or Iwula aliyiyo inyoni—The oribi is not a bird.

Isinkomo azikho lapha—The cattle are not here.

Azisisesibayeni—They are not in the cattle kraal.

Akamkhulu—He is not big.

Abamnene—They are not kind.

(b) Present indicative copulatives with 1st and 2nd person subjects:

SingafakwaZulu—We are Zulu.

Ngimkhulu—I am big.

Ungcono na?—Are you better?

Nina nityizithula—As for you, you are simples.

(c) Copulatives in past indicative tenses:

Bengiyinkosi kithi kwaZulu—I was a chief at home in Zululand.

Besiqeqe yelabo abakhulumayo—We were not those who talked.

Isinkomo zazizinkulu impela—The cattle were very big.

Umfunza wayesendlini—The boy was in the house.

(d) Copulatives in the participial mood:

Lomuntu emkhulu uyabusa—This person being big rules.

Izingwe zingathanjiswa uma zizincane—Leopards may be tamed when they are small.

Nxa bebakhulu banamandla—When they are big they are strong.

Safika besendlini—We arrived while they were in the house.

(e) Subjectivcal concords used with the auxiliary -ba (infinitives, subjunctives, past and future indicative tenses):

Kufanele ukuba ubalapha namuha—It is necessary for you to be here to-day.

Lezi-zinkomo zizokubaqatha—These cattle will be strong.

Lempahlwa avifanele ukubanzima (ukubanxuli)—These goods must not be heavy (big).

Wabamkhulu—He became big.

(f) Copulatives in progressive and exclusive implications:

Lenja yami isencinyane—This dog of mine is still very small.

Izincwadi zakho sezingasetafileni—Your books are now by the table.

Amadoda akakabisenzini—The men are not yet at the village.

¹Adjectives are practically the only qualitatives forming absolute copulatives. Predicative forms of relatives are here excluded, as they assume subjectual concords. Copulatives are not formed from possessives but from pronoun derived therefrom, as is also the usual case with enumeratives (cf. "Syntax of the Enumerative," pp. 68, 69); but note examples of absolute copulatives from enumeratives on pp. 65 and 67.
Myeke uma esengenamandla—Leave him alone if he has no longer any strength.

In the conjugation of the copulative the similarity of form to that employed for stative verbs is noticeable; divergence therefrom, however, must be observed in the cases of negative -nga- which appears as -nge- in the copulative, and progressive -sa- which appears as -se-.

(iii) Extended Copulative Predicates:

So far our examples of copulative predicates have dealt with more or less simple forms. These predicates however may be extended to form predicative phrases, and will have to be treated so in analysis. In these predicative phrases the original from which the copulative has been formed may be enlarged or extended, and the copulative formation may be considered to cover the whole phrase.

Thus:

izinkomo > Yizinkomo
izinkomo zethu > Yizinkomo zethu
izinkomo zethu zonke > Yizinkomo zethu zonke
izinkomo ezikulu ezibomvu ezokudonsa ingola yami > Yizinkomo ezikulu, ezibomvu, ezokudonsa ingola yami—It is big red cattle for pulling my wagon.

Yizindaba ezinhle lezo—That’s good news.

Subj. lezo.
Pred. yizindaba ezinhle (copul. phrase).

Abantu bethu abampofu abanawo amandla okubaleka, uma kuza impi—Our poor people haven’t the strength to run away if the army should come.

Subj. abantu.
Enl. of S. (1) bethu; (2) abampofu.
Pred. abanawo amandla okubaleka, uma kuza impi (complex copul. phrase).

The subordinate clause of time or condition is not an extension of the predicate, but an extension of -baleka an incidental portion of the predicate. Uma kuza impi is extension of okubaleka, which is a possessive enlargement of amandla, which in turn is in apposition to wona, the pronoun from which the copulative predicate abanawo is derived.

Sesinabo abantu abangasakhela izindlu ezweni lakwaMagwaza—We now have the people who can build us houses in Magwaza’s country.

Subj. (wina).
Pred. sesinabo abantu abangasakhela izindlu ezweni lakwaMagwaza (complex copul. phrase).

The syntax of the predicative

Here again abangasakhela izindlu ezweni lakwaMagwaza, the qualitative clause, relative, enlarges abantu, which is in apposition to bona, the basis from which the copulative sesinabo is derived.

CO-ORDINATION OF PREDICATES—COMPOUND SENTENCES

Where normally in English co-ordination is the construction, subordination often takes its place in Zulu. For instance, the simple English co-ordinates with “and”, as “He spoke and laughed”, “I shall buy the ox and sell it again”, are subordinates in Zulu, e.g. Wakhulumwa wahleka or Ukulumâ wahleka, where wahleka is past subjunctive mood, and Ngiyayithenga inkabi, ngibuye ngithengise ngayo.

(i) Nevertheless there are cases of true co-ordination in Zulu, when non-influencing conjunctives are used to join sentences. It is not certain exactly how many such conjunctives there are in Zulu, but among them are the following, futhi, kanti, kepha, kodwa, ngalokho, nokho. Sentences joined by these conjunctives must be considered in Zulu as Compound.

Labâ-bantu banamandla amakhulu, || futhi banemali eningi—

These people have great strength, moreover they have much money.

(a) Subj. labâ-bantu.
Pred. banamandla amakhulu.
(b) Con. futhi.
Subj. (bona).
Pred. banemali eningi.

Awukakwazi ukubala, || kanti uya njalo esikoleni?—Don’t you yet know how to write, whereas you have been going continually to school?

(a) Subj. (wena).
Pred. awukakwazi.
Obj. ukubala.
Ext. of P. (na) (interrog.).
(b) Con. kanti.
Subj. (wena).
Pred. uya.
Ext. of P. (i) njalo (manner).
(ii) esikoleni (place).

Izinyamazane zabaleka, || kepha azeqanga—The buck ran away, but did not escape.

Lezi-izinkomo bezisebenza, || kodwa lezo beziphumula-nje—

These cattle were working, but those were merely resting.

3Sentence division is indicated by ||.
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Ngicabanga ngithi, Muhle kakulu lowo-mfana—My idea is, that boy is very fine.
(iv) Interjective sentences introducing predicative sentences may produce co-ordinated compounds, e.g.
Wozal, biguna ukukubona—Come, they want to see you.
Mayo safa namhlane—Alas, we are done for to-day.
(a) Mayo—interjective sentence.
(b) safa namhlane—simple predicative sentence.
Further consideration of such compound sentences and their analysis will be given in Chapter VII.

SUBORDINATION OF PREDICATES

We have already noticed that the main function of the indicative mood is that of supplying the main predicate, while on rare occasion it is employed in the subordinate predicate; that the main function, on the other hand, of the subjunctive mood is the indication of subordination, a subjunctive mood in the main predicate being rare; and that the participial mood is only found in the indication of subordination. The presence of a subordinate predicate makes the sentence complex; hence the presence of a subjunctive tense will usually indicate a complex sentence, while the presence of a participial tense is invariably an indicator of the complex.

In the foregoing chapters we have noticed, particularly, instances of substantival subordinate clauses and qualitative subordinate clauses. In the next chapter, we shall consider descriptive subordinate clauses, which will naturally all be adverbial.

Subordination in Zulu takes place on occasions when it would little be expected. One of these occasions, which we shall later consider at length, is that of “consecutive construction”. When, in English, co-ordination is the construction, e.g. “They laugh and play”, Zulu demands a subordination of the second predicate. It is very difficult to understand this and we shall discuss it fully later. It must not be thought, however, that because a predicate may be in the subjunctive mood, it is ipso facto subordinate. It will be seen that there are uses for the subjunctive mood in a main predicate, even as there are uses for the indicative mood in a subordinate predicate. A subordinate predicate must always accompany a main predicate, and is therefore only possible in a complex sentence.

THE SYNTAX OF THE INDICATIVE MOOD

The indicative mood is the mood of statement, is used to state what was, is or will be, or what was not, is not or will not
THE SYNTAX OF THE PREDICATIVE MOOD

The subjunctive mood expresses the action of the verb or its state, not as a fact, but only as a contingent and dependent mental conception. The subjunctive, then, primarily functions in subordinate construction; nevertheless there are instances of its use in the main predicate. These will be dealt with first.

(i) The Subjunctive mood in the main predicate:

There are two instances in which the subjunctive mood may be used in the main predicate: (a) in the case of the subjunctive used imperatively; and (b) in the case of permissive interrogation; with a possible third (c) as an alternative interpretation.

(a) The subjunctive mood used imperatively:

In Zulu this use of the subjunctive mood demands an accompanying prefixal a- or ma-, but not invariably so; especially in the negative it is common to use the tenses without the prefix. The significant difference between the use of the subjunctive mood here and that of the imperatival proper is that, in the case of the latter, one has an interrogative sentence, in the case of the former a predicative sentence. In the interrogative sentence there is no subject; in the predicative sentence there is. The term "hortative" is commonly applied when the prefix a- or ma- is used.

Masihlabelele sonke-kanye—Let us all sing together.
  Subj. (thina).
  Enl. of S. sonke-kanye.
  Pred. masihlabelele.

Or alternatively: sonke-kanye may be taken to be a descriptive phrase of manner, a substantive used adverbially, and therefore extension of the predicate.

Ungakwenzi lokho—Don’t do that (lit. That you should not do that).
  Subj. (wena).
  Pred. ungakwenzi.
  Obj. lokho.

Abafana abazibuyise lapha izinkomo namankonyana—The boys must bring back here the cattle and calves.
  Subj. abafana.
  Pred. abazibuyise.
  Obj. izinkomo namankonyana (compound).
  Ext. of P. lapha.

Various devices are possible for the translation of the subjunctive tenses in these cases; in the second person an ordinary imperative is generally employed, though it is very doubtful if this really reflects the meaning of the subjunctive mood; “must”.

3See fuller examples in Chapter II, p. 32.
4See fuller examples in Chapter II, pp. 36 et seq.
5The normal construction after ngoba is participial, see Chapter V, p. 136.

3This is Webster’s definition.
"should" and "let" are auxiliaries employed with perhaps more closeness to the idiom. It must be noticed that in none of these instances do we have any record of fact, such as would be implied by the employment of the indicative.

Further imperative uses of the subjunctive mood are to be found after certain hortative conjunctives such as ahe, ake, ke, etc.

Ahle ngikushaye khona-manje—Mind I don't hit you right now!
  Con. ahle.
  Subj. (mina).
  Pred. ngikushaye.
  Obj. (wena).
  Ext. of P. khona-manje.

Ake zihlale lapha—Just let them stay here.
  Con. ake.
  Subj. (zona).
  Pred. zihlale.
  Ext. of P. lapha.

Ke balinge-nje—Just let them try!
  Con. ke.
  Subj. (bona).
  Pred. balinge-nje.

(ii) The Subjunctive mood in the subordinate predicate:

There are several distinct cases of this, which is the prime function of the subjunctive mood, viz. subordination. We shall treat of them seriatim.

(a) In the formation of substantival clauses after the conjunctives ukuba and ukuthi: These have already been dealt with at some length (in Chapter II), both in full and contracted form. It is after a main predicate indicating desire, purpose, necessity, etc. that the substantival clause is in the subjunctive mood:

Umfundisi ufuna [ukuba abafana basunde kahle]—The teacher wants the boys to learn well.

Kufanele [sifunde kahle]—We must learn well.
  Subj. (ukuba) sifunde kahle (subs. clause).
  Pred. kufanele.

Sub-analysis of (ukuba) sifunde kahle:
  Con. (ukuba).
  Subj. (thina).
  Pred. sifunde.
  Ext. of P. kahle.

(b) In the formation of descriptive clauses of purpose after the conjunctives ukuba, ukuthi and ukuze.

Ngibakhaphile [ukuba kunge inkosi]—I turned them out that the chief might come in.

Uhlabo inoko [ukuze badle ngokujaba]-He slaughtered a beast so that they might eat merrily.

Ngizosebenza [ukuze ngingalambo]—I shall work lest I starve.

(c) In the formation of descriptive clauses after such conjunctives as anduva, funa, hleze, qede, etc.

Mtsho [andukuba akambe]—Tell him before he goes.

---

1See pp. 33, 34.
2Nor is used in much the same way. Cf. also Chapter V, p. 128.
3Cf. also Chapter VI, pp. 129, 130.
In the formation of multiverbal predicates after certain deficient verbs, a type of descriptive clause is found employing the subjunctive mood. Among the commonest of the deficient verbs so used are -buye, -cishe, -fike, -hle, -ke, -mane, -nele, -phinde, -sale, -simele, -ze, -bonange.

(1) Wabuye wasinda—Then he recovered.
(2) Abafana buye fakhiphe izimbuzi—The boys first take out the goats.
(3) Uphinde enze njalo—He does the same again.

The above three examples will serve for an analytical examination of this construction.

1 Complex sentence.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. wabuye.
   Ext. of P. wasinda (descriptive clause of consecutive action).
   (1a) Subj. (yena).
   Pred. wasinda.

2 Complex sentence.
   Subj. abafana.
   Pred. bafike.
   Ext. of P. bakhiphe izimbuzi (descriptive clause of prior action).
   (2a) Subj. (bona).
   Pred. bakhiphe.
   Obj. izimbuzi.

3 Complex sentence.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. uphinde.
   Ext. of P. enze njalo (descriptive clause of repetitive action).
   (3a) Subj. (yena).
   Pred. enze.
   Ext. of P. njalo (manner).

The subjunctive predicate, in each case, forms an extension of the main predicate in form of a descriptive clause, the actual relationship of which is in each case dependent upon the force of the deficient verb, the main verb in the Zulu predicate. Each of these Zulu deficient verbs, has a definite function such as, “to act almost,” “to act again,” “to act first,” “to act of necessity,” etc. It is probably best therefore to indicate that function in

labelling the subordinate clause, e.g. “descriptive clause of proximity,” “descriptive clause of repetitive action,” “descriptive clause of prior (or immediate) action,” “descriptive clause of necessity,” etc. This type of descriptive construction is entirely foreign to European grammar.

The alternative treatment of a multiverbal predicate as one, previously discussed, must not be overlooked.

In consecutive verb construction: The rule for the normal sequence of verb tenses in consecutive construction is that each tense after the first is expressed in the subjunctive mood. However difficult it is to understand the construction, this implies a subordination of all subsequent predicates to the first. A few examples will give material for the consideration of this.

Yana [uziphuzise izingane]—Go and give the babies their drink.

UQwabe weza namabutho, [waxosha abakithi]—Qwabe came with soldiers and drove away our people.

Ezweni leli balima amasimu, [baluse izinkomo] [bathenge ukudla]—In this country they cultivate fields, herd cattle and barter foodstuffs.

Abantwana bangathleka, [badlale]—The children can laugh and play.

UNozilwa usike ekuseni, [waletela uyi se inyama]—Nozilwa came this morning and brought his father some meat.

Uyafunda, [angabali]—He reads and does not write.

After such verbs as -ya, -za, -fika, the subordination of the succeeding subjunctive mood verb seems to be that of subsequence in time, with possibly a suggestion of purpose: the first verb, that in the main predicate, indicates the action which takes place first; there is therefore a type of subordination in the subsequent verbs. In other cases, such as that of Abantwana bangathleka, badlale, the subordination is probably one of decrease in importance, the more important action taking priority of order, and therefore occupying the position of main predicate. In the case of one verb being positive and the other negative, it is the negative which will naturally take subordinate position and be placed second, as in Uyafunda, angabali. Should the negative be placed first, it would be necessary to interpose kodwa between the predicates making a compound sentence—Akalhi, kodwa uyafunda, or to make two sentences—Akalhi. Uyafunda. In cases where one might argue that each of several consecutive verbs is of equal importance, the Zulu naturally gives priority of importance to the one which comes first to him in speech: the
one which comes to the speaker's mind or tongue first must of necessity be the most important to him at that time.

We should analyse such sentences as follows:

1. *UQwabe weza namabutho, waxosha abakithi.* (Complex sentence).
   - Subj. *uQwabe*.
   - Pred. *weza*.
   - Ext. of P. (1) *namabutho* (conjunctive).
   - (2) *waxosha abakithi* (descriptive clause of subsequent action).

(1a) *waxosha abakithi*.
   - Subj. *(yena)*.
   - Pred. *waxosha*.
   - Obj. *abakithi*.

2. *Aabantwana bayahleka, badlale.* (Complex sentence).
   - Subj. *aabantwana*.
   - Pred. *bayahleka*.
   - Ext. of P. *badlale* (descriptive clause of subordinate action).

(2a) *badlale*.
   - Subj. *(bona)*.
   - Pred. *badlale*.

(3) A further type of consecutive verb construction, employing the subjunctive mood, is found with numerals. The present subjunctive positive, and the past subjunctive positive occur in this connection, the auxiliary verb -*ba* being used.

(4) The present subjunctive is used when desire or command is expressed, and in future contexts:
   - *Sifuna izinkomo zibezinhu*—We want five cattle. This is more expressive than *Sifuna izinkomo ezinghu*; and might be more literally translated as: "We want cattle, (and) let them be five."

   *Banike amahhashi abemabili*—Give them two horses.

   *Khoka ushelebe abemabili*—Pay one shilling. This construction is perhaps more commonly used with the enumerative stem -*nuye* (one), than with the other numerals.

   *Bulala inkuku ibenyew* (or *ibeyiyew*)—Kill one fowl.

   *Sizohala edolobeni izinyanga zibeze*—We shall stay in town for four months.

   Alternative methods of analysis may be used here, in either of which *zibeze* will constitute a subordinate clause.

   - Subj. *(thina)*.
   - Pred. *sizohala*.
   - Ext. of P. (i) *edolobeni* (place).
   - (ii) *izinyanga zibeze* (time).

---

**THE SYNTAX OF THE PREDICATIVE**

In this case *zibeze* will be a descriptive clause used qualitatively, qualifying *izinyanga*. It will be analysed as follows:

- Subj. *(zona)*.
- Pred. *zibeze* (copul.).

The alternative analysis would be to treat *zibeze* as a third Ext. of P. and labelling it "descriptive clause of subordinate action." The former method, however, is preferable, and more nearly reflects the present usage of these idiomatic forms.

(2) When the past subjunctive is used, in referring to past time, a special colouring is given to the meaning, and the significance is limited to that of "only two," "only five," etc.

*Ngathenga izinkomo zabezizwe*—I bought only four beasts. Literally, this is: "I bought beasts, (and) they were four."

Contrast the plain statement in *Ngathenga izinkomo ezizwe* (I bought four beasts).

*Kwafika amahhashi a bamabili*—There arrived only two horses.

The analysis of these sentences has the same alternative possibilities as with the present tense under (1) above.

It is noteworthy that contractions take place in these present subjunctives, viz. *zaba-, aba-, yaba-*, etc., may become *za-, a-, ya-* etc., with noticeably long vowels, e.g.

*Kwafika izingola zantathu* (or *zazintathu*)—Only three wagons arrived.

(3) *Sequence of subjunctive tenses* is further found in a series of verbs dependent upon a common deficient verb, and thus forming a series of complements:

*Ngicisho ngawa, ngazihilala*—I nearly fell (and) killed myself.

*Bafike bahale, badle ukudla kwabo*—They first sit down (and) eat their food.

*Uke azibone, azithenge*—He sometimes finds them and buys them.

---

**THE SYNTAX OF THE PARTICIPIAL SUB-MOOD**

(i) The use of the term "participial mood" is open to serious question. In Lamba the corresponding tenses are treated as of the "relative conjugation": this also is open to question. In Sotho, Jacottet used the term "dependent indicative": at this also criticism may be levelled. First of all the participial tenses are not confined to forms equivalent to the indicative; there are also forms equivalent to the potential and contingent moods. It is therefore seriously questionable whether this is a mood at all. The treating of it as a conjugation is also questionable, since it
has no infinitive or imperative forms and no subjunctive, each of which is found in some form or other in the conjugations. So far, within the conjugations and certain of the moods we have implications (simple, progressive and exclusive), manners or aspects (indefinite, definite, continuous and perfect) and tenses (indicating time limits). The participial cannot come under any one of those categories, as all of them are found represented in participial tenses. A way of describing this would be to say “the participial form of the indicative,” “the participial form of the potential,” etc. But as this is rather cumbersome and as the term “form” is used for the verbal derivatives, e.g. “applied form,” etc., it is easiest in Zulu to use the term “sub-mood.” This is an especially useful term when it is remembered that the participial is always used in subordinate constructions.

(ii) The Participial sub-mood in simple subordination indicates the situation in which the substantive in a sentence finds itself during the action of the main predicate. Various Bantu languages have various ways of expressing that which the English participle expresses, and in Zulu this is done by using the present tenses of the participial sub-mood of the verb. Such participial forms compose qualificative clauses which enlarge the subject or object of the sentence.

(a) Participial Enlargement of Subject:
Isindlovu zabaleka [zixhuga]—The elephants ran off limping.
Abesifazane bajika [bethwele impahla emakhanda] — The women arrived carrying goods on their heads.
Ukhezo nalo lubekwa khona-lapho [lulunye]—The spoon too is put in the same place, it being one. Complex sentence.

Subj. ukhezo.
Enl. of S. lulunye (participial).
Pred. lubekwa.
Ext. of P. (i) nalo (conj.).
(ii) khona-lapho (loc.).

Sub-analysis of lulunye:
Subj. (lona).
Pred. lulunye (copulative).

Bajika bonke [benezinkomo zabo]—They all came accompanied by their cattle. Complex sentence.

Subj. bonke.
Enl. of S. benezinkomo zabo (participial).
Pred. bajika.

Sub-analysis of benezinkomo zabo:
Subj. (bona).
Pred. benezinkomo zabo (extended copul.).

(c) Participial Enlargement of an Inflected Substantive:
Nizohlangana nayo [ihlezi esibayeni]—You will come on him sitting in the cattle kraal.

Subj. (nina).
Pred. nizohlangana.
Ext. of P. nayo ihlezi esibayeni (complex descriptive phrase, conjunctive).

Sub-analysis of ihlezi esibayeni (participial clause, qualifying yona<nayo>):
Subj. (yona).
Pred. ihlezi.
Ext. of P. esibayeni.

Wabulawa yiyo [bengena ngentuba esigodlweni]—He was slain by them, entering the chief’s court by a side entrance.

(d) Descriptive treatment of this type of participial clause:
It is of course possible to treat these participial clauses in analysis as descriptive clauses of situation, and the last example might be analysed as follows:

Subj. (yena).
Pred. wabulawa.
Ext. of P. (i) yiyo (agent).
(ii) bengena ngentuba esigodlweni (descriptive clause of situation).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bengena.
Ext. of P. (i) ngentuba (instr.).
(ii) esigodlweni (loc.).

This is much clearer when it is realised that, in many cases, the conjunctive uma, inxa or lapha might be inserted before the clause, e.g.

Wabulawa yiyo, uma bengena ngentuba esigodlweni.
Similarly with subjectival agreement we may have:

\textit{Wabulawa yibo ehlezi esibayeni, or Wabulawa yibo lapho ehlezi esibayeni—He was killed by them (while) sitting in the cattle-kraal.}

This only serves to illustrate the elasticity of Zulu syntax, and no hard and fast rule for such analysis can be set down.

(e) \textit{The Participial unconnected with either subject or object of the sentence:}

Naturally such instances must be treated as descriptive clauses of situation.

\textit{Ngaqala indlela yami [engakavuthwa amabele—I began my journey before the corn ripened (lit. the corn not yet being ripe).}

Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngaqala.
Obj. indlela.
Enl. of O. yami.
Ext. of P. engakavuthwa amabele (descriptive clause of situation).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Subj. amabele.
Pred. engakavuthwa.

\textit{[Sebefikile] sadla—When they had arrived we dined. A fuller form of this might be expressed with the addition of a conjunctive, e.g. Bathë sebefikile sadla or Lapho sebefikile sadla.}

\textit{Bamgwaza [impi iSaleka—They stabbed him (while) the impi (was) running away.}

(iii) The Participial sub-mood is regularly used after certain conjunctives, notably \textit{uma (ma), inxá (nxa), ngokuba (ngoba), Noma, nonxd, nakuba, noku} \textit{ba, lapho (lapha, la), nga (ngaye), selekhu (selo), kade.}

\textit{Uma, ma:}

\textit{[Uma sifuma] singazithenga—If we want to, we can buy them.}
\textit{[Uma bemshaya] uzogula—If they beat him he will sicken.}
\textit{[Uma belokhu bemshaya] uzokufa—If they keep on beating him he will die.}

\textit{Bazohamba [uma ungafiki—their mother—They will go if you do not come.}
\textit{[Ma befika], baishele—When they come, tell them.}

\textit{Inxá, nxa:}

\textit{[Nxa befika], uze ubeani lokhu—When they come, give them this.}
\textit{[Inxá usugedile umsebenzi], uyokhumuka—When you have finished the work, you will be free.}

\textit{Ngokuba, ngoba:}

\textit{Ngizé [ngoba bengifuma—I came because I wanted him.}
\textit{Wakwenza [ngokuba enesihawu—He did it because he had pity.}
\textit{Ngithanda ukusebenza [ngoba kuholwa inali—I like working because people are paid.}
\textit{Ulele [ngoba egula—He is lying down because he is sick.}

\textit{Noma, nonxd:}

\textit{[Noma bebahle], abahlakaniphile—Even if they are pretty, they are not wise.}

Subj. (bona).
Pred. abahlakaniphile.
Ext. of P. nonxd bebahle (participial clause of concession).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Con. noma.
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bebahle.

\textit{[Noma ngigula], angilele phansi—Although I am sick, I am not lying down.}
\textit{[Noma ngingalele phansi], ngiyagula—Although I am not lying down, I am sick.}
\textit{Ngiyokufika, [noma liduma—I shall come, even if it thunders.}
\textit{[Nonxd eyinkosi], angimesabi—I even though he is the chief, I am not afraid of him.}

\textit{Nakuba, nokuba:}

\textit{[Nakuba emkhulu], akalungile—Although he is grown up, he is not straightforward.}
\textit{[Nakuba kunjalo], angithandi ukuya—Although it is so, I do not care to go.}
\textit{[Nakuba efundile], akamedluli ubaba—Although he is educated, he doesn't surpass my father.}

\textit{Lapho, lapha, la:}

\textit{Angazi [lapho behlala khona]—I do not know where they live.}
\textit{[Lapho eseqedile] makaBuye—When he has finished, let him come back.}
\textit{Ikamelon lingahamba [lapha ejiniye izilwane zingeye khona—The camel can travel where other animals cannot go.}
\textit{Umuntu [la ethi uZidla ngamandla izinyosi] zimxele—When a man happens to eat honey excessively, it stuffs him.}

\textit{Nga, ngaye:}

\textit{[Nga ngihlalile] uma ubunginiké imali—I would have stayed, if you had given me money.}

\textit{3 In this case the clause formed is substantival, object of \textit{angazi}; all the other instances in section \textit{(ii)} are of descriptive clauses.}
The negative of this is formed in quite a different way by the employment of the verbal auxiliary *-ka*.

(c) Somewhat similar to *-be* and *-se* is the conjunctive *kade*, which assumes a midway position between that of a deficient verb and a conjunctive.

**Note.** *Kade behamba* (They have just been travelling), of which relative forms appear as: *abantu abakade-behamba*, or *abantu ekade-behamba* (people who have just been travelling).

(vi) The use of the participial sub-mood as the basis of relative clause construction has already been fully discussed (see “Qualificative Clauses” in Chapter III). For instance, *umuntu ohambayo* is derived from *umuntu ehamba*, and *umuntu ongahambi* from *umuntu engahambi*. The rule is to substitute the relative concord for the participial concord.

(vii) Participial tenses may follow one another continuously if they are dependent upon a common deficient verb, or if they qualify a common antecedent or extend a common predicate.

(a) **As complements to a common deficient verb:**

*Sasilokhu sigawula imithi, sishisa amagatsha, silima umhlabathi*—We kept on felling trees, burning the branches (and) ploughing the soil.

Here each of the three clauses, *sigawula imithi*, etc. constitutes an extension of the predicate *sasilokhu* (deficient), being a descriptive clause of continued action.

*Ababonange beya esikoleni, befunda*—They never went to school (and) learned.

*Ubelima ehlakula*—He was ploughing and weeding (full form: *ube elima*).

*Ngase ngidla ngiphuza*—I was then eating and drinking (full form: *ngabe ngise ngidla*).

**As enlargements of a common antecedent:**

*Ngababona ngihlezi, ngicashe esihlahleni*—I saw them, I sitting down (and) hiding in a thicket.

*Ngababona bebaleka, belinga ukuzindisa ngejubane*—I saw them, they running away (and) trying to save themselves by means of speed.

**As extensions of a common predicate:**

*Abazali bethu basibona amasosa edlula, ehlakaza imihlambi yethu*—Our parents saw us (while) the soldiers (were) passing (and) scattering our flocks.

---

1 For a more detailed treatment see Chapter V under “Descriptive Clauses”, p. 126.
THE SYNTAX OF THE POTENTIAL MOOD

(i) The potential mood, expressive of ability, is used generally in the main statement, as follows:

Abantwana bangafunda kahle—The children can read well.
Singekwela kulentaba—We cannot climb this hill.
Izinyama zazingege—The buck could not escape.

It is further commonly used in the apodosis of conditional construction; hence it might with justice be named the conditional mood, as it is in a number of Bantu languages; examples:

Ngingahlala uma naye unghlala—I would stay, if you too would stay.
Sasingehambu uma wabukhona—We would not have gone, if you had been here.

(ii) The potential mood may be subordinated: (a) when forming substantival clauses after verbs of statement of fact; (b) when forming descriptive clauses of time after -thi, used conjunctively; (c) in relative construction (basically participial); and (d) in the protasis of conditional construction after uma, when it is again participial.

(a) Angasi [ukuthi ngingenza kanjani]—I don’t know what to do.
    Ngibona [ukuuba ungagijima ngejubane]—I see that you can run very fast.

(b) [Bathi bangaqeda] daphumule—As soon as they finish, they rest.

(c) Ngifuna umuntu [ongagijima]—I want a person who can run.
    Isebi lixhegu [elingebone]—The thief is an old man who cannot see.

(d) Ngingahlala [uma ungangini ka imali]—I would stay if you gave me money.
    Singekhulume [uma bengesicele]—We wouldn’t speak if they didn’t beg us to (lit. We cannot speak if they cannot beg us to).

(iii) It is noteworthy that the potential mood in Zulu applies only to past and present time, there being no future potential tenses. Potentiality in the future is conveyed by using such a verb as -azi (be able). This is akin to the limits of use of the English “can” and “could.”

(iv) The potential mood is not used in Zulu as commonly as it is in English. Zulu speakers often prefer to use the conjunctive construction with na- followed by an infinitive, e.g.

Nginokugijima—I can run.

1 Generally Bantu languages do not distinguish between “ability” and “willingness”; hence the variant possibilities reflected in the translations throughout this section.

THE SYNTAX OF THE CONTINGENT MOOD

(i) The contingent mood is one which expresses that the action is liable or possible, but not certain to occur, and is dependent upon certain unlikely circumstances.

(ii) The tenses of the contingent mood in Zulu are in form past tenses containing a future element; they have been termed “past-futures” for this reason. Structurally they are as the past continuous tenses, since they indicate a past condition of future possibility. In their use they imply, if they are not always followed by, a subordinate or consequential clause:

Bebedayophinda bakusife uma uyobanika okumndi—They were still going to help you, if you were going to give them something nice.
Wayengasezukumkha imali yakhe ukuba akammangalala—
    He was no longer going to give him his money, if he had not sued him.
Yebo, bengomsebenzela—Yes, I would have worked for him.

(iii) The contingent mood may be subordinated and then its construction is basically participial:

(a) In relative clauses:
    Uyitshonile inkabi [eyayingayukafa] na?—Did you see the ox which would not have died?
    Lowo ngobesizazana [engangoganwa nguye]—That is the woman whom I would have married.

(b) After certain conjunctives:
    Musa ukusho lokho, ngokuba ebevohamba—Don’t say that, for he would have gone.

(c) After the deficient verb -se, forming the exclusive implication in this mood, e.g.
    Besengiyokuthenga (I was just about to buy).
    Besekozebambu ukuba angincashisanga—They were just going to catch him, if I had not hidden him.
    Nase ningezukuganana, kodwa nacincedzela umathetho—You were not going to marry one another then, but you were compelled by the law.

(c) In extension of predicate:
Wenza kabi [kakhulu]—You acted very badly.
   Subj. (wena).
   Pred. wenza.
   Ext. of P. kabi kakhu.

Lezi-zinja zizingela kahle [kunezethu]—These dogs hunt better than ours.
   Subj. lezi-zinja (appositional).
   Pred. zizingela.
   Ext. of P. kahle kunezethu.

By far the more usual use of adverbial descriptives is as in (1), acting as extension of the predicate; the second function is but rarely found, and is confined to very few adverbs; they must be adverbs of manner (in the broad usage of that term); no locatives may be so used.

Descriptive phrases contain no finite mood of the verb; they may have an infinitive or no verb form at all. Descriptive clauses are almost entirely relegated to the subjunctive mood and the participial sub-mood of the verb.

The Syntactical Order of the Descriptive:

As may be seen from the sentences already given, the descriptive prefers the place immediately following the word it describes. It is possible however for the object, if this latter be a single word, to precede the descriptive. For instance:

Abesifazane bathanda kakhulu izingane, or Abesifazane bathanda izingane kakhulu—Women are very fond of children.

While the former of these would be normal, the latter would also tend to place the emphasis on “children,” i.e. “The women are fond especially of children.” Should the adverb, however, be extended, the second would be the preferred order, e.g. Abesifazane bathanda izingane kakhulu kunezimbuzi—Women are more fond of children than of goats. Should the object, on the other hand, be enlarged, the first order would certainly be preferred, e.g. Abesifazane bathanda kakhulu izingane zabo ezincane—The women are very fond of their little children.

Some adverbs have a much closer affinity with the predicate than do others. It is noteworthy that adverbs of manner (commencing in ka- or ngoku-) and locative adverbs are intimately connected with the verb, naturally demanding short forms of present and immediate past tenses; whereas temporal adverbs (often nouns in form) have but loose association with the verb, begin used with both long and short forms, and may even at times precede the verb introducing the sentence:
Izinkomo zingena esibayeni—The cattle are entering the kraal.
Izinkomo zingené esibayeni—The cattle entered the kraal.
Bahambé kahle—They journeyed well.
Sihamba ngokushe sha—We are travelling fast.

whereas:
Zingena manje, or Ziyangena manje, or Manje ziyangena—
They are entering now.
Sizofika ngomuso or Ngomuso sizofika—We shall arrive
tomorrow.

There is however a certain amount of latitude to-day in the strict
observance of these tense rules.

The Formation of Adverbs:
This is really a matter for accidence, but it might be observed
here that there are in Zulu three types of formation.
(a) The unaltered use of nouns, e.g. izolo (tomorrow), ubusuku
(night), impela (truth), isiminya (truth), etc.
Isiminya ngimzwé ngezami izindlebe—Truly I heard him with
my own ears.
Incwadi ayikafikile impela—The letter has not yet quite reached
there.
Wahlala khona izinsuku ezintathu—He stayed there (for)
three days.
Sizohamba ubusuku—we shall travel through the night or
for a night (ct. Sizohamba ebusuku—we shall travel by
night; where the locative adverb gives point of time).
(b) The use of the noun shorn of initial vowel, e.g. ntambana,
uqala, mandulo, etc.
(c) The use of inflected forms of substantives and qualificatives,
e.g. emzini, kubo, ngothi, kahle, kumnandi, ngokulquinsa,
yinkosi.

The Semantic Division of Adverbs:
For classificatory purposes adverbs may be divided seman-
tically, i.e. according to their meaning, into eight types, as follows:
(1) manner; (2) place; (3) time; (4) instrument; (5) conjunction;
(6) comparison; (7) agent; and (8) state. As this is a classification
for accidence rather than syntax the giving of a few examples will
here suffice:
(1) Manner: kahle, ngokukhulu, kumnandi (all formations in ka-).
(2) Place: kude, kuqaba, endlini, emuva (locatives).
(3) Time: izolo, manje, namuhla, ebusuku (certain locatives).
(4) Instrument: ngamabumu, ngomuthi (all formations in nga-).
(5) Conjunction: nenja, nokuhamba (formations with na-).

(6) Comparison: kunami, njengabo, ngangezimvu (all formations
with kuna-, njenga-, nganga-).
(7) Agent: ngumuntu (all copulatives formed from substantives).
(8) State: shum (formation with shu-).
Nos. 2, 4, 5 and 7 are naturally used with verbs of special import,
viz. locative, instrumental, conjunctive and agentine verbs
respectively.¹

Specimen analysis with adverbial extensions of the predicate:

(1) Manner:
Izinkabi bezizidonsa kabi izingola—The oxen were pulling
the wagons badly. Simple sentence.
Subj. izinkabi.
Pred. bezizidonsa.
Obj. izingola.
Ext. of P. kabi (manner).

(2) Place:
Ngawangenisa amankonyane esibayeni somnumzana—I put
the calves in the headman’s cattle-kraal. Simple sentence.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngawangenisa.
Obj. amankonyane.
Ext. of P. esibayeni somnumzana (place; extended locative).

(3) Time:
Sifiké ekuseni—We arrived this morning. Simple sentence.
Subj. (thina).
Pred. sikifé.
Ext. of P. ekuseni (time).

(4) Instrument:
Impi izohamba ngendlela enye—The army will travel by
another route. Simple sentence.
Subj. impi.
Pred. izohamba.
Ext. of P. ngendlela enye (instr.).

(5) Conjunction:
Bamshaya nokumshaya kakhulu—They hit him very severely.
Simple sentence.
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bamshaya.
Obj. (yena).
Ext. of P. nokumshaya kakhulu (conj.).
Leso-zlwane zifana nezingulube—Those animals look like
pigs. Simple sentence.
Subj. leso-zlwane (appositional).
Pred. zifana.
Ext. of P. nezingulube (conj.).

¹ Cf. Chapter IV, p. 85.
THE SYNTAX OF THE DESCRIPTIVE

used is that of class 10, viz. ku- (subjectival or objective), or kwa-
(possessive). Note the following sentences:

_Endlini kuyashisa_-In the house it is hot; or The interior of
the house is hot.

This might be analysed in one of two ways:

(a) Subj. (khona).
    Pred. kuyashisa (indef.).
    Ext. of P. endlini.

(b) Subj. endlini (loc. used as subj.).
    Pred. kuyashisa.

_Phandle akukuhle namhlanje_-It is not nice outside to-day.
    Subj. phandle (loc. used as subj.).
    Pred. akukuhle.
    Ext. of P. namhlanje.

_Asikuthandi emsamo_-We do not like it at the back of the
    hut.
    Subj. (kina).
    Pred. asiakuthandi.
    Obj. emsamo (loc. used as obj., with obj. concord ku- in
    the predicate asiakuthandi).

This principle of concord is further revealed with locative phrases,
composed of a locative followed by a possessive, e.g.

_phakathi kwendlu_ (in the middle of the house)
_phandle komuzi (kwa- + umuzi, outside the kraal)_
_emuva kwalokho_ (after that)
_nganeno komfula_ (on this side of the river)
_phambi kukaoba_ (in front of my father; kuka-, not kwa-
    before a noun of class 1a).

Nevertheless, while the origin of this kwa- is clearly that of a
possessive concord of the ku- class (appearing as pa- and mwa-
with the pa- and mu- classes in Central Bantu), its force as a
concord is so far lost in Zulu to-day that it shares this function,
of forming locative phrases, with the conjunctive formative na-;
e.g.

_eda komuzi or eduze nomuzi_ (near the kraal)
enzansi nezwe (towards the coast).

Compare: _phezu komuthi_ (on top of the tree) and _phezulu kodonga_
(on top of the wall) with _phezulu nodonga_ (on the upper part of
the wall). Still it must be remembered that kwa- retains a posses-
sive force entirely lacking in na-; for instance _phezu kwakho_
(above you) but _eda komuza_ (near you), the former using the
possessive pronounal stem -kho, the latter the absolute pronoun
wenza in its shortened form.

1Z.G. § 578.
2Some scholars think it is preserved in few words of class 2, such as wamvu (the rear).

THE SYNTAX OF THE LOCATIVE

As was noticed in the "Grammar"1 the general rule of forma-
tion of locatives from nouns is by suffixing -ini and prefixing e-;
though nouns of class 1 (and 1a), instead of this, maintain the
older Bantu formation by prefixing ku-. Regular Central Bantu
languages use three such prefixes, *ku-*, *pa-*, and *mu-* with differ-
tiated significations. Zulu has retained *ku-* for formations from
nouns of class 1, and from pronouns. The prefix *pa-* occurs, as a
remnant formation with certain adverbs, e.g. *phandle* (outside),
*phansi* (down), *phezulu* (up), etc. For all intents and purposes,
the Bantu prefix *mu-* is now lost in Zulu,2 being merged in the
-ini suffix formation. The Central Bantu locatives constitute noun
classes (Meinhold's Nos. 16, 17 and 18) and may be used as subject
or object of sentences, employing regular concords in agreement.
In Zulu the locatives are used adverbially, though there are faint
traces of substantival use. Whenever this is the case, the concord

1Z.G. §§ 164-168.
Apart from the special cases just considered, the normal treatment of all locatives is purely descriptive in Zulu (as in No. 2 of the previous section). The following may be noticed:

Sihlala [eGoli], [endlini enkuulu]—We are staying in Johannesburg in a big house.
   Subj. (thina).
   Pred. sihlala.
   Ext. of P. (i) eGoli (loc.).
   (ii) endlini enkuulu (extended loc.).

Inkosi yethu yabuyela [kwaZulu]—Our chief has returned to Zululand.
Uvelaphi?—Where do you come from?
   Subj. (wena).
   Pred. uvela.
   Ext. of P. -phi? (interrog. enclitic; locative).

Siwela [ekhaya]—We have come from home.
Bacasha [esihlahleni] [kulelozwe]—They hid in a thicket in that country.

Certain temporal adverbs are derived from nouns by means of locative formation; any such nouns are, in themselves, indicative of time, e.g.

Sizohamba [ekuseni]—We shall travel in the morning.
Ngifuna ukukubona [emini]—I want to see you at midday.
Zidla [ebusuku]—They eat at night.
Wayekhona [esikhathini sikashaka]—He lived in the time of Shaka. This is an example of a descriptive phrase, being an extended locative.

**DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES**

These may be divided into four sections for consideration: (i) Descriptive phrases of place and time consisting of locatives followed by possessive or conjunctive formation: These formations were discussed in the previous section, under "Syntax of the Locative." It remains to consider examples in sentences.

Bemi [phakathi kwendla]—They are standing in the middle of the hut.

Impi yashisa imizi [enhla nezwe]—The army burnt villages up-country.
   Subj. impi.
   Pred. yashisa.
   Obj. imizi.
   Ext. of P. enhla nezwe (descr. phrase of place).

[Emuvu kwalokho] sadla—After that we ate.

(ii) Extended adverbs: Most types of adverbs are susceptible of extension as for instance:

endlini >endlini yethu enkuulu (in our big house)
emzini >emzini wenkosi yethu (in our chief’s village)
kusasa >kusasa kakhulu (very early in the morning), or
kusasa namhlane (early this morning)
kahle >kahle impela (very carefully)
ngamandla >ngamandla akhe onke (with all his strength)
nenja >nenja yaabo emnyama (with their black dog)
kunomuntu >kunomuntu lowo onesihlangu senkosi (rather than that person with the chief’s shield)
ngumuntu >ngumuntu lowo ophethe isihlangu somufo (by that person who is carrying the fellow’s shield)

In the last two examples the phrases are complex, each including a relative clause, onesihlangu senkosi and ophethe isihlangu somufo respectively. Analysis follows the usual method:

UMagema ugwazwe [ngumuntu lowo ophethe umkhonto odukhalo]—Magema was stabbed by that person who was carrying a sharp spear.
THE SYNTAX OF THE DESCRIPTIVE

Yathi impi [ukuphendula kwayo], Yebo Nkosi!—Said the army, in its reply, Yea, O King!

Subj. impi.
Pred. yathi.
Obj. Yebo Nkosi (interjective clause).
Ext. of P. ukuphendula kwayo (descr. phrase of reference).

Unjani wona [isiqa sawo] na?—What is it, as to its substance?
Subj. wona.
Pred. unjani.
Ext. of P. (i) isiqa sawo (descr. phrase of reference).
(ii) na (interrogative).

Kodwa [ukuza kwabantu], bafa ngenda ba yokwesaba amanzi—But, as to the death of the people, they died through fear of the water.
Con. kodwa.
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bafa.
Ext. of P. (i) ukuza kwabantu (descr. phrase of reference).
(ii) ngenda ba yokwesaba amanzi (descr. phrase of instrument).

DESCRIPTIVE CLAUSES

These may be divided into two main types, those which employ the subjunctive mood and those which employ the participial sub-mood (and sometimes the indicative in place of this). They do not fully correspond in significance to the various types of adverbs, though clauses of place, time and comparison are found: there are no clauses of manner, instrument, conjunction, agent or state.

(i) Descriptive Clauses, Subjunctives:

Subjunctive clauses may be divided into: (a) plain subjunctives; (b) subjunctives after deficient verbs; and (c) subjunctives introduced by conjunctives.

(a) Plain Subjunctive Clauses: Consecutive Clauses

It was noticed, when dealing with the "Syntax of the Subjunctive Mood" that consecutive verb construction is expressed in Zulu by using the subjunctive mood in all verbs following the first. The subject was discussed at some length there, and we may be content now with a few additional examples.

Kulesi-sikole abantswana bayafunda, [babale], [babale], [ba-dale futhi]—In this school the children read and write and count and also play.

Siyokwambona, [simchachisele indaba yonke]—We shall see him and explain the whole matter to him.

---

1 Cf. Z.G. § 741.
2 Cf. Chapter II, p. 45; and also Z.G. § 742.
THE SYNTAX OF THE DESCRIPTIVE

1a. waze wafa uDingane.
   Subj. (yena, referring to uDingane.)
   Pred. waze.
   Ext. of P. wafa uDingane (descr. clause of eventual action).
1a\(^1\). wafa uDingane:
   Subj. uDingane.
   Pred. wafa.

2. Usimze [abeke-nje]—He simply looks. Complex sentence.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. usimze.
   Ext. of P. abeke-nje (descr. clause of mere action).
2a. abeke-nje:
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. abeke.
   Ext. of P. -nje (enclitic).

   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. wake.
   Ext. of P. (i) wasebenza emgodini (descr. clause of occasional action).
   (ii) na? (interrog.).
3a. wasebenza emgodini:
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. wasebenza.
   Ext. of P. emgodini.

From an examination, as above, deficient verbs which take subjunctive complements may be classified as follows:

(1) of consecutive action: -buye.
(2) of imminent action: -cishe.
(3) of concessive action: -dlude.
(4) of prior action: -fixe.
(5) of mere action: -hle, -simeze, -suke.
(6) of occasional action: -ke, -ye.
(7) of subsequent action: -ncé, -sale.
(8) of immediate action: -nle, -supe, -qéde.
(9) of repetitive action: -phinde.
(10) of preferable action: -sale.
(11) of sudden action: -se, -hle.
(12) of complete action: -shaye.
(13) of eventual action: -ze.
(14) of strong past negative action: -bange, -bonange, -bonaze, -vange, -zange.

---

1 Cf. Chapter IV, section (f) on p. 106.
2 See p. 104.
(c) Subjunctive Clauses after Conjunctives

These may be divided into clauses of purpose and clauses of time.

(1) Subjunctive Clauses of Purpose: Final Clauses:

In Zulu they may be divided into (i) those introduced by
the conjunctives ukuba, ukuthi and ukuze; (ii) those introduced by
nce; and (iii) those indicating negative purpose and introduced by
funa and hleze.

(i) The conjunctives ukuthi and ukuza have wide use with
both indicative and subjunctive moods following them. In indicating
purpose they are associated with ukuze and the present
subjunctive, in this significance ukuthi being rather less used than
the other two.\(^1\)

Senza lokho [ukuza basiphe imali]—We did that in order that
they might give us money.

Bangena esibanyeni [ukuze bazisenge izinkomazi]—They entered
the cattle-kraal in order to milk the cows.

Ngifuna lezi-zincwadi [ukuza ngifunde isiZulu]—I want these
books in order to study Zulu. Complex sentence.

Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngifunde.
Obj. lezi-zincwadi (appositional).
Ext. of P. ukuza ngifunde isiZulu (descr. clause of purpose).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Con. ukuza.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngifunde.
Obj. isiZulu.

Bayagijima [ukuze bangabanjwa]—They are running lest they
be caught. (Here with negative subjunctive.)

(ii) The conjunctive nce (in order that) is used in much the
same way as ukuza and ukuze above:

1. Hlala lapha [nce ngibone ukuthi uzoahlaphi yena]—Stay here
so that I may see where he is going to sit. Complex inter-
jective sentence.

Subj. (no subject).
Pred. hlala (imperative).
Ext. of P. (i) lapha (place).

(ii) nce ... yena (descr. clause of purpose).

1a. nce ngibone ukuthi uzoahlaphi yena:

Con. nce.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngibone.
Obj. ukuthi ... yena (substantival clause).

\(^1\)Cf. Chapter II, p. 33; and Chapter IV, p. 103.

(2) Subjunctive Clauses of Time: Temporal Clauses:

There are two sets of these: (i) those commencing with any
of a series of conjunctives, anduba, andunani, andukuba, anduma,
or kaduba, kadukuba, contracted from kade ukuba, all signifying
"before", "and then afterwards", indicating prior action on the
part of the main predicate; and (ii) those commencing with the
conjunctive qede signifying "as soon as". In each of these cases
it is the present subjunctive that is used.

(i) Examples with anduba, kaduba, etc.

Mshaye [anduba abanye]—Hit him before he goes.
Ake niye kwaNgoza, [andunani nibuye le lapha]—Just go to
Ngoza's, and afterwards come back here. Complex sen-
tence.

Con. ake.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. niye.
Ext. of P. (i) kwaNgoza (loc.).

(ii) andunani ... lapha (descr. clause of time).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Con. andunani.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. nibuye.
Ext. of P. lapha.

Bahlala [kaduba badle]—They sat down before they ate (or
and then they ate).
(ii) The word qede has very free usage in Zulu:

It may be used as a conjunctive followed by a predicate in the subjunctive mood, e.g.

[Bazothi qede bafike] sihlale—As soon as they arrive, we shall sit down; note that sihlale is also subjunctive.

It is most commonly found followed by the conjunctive ukuba, e.g. qede ukuba bafike (as soon as they arrived).

It may further be used as a deficient verb followed by subjunctive, participial or infinitive, e.g.

Baqede bafike balale—As soon as they arrive they go to bed;
(bafike and balale are two complements to the common deficient verb).

It may also be used as an adverb with similar significance, e.g.

Bafike qede baphumula—As soon as they arrived, they rested.

Note however that in Zulu Bafike qede is the main clause, baphumula being past subjunctive in consecutive construction. The literal translation is “They arrived immediately (and) rested.”

All this but emphasises the flexibility of Zulu syntax.

(iii) The subjunctive mood may be used after the deficient verb -thi used conjunctively. when descriptive clauses of time are formed. The fact, however, that the “main” verb following such a clause is always subjunctive, and that, on occasion, the “clause” may be used alone as a main statement, makes it possible to treat, as an alternative analysis, the succeeding subjunctive as subordinate in consecutive construction. For examples see Chapter VI (vi) c. Note the following alternatives:

Bathi bafike emzini baphumula—When they reach the kraal, they rest. (Complex sentence.)

(a) Treating baphumula as main predicate, bathi bafike emzini is a descriptive clause of time.

(b) Treating bafike as the main predicate, the analysis is as follows:

Con. bathi.
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bafike.
Ext. of P. (i) emzini (locative).
(ii) baphumula (descr. clause of consecutive action).

In this case, the translation would be, literally, “Then they reach the kraal and rest.” It seems that the treatment under (a) is nearer to the Zulu idiom.

(ii) Descriptive Clauses, Participial:

These participial clauses may be divided into: (a) plain participials; (b) participials after deficient verbs; and (c) participials introduced by conjunctives.

(a) Plain Participial Clauses: Clauses of Situation

It has already been observed¹ that plain participial clauses may be treated as enlargements of subject or object and therefore as qualitative clauses. Many of them, however, are more easily handled as descriptive clauses of situation. Note for instance the following:

(1) With subjectival reference:

Bakhuluma naye [bepethe imikhonto yabo]—They conversed with him while carrying their spears. Complex sentence.

Subj. (bona).
Pred. bakhuluma.
Ext. of P. (i) naye (conj.).
(ii) bepethe imikhonto yabo (descr. clause of subjectival situation).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Subj. (bona).
Pred. bepethe.
Obj. imikhonto.
Enl. of O. yabo.

Izinkomo zabo leka [zibodla ngamandla]—The cattle ran off bellowing mightily.

Abantwana bephumura esikoleni [behlekanaka bonke]—The children were coming out of school all laughing at one another.

(2) With objectival reference:

Izinduna zamshaya [ekhala ngamandla]—The captains struck him while he yelled vociferously.

Subj. izinduna.
Pred. zamshaya.
Obj. (yena).
Ext. of P. ekhala ngamandla (descr. clause of objectival situation).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Subj. (yena).
Pred. ekhala.
Ext. of P. ngamandla.

Wazibulula izinyathi [zidla ethafeni]—He killed the buffaloes eating on the plain.

Basibona [silele ethunzini]—They saw us sleeping in the shade.

¹ Cf. Chapter IV, under “Syntax of the Participial Sub-mood,” p. 108.
(3) With other reference:

*Bengigijima kakhulu, [bengilandela ehlathini bonke]—I was running hard, all of them following me in the forest.

Subj. (*mina).
Pred. *bengigijima.
Ext. of P. (i) kakhulu (manner).
(ii) *bengilandela ehlathini bonke (descr. clause of situation).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Subj. bonke.
Pred. bengilandela.
Obj. (*mina).
Ext. of P. ehlathini.

*Bambshaya, [inkosi i*bu*ka-nje]—They hit him while the chief just looked on.

*Sasifunda esikoleni, [izinyoni zihla*belela emithi ngaphandle]—We were learning in school while the birds sang in the trees outside.

*Umlilo wala uku*baswa, [izinkuni zimanzi]—The fire refused to be kindled, the firewood being wet.

(b) Participial Clauses after Deficient Verbs

These were discussed in the consideration of the multiverbal predicates. It may prove advisable, and it is certainly possible in many cases, to treat as a single predicate the deficient verb and its subordinate complement; nevertheless that subordinate complement when participial does constitute a clause, and its consideration in that aspect must not be overlooked. Deficient verbs followed by the participial sub-mood were also noted when dealing with the syntax of the participial. Here it is only necessary to consider the analysis treatment and reference terminology required. Each type of deficient verb will entail a special reference in describing the clause. Take for examples:

1. *Badamene* [be*baleleka emahlathini akude]—They always run away into the distant forests. Complex sentence.

Subj. (*bona).
Pred. *badamene.
Ext. of P. *be*baleleka . . . akude (descr. clause of habitual action).

1a. *be*baleleka emahlathini akude:

Subj. (*bona).
Pred. *be*baleleka.
Ext. of P. emahlathini akude (descr. phrase, locative).

2. *Izitha zazilokhu* [zihlasela amabutho akiti]—The enemy kept on attacking our soldiers. Complex sentence.

Subj. izitha.
Pred. zazilokhu.
Ext. of P. zihlasela . . . akiti (descr. clause of persistent action).

2a. zihlasela amabutho akiti:

Subj. (zona).
Pred. zihlasela.
Obj. amabutho.
Enl. of O. akiti.

3. *Zonke izikhathi uma ngona, ngisuke [ningazizithi ukuthi ngiyona]—Whenever I do wrong, it is because I don’t know that I am doing wrong. Complex sentence.

Subj. (*mina).
Pred. ngisuke.
Ext. of P. (i) zonke izikhathi uma ngona (complex phrase of time).
(ii) ningazizithi . . . ngiyona (descr. clause of consequence).

3a. uma ngona (descr. clause of time, describing the descriptive phrase zonke izikhathi):

Con. uma.
Subj. (*mina).
Pred. ngona.

3b. ningazizithi ukuthi ngiyona (descr. clause of consequence, complement to pred. ngisuke):

Subj. (*mina).
Pred. ningaziz.
Obj. ukuthi ngiyona (subst. clause).

3b1. ukuthi ngiyona:

Con. ukuthi.
Subj. (*mina).
Pred. ngiyona.

From an examination, as above, deficient verbs which take participial complements may be classified as follows:

1. of habitual action: -damene, -dane, -dé, -zingé.
2. of continual action: -hambe, -hleze, -lšele.
3. of persistent action: -lo, -lokhu.
4. of consequential action: -sale, -suke.
5. of immediate action: -qede.
6. of incipient action: -thi.
7. of strong past negative action: -bange, -bonange, -bonaze, -vange, -zange.

1Chapter IV, p. 91.
2Chapter IV, p. 112.
Participial Clauses after Conjunctives

According to the significance of the conjunctive used, these descriptive clauses may be classified under the following headings:
1. Temporal clauses (of time).
2. Locative clauses (of place).
3. Causal clauses (of reason).
5. Comparative clauses (of comparison).

(1) Participial Clauses of Time: Temporal Clauses:

There are several introducing conjunctives with participial clauses of time, principally the following:

(a) lapha, lapho, la (when).
(b) uma, ma (when, if).
(c) inxá, nxá (when, if).
(d) selokhu, seló (ever since).
(e) mhlá, mdlá, mdlana; msuku, msukwana; mzuku, mzu-
kwana (on the day when).

(f) -thi (when, when it happens that).

From the above list it is evident that there is not always a clear distinction in Zulu between the idea of time and that of condition: uma ngifika may be rendered in English either as “when I arrive” or “if I arrive.” This lack of clarity of distinction is noticed in the cases of (b) and (c) above. In the case of (d) selokhu is closely linked with lokhu, a conjunctive of reason, and in this there is apparent a certain amount of overlapping of significance.

The following examples of these clauses may now be noticed:

(a) [Lapho eseqedile] makabuye—When he has finished, let him come back.
[Lapho sisafulka-ne] wagoduka—Just as we came, he went home.

Wafa [la sisahamba]—He died while we were still on the way.

(b) Mithu [uma efika]—Tell him, when he arrives.
[Una esalele] kwafika iselá—While he was sleeping a thief arrived.
[Ma simbona] siskubaleka—When we see him we shall run away.

(c) [Inxá usegidele umsebenzi] uyokhumuka—When you have finished the work, you will be set free.
Masipume [nxá kungena umusi]—Let us go out when the smoke comes in.

(d) [Selokhu afika] ubegula—Ever since he arrived, he has been ailing.

(e) Sambona [mhlá sifikayo]—We saw him on the day we arrived.

Ngababona [mzukwana ifa inkosi]—I saw them on the day the chief died.

Regarding (f) the position is rather different from that of the others. In the first place -thi is, in form, a deficient verb and, when assuming subjectival concords and varying tense forms, it functions as a conjunctive. In the second place the “main” verb following such a clause is always subjunctive. Examples and treatment may be seen in Chapter VI (vi) a.

(2) Participial Clauses of Place: Locative Clauses:

These are regularly introduced by one of the conjunctives lapho, lapha or la and closed off by the adverb khona.

Yihleke incwadi [lapho ibikhona]—Put the book where it used to be.

Sizongena [lapho ehlala khona]—We shall go in where he lives.

These locative clauses may also be used: (i) as qualificative clauses when following some noun indicating place; or (ii) as substantival clauses, object of a predicate.

(i) Qualificative use:

Ikamelo alikhathaleli amazwe ashisayo, [lapho ezinye izilwane ezingwele zingwele khona]—The camel takes no concern about hot countries, where other beasts of burden cannot go.

Subj. ikamelo.
Pred. alikhathaleli.
Obj. amazwe.
Enl. of O. (i) ashisayo (relative).

(ii) lapha . . . khona (qual. clause of place).

Sub-analysis of (i) ashisayo:

Subj. (wona).
Pred. ashisayo (rel.).

Sub-analysis of (ii) lapho ezinye izilwane ezingwele zingwele khona:

Con. lapha.
Subj. ezinye.
Enl. of S. (i) izilwane (appositional).

(ii) ezingwele (relative).
Pred. zingwele.
Ext. of P. khona.

Further sub-analysis of ezingwele:

Subj. (zona).
Pred. ezingwele.

1 The relative suffix -yo is quite commonly found with clauses employing the conjunctives under (e).
(ii) **Substantival use:**

Locative clauses used substantively are open to several treatments, and it will be well to set out the different forms in which they might appear. Take the following:

Angazi [lapho ehlala khona];
Angikwazi [lapho ehlala khona];
Angimazi [lapho ehlala khona].

These are all possible ways of expressing “I do not know where he stays.” In the first case the clause is object of angazi; in the second it is also object, made definite by the inclusion of an objectivcal concord ku-refering to the whole clause; in the third the main object of the predicate is yena (understood) represented by the objectivcal concord m-, while the clause may be treated as parenthetical to yena (understood). This would then be, once again, a descriptive clause, closely akin in function to the “descriptive phrases of reference,” already treated.¹ Compare the two following analyses:

1. **Angikwazi lapho ehlala khona:**
   - Subj. (mina).
   - Pred. angikwazi.
   - Obj. lapho ehlala khona (substantival clause).

2. **Angimazi lapho ehlala khona:**
   - Subj. (mina).
   - Pred. angimazi.
   - Obj. yena.
   - Ext. of P. lapho ehlala khona (descr. clause of reference).

In either case the subordinate clause would be analysed as follows:

Con. lapho.
Subj. (yena).
Pred. ehlala.
Ext. of P. khona.

(3) **Participial Clauses of Reason: Causal Clauses:**

Of these, the most obvious are those introduced by ngokufla or ngofu:

Wakwenza [ngokufla enesihawu]—He did it because he had pitty.

Ulele [ngofu ugalu]—He is lying down because he is is sick.

When, however, emphasis is required on the predicate of the casual clause, the indicative mood may be used instead of the participial, e.g.

Ulele [ngofu ugalu]—He is lying down, because he is sick.

¹See p. 124.

But in addition to such clauses there are those introduced by other conjunctives of reason, principally (i) ukuba, (ii) lokhu, etc.

(i) **ukuba:** It is noteworthy how wide a significance this conjunctive has, indicating: (a) that (followed by the indicative); (b) in order that (followed by the subjunctive); (c) if (conditional construction = uma), in addition to (d) this use equivalent to that of ngokufla followed by the participial sub-mood:

Basho [ukuba bebona izinkomo zethu]—They say so, because they see our cattle.

(ii) **lokhu, lo, lokhu-phela, lokhu-nakhu, etc.**

[Lokhu sengintshelile] ngisayokuthi?—Since I have already told him, what shall I now say more?

Uyokuqhubeka, [lokhu-phela ehlakaniphile]—He will progress since for sure he is clever.

These conjunctives may alternatively take the indicative mood.¹

(4) **Participial Clauses of Concession: Concessive Clauses:**

These are introduced by one or other of several conjunctives commencing in na-, e.g. noma (na- + uma), nanxa or nonxa (na- + nxa), nakuba or nokuba (na- + ukuba), each signifying “although, even if.”

[Noma behahle], abahlakaniphile—Even if they are pretty, they are not wise.

[Nakuba efundile], akamnduli uabha—Although he is educated, he does not surpass my father.

[Nokuba kunjalo], angithandi ukuya khona—Although it is so, I do not care to go there.

Con. nokuba.
Subj. (khona).
Pred. kunjalo.

Alternatively, the indicative mood is often used in concessive clauses.

(5) **Participial Clauses of Comparison: Comparative Clauses:**

These are introduced by one of the three conjunctives, kunokufla (rather than),² njengokokufla (just as) and ngangokukufla (as big as).

²Kunokufla may also be found followed by the subjunctive mood, e.g. Angayishizela yena imibiza yonke [kunokufla ayibuke igewele tidhi]—He can sweep it himself every day rather than see it full of dirt.
the indicative is sometimes used. Note that the protasis may be placed either before or after the apodosis. In the examples given the protasis is placed within brackets.

[Uma ngifika] bazokuhamba—If I come, they will go.
[Uma belokhu bemshaya] uzofa—If they keep on hitting him, he will die.

Bayokufa [uma bedla lokho]—They will die, if they eat that.
Complex sentence.
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bayokufa.
Ext. of P. uma bedla lokho (descr. clause of condition).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Con. uma.
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bedla.
Obj. lokho.

Examples with subjunctive and imperative apodosis:

[Uma efika], mabamtshele ukuthi ngiyamfuna—If he comes, let them tell him that I want him.
Yithenge [uma unemali]—Buy it if you have the money.

At times it is not possible to distinguish simple condition from time significance; this is especially the case when the present tense is used in the apodosis, e.g.

[Uma ngifika] bayahamba—When (or whenever) I come, they go.
Ngiyapula [uma ngidla lokho]—I get sick when (whenever, or if) I eat that.

It is possible to use the indicative mood in the protasis; this seems to convey emphasis:
Bazokumusa esibedlela [uma uyagula]—They will take him to hospital if he is really ill. (Or even better: uma ngabe uyagula.)

Obs.: Instead of uma, or its contracted form ma, the conjunctive nxa (or inxa) may be used with the same significance, e.g. Manihale [nxa bekhuluma]—Sit down when (or if) they speak.

(b) Condition Involving Doubt
In conditional construction involving a doubt or inexpedience of fulfilment in present or future time, two main types of construction are used:

(1) Apodosis introduced by the optative conjunctive nga (or ngabe, ngaye, ngakube, kungaba as alternatives) followed by the indicative (rarely the participial mood); with the protasis in the
participial or the indicative mood introduced by the conjunctive uma or ukuba.

(protasis participial)

Nga ngiyahala [uma enginika imali]—I would stay if he gave me money.

Nga siyamthuka [ukuña esenzela lokho]—We would revile him if he were to do that to us.

(protasis indicative)

Nga angihali [ukuña awunginiki imali]—I would not stay if you did not give me money. Complex sentence.

Con. nga.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. angihali.
Ext. of P. ukuba awunginiki imali (descr. clause of condition).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Con. ukuba.
Subj. (wena).
Pred. awunginiki.
Obj. (i) (mina) (principal).
(ii) imali (subsidiary).

(2) Apodosis potential; with the protasis potential or participial potential introduced by uma or ukuba.

Ngingehala [uma engenginike imali]—I would not stay if he did not give me money, or I cannot stay if he will not give me money.

Singamthuka [ukuña angasenzela lokho]—We would revile him if he were to do that to us.

Obs.: In Zulu there are no such differences as that between “could” and “would” in English; the potential does not indicate whether the possibility is that of capability or desirability.

(c) Unfulfilled Past Condition

There are several constructions possible to indicate this, but their variance mainly concerns the apodosis, which may be introduced by the optative conjunctive nga or its variants, or may be in the potential mood, or may be in the contingent mood. The protasis, however, is always introduced by uma or ukuba, generally followed by the participial.

(1) Apodosis optative:

[Uma ebefikile], ngakuše ngihambile—If he had come, I would have gone.

[Uma bokuyimina], ngakuše ngimshayile—If it had been I, I would have struck him.

Nga ngahlala [uma wanginika imali]—I would have stayed, if you had given me money.

(2) Apodosis potential:

Sasingehala [uma wawungasini imali]—We would not have stayed, if you had not given us money.

Alternatively a potential may also be used in the protasis, e.g.

Sasingahlala [uma wawungasini imali]—We would have stayed, if you had given us money.

Obs.: An emphatic form is achieved by using the negative potential of the deficient verb -ke (of occasional action) in the apodosis:

Beseengeke shhambe [uma ubukhona]—We would never have gone, had you been there.

(3) Apodosis contingent:

Engohala [uma ubunginiké imali]—I would have stayed if you had given me money.

[Uma ngangifikile] wayeyohamba—If I had come he would have gone.

(iv) Descriptive Clauses, Indicative:

It is by no means the function of the indicative mood to form descriptive clauses, but it was noticed, from time to time, in the foregoing sections of this chapter, that, after certain conjunctives, the indicative may take the place of regular construction with the participial. When the indicative is so used, the force of the predicate is decidedly emphasised. Instances have been recorded in the case of descriptive clauses of time, condition, reason and concession. Note the following conjunctives used with the indicative:

uma (if, when):

uma uyafuna (if he does want)
uma bayafika (when they actually arrive).

ukuba (if):

ukuba awunginiki imali (if you were not to give me money).

noma (whether; although):

Ngishele noma uthelile noma awuthelanga—Tell me whether you have paid tax or not.

Ngiyokufika noma liyaduma—I shall come even if it actually thunders.

ngokuba (because):

ngokuba uyagula (because he is sick).

lokho (since, because):

Singehambe lokho siyaqhuga—We cannot travel, since we are limping.
The use of the indicative is especially noticeable with the emphatic compound conjunctives built up on *lokhu*, e.g. *lokhu-kodwa uyazibika* (since, however, he explains himself) *lokhu-nakhu akakhlo* (since, you see, he is not here) *lokhu-phela yena uthi akathandi* (since, for sure, he says he is not agreeable).

These seem to give corroborative evidence that the use of the indicative in descriptive clauses is emphatic.

(v) Descriptive Clauses, Potential:

The potential mood may be used after the deficient verb *-thi* used conjunctively; and, taking one syntactical view, it may be considered to form a descriptive clause; as, however, the succeeding "main" verb is always subjunctive, an alternative view is to regard the potential clause as the main predicate, and relegate the succeeding subjunctive to subordinate consecutive position. For examples see Chapter VI (vi) b. Note the following alternatives:

- *Uthi angaqeda abaleke*—As soon as she finishes she runs off.

(a) Treating *abaleke* as main predicate, *uthi angaqeda* is a descriptive clause of time.

(b) Treating *angaqeda* as main predicate, the analysis is as follows:

Con. *uthi*.
Subj. (yena).
Pred. *angaqeda*.
Ext. of P. *abaleke* (descr. clause of consecutive action).

In this case, the translation would be, literally, "Then she can finish and run off". The treatment under (a) accords better with the "feel" of the Zulu.

THE SYNTAX OF THE IDEPHONE

(i) Introductory:

In Zulu the most usual syntactical function of the ideophone is as a descriptive complement to a special idiomatic use of the verb *-thi*. In this idiomatic use, *ukuthi* seems to mean "to express," "to act," "to demonstrate" or "to manifest". It is noticeable that the ideophone cannot be of itself either transitive or intransitive; in other words, *-thi bihl* may bear the force of either *bihl*ika (slide off) or *bihl*iza (scrape off). With the latter significance it may be used with an object which, if definite, will be represented by an objectival concord with the verb *-thi* e.g. *ukuluthi bihl*iza *udaka* (to scrape off the plaster).

This construction of ideophones may be used following an ordinary tense of an ideophonic derivative verb, in which case it acts as an intensifier of the action, e.g. *Walubhliza udaka wa*lu*thi bihl* (He actually scraped off the plaster). Further, in order to convey a repetition or continuation of the action, state, etc. conveyed by the ideophone, the latter may be repeated, e.g. *Waluthi bihl* bihl*iza udaka* (He scraped and scraped off the plaster). Some ideophones are confined to this reduplicated use, in which case they are hyphenated together, e.g. *Iqoma liti bike-bike* (The basket is weakly sagging).

When ideophones are used to describe relatives or enumeratives, they commonly follow those parts of speech without any assistance from the verb *-thi*, e.g. *ingubo emhl*ophe *qwa* (a snow-white dress).

Examples and the analysis of ideophones used in these various ways will now be considered.

(ii) The ideophone with *-thi*:

Note that only short forms of this verb are possible, e.g. *ngithi, ngimuthi* (not *ngiyathi* or *ngiyamuthi*), *ngithi, ngibathile* (not *ngibhile* or *ngibathile*). This is due to the descriptive action of the ideophone, which is closely knit to the verb *-thi*.

*Wamuthi tânlka isisu ngonyawo*—He kicked him in the stomach. Simple sentence.

Subj. (yena).
Pred. *wamuthi tânlka*.
Obj. (i) (yena) (principal).
(ii) *isisu* (subsidary).
Ext. of P. *ngonyawo*.

An alternative treatment would be:

Subj. (yena).
Pred. *wamuthi*.
Obj. (i) (yena) (principal).
(ii) *isisu* (subsidary).
Ext. of P. (i) *tânlka* (ideo.).
(ii) *ngonyawo* (instr.).

It is preferable however to treat as an extended predicate *wamuthi tânlka* as one.

*Hlalani lapha nithi dingilizi*—Sit in a circle here; lit. Sit here and make a circle. Complex interjexional sentence.

Subj. (no subject).
Pred. *hlabani* (imperative).
Ext. of P. (i) *lapha* (place).
(ii) *nithi dingilizi* (descr. clause of consecutive action, subjunctive).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Subj. (nina).
Pred. *nithi dingilizi*.

\footnote{1 Cf. Chapter VI, p. 154.}
(iii) The ideophone repeated:

The analysis of such ideophones is identical with the above, e.g.

*Wamuthi bóklo bóklo*—He repeatedly hit him “biff” in the ribs. Simple sentence.

Subj. (yena).
Pred. *wamuthi bóklo bóklo*.
Obj. (yena).

or

Subj. (yena).
Pred. *wamuthi*.
Obj. (yena).
Ext. of P. *bókho bókho* (ideo.).

*Izilwanjayanyana ezincane zazithi námbo-námbo*—The small insects were moving hesitantly along. Simple sentence.

Subj. *izilwanjayanyana*.
Enl. of S. *ezincane*.
Pred. *zazithi námbo-námbo*.

(iv) The ideophone with derivative verb:

(a) With present time, the indicative is used with -thi forming a compound sentence:

*Leli-tende liyabakuza lithi báku-báku*—This tent is being blown about; lit. This tent is blowing about; it is doing báku-báku.

*Lomuntu uhakaza uthango, uluthi hláka-hláka*—This person is breaking down the fence, and making it fall to pieces. Compound sentence.

1. *Lomuntu uhakaza uthango*.
2. *Uluthi hláka-hláka*.

(b) With past time and future time, a consecutive construction is used with -thi in the subjunctive:

*Lomuntu uzohlakaza uthango, athi hláka-hláka*—This person will break down the fence and make it fall to pieces.

*Walimokloza ithambo, walthi moklo*—He broke the bone.

*Samchifiza noma esefile, bamuthi chifi*—They bashed him about the head although he was already dead.

Subj. (*bona*).

(c) The ideophonic section may be in participial subordination when it clarifies and defines the action:

*Wambokloza izimbambo emuthi bóklo*—He struck him in the ribs giving him a resounding blow.

Subj. (yena).
Pred. *wambokloza*.
Obj. (i) (yena) (principal).
(ii) *izimbambo* (secondary).
Ext. of P. *emuthi bóklo* (descr. clause of subjectivl situation).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Subj. (yena).
Pred. *emuthi bóklo*.

*Intengu ibabalala emanzini ithi bábalala*—The drongo bird falls flat into the water, dropping flat and helpless.

(v) The ideophone with cognate verb:

Similar to the previous use of the ideophone with derivative verb, is that with cognate verbs, verbs bearing an associated meaning but entirely separate in origin.

*Isimvu zaphuma zathi bádu-bádu*—The sheep all poured out.

*Sekuvuthwe sekutuli báto-báto*—It is now cooked and soft.

*Umlilo wawutha wathi bee*—The fire blazed. Complex sentence.

Subj. *umlilo*.
Pred. *wawutha*.
Ext. of P. *wathi bee* (descr. clause of intensive action).

Sub-analysis of clause:

Subj. (wona).
Pred. *wathi bee*.

*Saltululé umsindo kuthé zwi*—The noise was overpowering.

*Ngimshayé watalala wathi ja*—I hit him and he lay out flat.

*Thula uthi du*—Keep quite quiet.
The ideophone as an intensifier with relative and enumerative stems:

(a) Intensifiers with colour terms; the perfect stem of -thi is used as these are statives:
   *Khumlope kuthé qwa*—It is snow white.
   *Ngiyina ingubo ennyama ethé kháce*—I want pitch black cloth.
   *Kubontu kuthé klobu*—It is bright red.

(b) Intensifiers with the enumerative stem -nye; there are at least six\(^1\) so used, e.g.
   *Bazoletsha umuthi munye qhwába*—They will bring only one tree—a single tree.

Employment of ideophones without -thi:

This is commonly done in the case of accompaniment as intensifiers to relatives and enumeratives. Less often is it done in association with derivative or cognate verbs:

(a) With relatives and enumeratives:
   *Khumlope qwa*—It is snow white.
   
   Subj. (*khona*).
   
   Pred. *khumlope*.
   
   Ext. of P. *qwa* (ideo.).

   *Saqona umuthi munye zwi*—We saw only one tree.

(b) With derivative and cognate verbs:
   *Indlu igwele swi aabantu*—The house is chock full of people.
   
   Subj. *indlu*.
   
   Pred. *igwele*.
   
   Ext. of P. (i) *aabantu* (adv. use, of reference). (ii) *swi* (ideo.).

   *Wayishwaba shwi*—He threw it underhand well.

The ideophone with derivative forms of -thi\(^8\)

Ideophones may be used with the following derivatives of -thi, the passive, the neuter, the applied, the reciprocal and the causative.\(^5\)

(a) Passive (thiwa):
   *Induku yathiwa phóqo*—The stick was broken to pieces.
   *Inja thiwié kle enye ngamazinyo*—The dog had a gash torn in him by the other dog's teeth.

(b) Neuter (theka):
   *Umkhonto watheka búxe*—The spear went deep into the flesh.

---

\(^1\) See Chapter III under "Syntax of the Enumerative" (ii), p. 65.

\(^2\) Examples in this section are from information supplied in 1937 by my late colleague, Dr. B. W. Vilakazi.

\(^3\) There is no intensive form of -thi; for the diminutive, see (f) below.
CHAPTER VI
THE SYNTAX OF THE CONJUNCTIVE

Introductory:

The syntactical function of the conjunctive in the Zulu sentence is twofold; it may have an introducing function or it may have a connecting function. In connection with the latter function, Zulu conjunctives are divided into two types: coordinating conjunctives which form compound sentences; and subordinating conjunctives which form complex sentences. Examples of all these kinds of conjunctives have already been given in the previous chapters, when dealing with the various moods of the verb and types of subordinate clause formation. Here they will be classified and briefly summarised.

(i) Conjunctives of Introducing Function:

In rare instances these may be non-influencing, but generally they command a subjunctive or a participial mood of the verb following them.

(a) Non-influencing:

Kanti (after all, then):

Kanti usumdala kangaka?—Are you so old then? (Simple sentence.)

Con. kanti.
Subj. (wena).
Pred. usumdala.
Ext. of P. (i) kanga (degree).
(ii) (na?) (interrog.).

Konje (so then):

Konje wathini unlungu?—What did the white man say then?
Konje ukhile?—So then, you’ve come?

pho (well then):

Pho usuthini manje?—Well then, what have you to say to it now? (Simple sentence.)

3 Called "non-influencing" in the grammar, i.e. having no effect upon the mood of a succeeding verb; cf. Z.G. § 652.

(b) Governing a dependent predicate:
(1) Subjunctive:

ahle, ngahle, ngase (maybe):
Ahle aye ngomuso—Maybe he will go tomorrow.
Ahle ngikushaye khona-manje—Mind I don’t hit you right now! (Simple sentence.)

Con. (ahle).
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngikushaye.
Obj. (wena).
Ext. of P. khona-manje.

Konje ngahle bawudle-nje?—Will they really eat it? (Simple sentence.)

Con. (i) konje.
(ii) ngahle.
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bawudle.
Obj. (wona).
Ext. of P. -nje (enclitic).

ake (just let):
Ake balime manje—Just let them plough now.
Ake ukhulume nabo—Just speak with them. (Simple sentence.)

Con. ake.
Subj. (wena).
Pred. ukhulume.
Ext. of P. nabo.

ke (just let!—threatening):
Ke alinge-nje!—Just let him try!
Ke uhialeke, uzo bona!—Just stay you and you will see! (Compound sentence.)

(i) Con. ke.
Subj. (wena).
Pred. uhiale.
Ext. of P. -ke (enclitic).
(ii) Subj. (wena).
Pred. uzo bona.
(2) Participial:

kade (just now, a little while ago):
*Kade sisebenza lapho*—We have just been working there.

kade (already):
*Kade behambilë*—They have already gone.

ngä, ngaye (should, would—forming optative tenses):
*Nga ehambilë, kodwa uyise uyagula*—He would have gone,
but his father is ill. (Compound sentence.)

(i) Con. ngä.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. ehambilë.

(ii) Con. kodwa.
    Subj. uyise.
    Pred. uyagula.

(3) Indicative (of rarer occurrence):

ahle-kùbë (maybe):
*Ahlë-kùbë ufïle*—He may be dead.

ngä, ngabe, ngaye, ngakùbë, kunghaba (would, would have—in
apodosis of conditional construction involving doubt):
*Nga angihambanga, uma awungitshelanga ukúbë uñâba
uyagula*—I would not have gone, if you had not told me
that my father was ill.

(ii) Conjunctives of Connecting Function:

These, as noticed already, may be (a) co-ordinating, forming
compound sentences; or (b) subordinating, forming complex
sentences. In the latter case it is normal for the subordinate
clause, introduced by the conjunctive, to follow the main clause;
but this is by no means a universal rule, and the subordinate
clause (for purposes of emphasis) may precede the main clause;
this does not in any way alter the function of the conjunctive as
subordinating, e.g. Ngizofika uma ungifuna or Uma ungifuna,
ngizofika (I shall come if you want me or If you want me, I shall
come); the changed position is the same in the English equiva-

lents.

(a) Co-ordinating:

futhi (moreover):
*Umkhlañathi umnyama, futhi uvundile kakhu*—The soil is
black, and moreover it is very rich. (Compound sentence.)

(i) Subj. umkhlañathi.
   Pred. umnyama.

(ii) Con. futhi.
   Subj. (wona).
   Pred. uvundile.
   Ext. of P. kakhu.

kanti (whereas):

Awukakwazi ukubala, kanti uya njalo esikoleni?—Don't you
yet know how to write, whereas you have been going con-
tinually to school?

kepha (but):

Uwile, kepha akalimalanga—He fell, but was not hurt.

kodwa (but):

Mkhulu, kodwa akahlakaniphile—He is grown up but has no
sense. (Compound sentence.)

(i) Subj. (yena).
   Pred. mkhulu.

(ii) Con. kodwa.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. akahlakaniphile.

ngakho, ngakhoke (therefore):

Emamhile, ngakhoke usehambilë—They sent him, and so he
has gone.

nokho (nevertheless):

Ubeshilo uyise, nokho akwenzanga—His father had said so,
nevertheless he didn't do it.

noma (or else): see (iii) below.

pho (well but):

Ulele, pho ngimvuse?—He is asleep; do you mean to say I
should wake him?

(i) Subj. (yena).
   Pred. ulele.

(ii) Con. pho.
   Subj. (mina).
   Pred. ngimvuse (subjunctive of permissive interrogation)
   Obj. (yena).

(b) Subordinating:

(1) Subjunctive:

ande, anduða, andukuða, anduðani, anduma, andukuthi, andukuze
(before, and then afterwards):

Mshaye anduða ahambe—Hit him before he goes. (Complex
interjective sentence.)

Subj. (no subject).
Pred. mshaye (imperative).
Obj. (yena).

Ext. of P. anduða ahambe (descr. clause of time),

Analysis of clause:
Con. anduða.
Subj. (yena).
Pred. ahambe.
Hlabela ande sijabule—Sing and then we'll be happy.
The basis of all the above conjunctives is ande, with which have been associated ukuba and uma. There are other forms associated with person and concord reference employing the verb -thi, e.g. ande uthi (2nd pers. sg.) > anduthi, ande athisi (cl. 1 sg.) > andathi.
Waggoka andathi ulSwazi—He dressed up and thereafter looked like a Swazi.

funa, hleze (lest):
Bambopha funa ege—They tied him up lest he should escape.
kéde (and then, and next):
Yidlanikéde nihambé—Eat and then go.

nce (in order that):
Sondela nce sizwe kahle—Come near that we may hear properly.

géde, gêduba, gêdubane (as soon as, immediately):
Kwathi, gêde bâfikê, sababona—As soon as they arrived, we saw them.

Ukhulekle qêduba angene—He paid his respects and immediately entered. (Complex sentence.)

Subj. (yena).
Pred. ukhulekle.
Ext. of P. qeduba angene (descr. clause of time).
Sub-analysis of clause:
Con. qeduba.
Subj. (yena).
Pred. angene.

ukuba, ukuthi, ukuze (in order that): The first two may be used in forming substantival clauses of purpose; all three are used in forming descriptive clauses of purpose.
Ngithanda ukuthi uhlale lapha—I would like you to stay here.
(Complex sentence.)

Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngithanda.
Obj. ukuthi uhlale lapha (subj. clause of purpose).
Analysis of clause:
Con. ukuthi.
Subj. (wena).
Pred. uhlale.
Ext. of P. lapha.

Uhlâbe inkomo ukuze badle—He slaughtered a beast that they might eat.

Subj. (yena).
Pred. uhlâbe.
Obj. inkomo.
Ext. of P. ukuze badle (descr. clause of purpose).

Analysis of clause:
Con. ukuze.
Subj. (wena).
Pred. badle.

Sizosebenza ukuba singalambi—We shall work lest we starve
(lit. that we starve not).

(2) Participial:
lapha, lapho, la (when):
Lapho efika, mtshle konke—When he arrives, tell him all.
(Complex interjective sentence.)
Subj. (no subject).
Pred. mtshle (imperative).
Obj. (i) (yena) (principal).
(ii) konke (subsidary).
Ext. of P. lapho efika (descr. clause of time).
Sub-analysis of clause:
Con. lapho.
Subj. (yena).
Pred. efika.

When the subordinate clause is closed by the locative adverb khona, these conjunctives signify "where," e.g.
Yífeka lapho bebhlezi khona—Put it where they are sitting.
lokhu, etc. (since, because); this is also commonly used with the indicative (see (3) below):
Uzofika lokhu efina ukusifona—He will come since he wants to see us.
mhlá, mldá, mldana, msuku, msukwana, mzu, mzikwana, mzolo, mzolwana, mhlazana, mldzana (on the day when):
Mldá eza kithi, uzobona okuhle—On the day when he comes to our place, he will see something nice.
ngokuba, ngoba (because):
Angimihandi ngoba ethukuthela kabi—I do not like him because he gets terribly angry.
noma, nonxá, nanxá, nokuba, nakuba, noba (even if, although):
Ngizohamba noma ethukuthela—I shall go even if he is angry.
xá, inxá, uma, ma (if, when):
Nxa befiká, uze ubani lokhu—When they come, give them this.
Uma ethanda, angakwenza—If he likes he can do it. (Complex sentence.)
Subj. (wena).
Pred. angakwenza.
Obj. (khona).
Ext. of P. uma ethanda (descr. clause of time or condition).
(3) Indicative:

Subordinating conjunctives governing the indicative mood are relatively rare; apart from ukuthi and ukuba, their use seems primarily to bring emphasis upon the verbal action. The following may be noted:

(a) Forming descriptive clauses:
lokhu (since, because)—forming many compound conjunctives, e.g. lokhu-cishe, lokhu-mane, lokhu-kodwa, lokhu-phela, etc.: Singhambhe lokhu siyaqhuga—we cannot travel as we are limping.
lokhu-phela engavum-jne, ngiyokumenza njani?—Since for sure he is just unwilling, how shall I manage him?

(b) Forming substantival clauses:
The conjunctives ukuthi and ukuba are used governing the indicative mood when forming substantival clauses indicating fact or occurrence after verbs of saying, knowing, telling, etc. in the main clause, e.g.

Nikona [ukuthi uguila kakhulu]—You see that he is very sick.
The clause here is object of nikona.

Kuqinisile [ukuthi inkosi ifile]—It is true that the chief is dead.
The clause here is subject of kuqinisile.

(iii) Conjunctives Joining Substantives and Adverbs:

In Zulu noma and its associates, nokuba, nonxa, etc. are the only conjunctives which may be used in this way; though it is clear that the substantive or the adverb succeeding noma was originally inflected to become a copulative, and is so used in the best Zulu construction to-day.

(iv) Conjunctives and Deficient Verbs:

It was noticed when dealing with the deficient verbs that, in the main, there are two sets, those followed by a complement in the subjunctive mood and those followed by a complement in the participial mood. Much the same division is general with the subordinating conjunctives, revealing a close parallel in syntactical use between the conjunctives and the deficient verbs. There is, however, an even closer link, one of fundamental common origin. Certain deficient verbs are capable of use, when shorn of subjectival concords, as conjunctives governing precisely similar subordinate predicates; similarly, certain conjunctives are found to assume subjectival concords and function as deficient verbs. Note the following, which it is hardly expected to be an exhaustive list:

(a) Deficient Verbs serving as Conjunctives

cishe (act almost, do nearly):

Ngacishe ngawa—I nearly fell. As a conjunctive cishe means "almost", and is followed by the subjunctive mood as above, e.g. Cishe ngawa (I almost fell).

nce (do presently, afterwards):

1 Cf. Chapter V, p. 141-142.
3 Cf. Chapter II, p. 32.
(v) Inflection of Conjunctives:

(a) Prefixal inflection of conjunctives is mainly confined to those of noun form (cl. 8), i.e. ukuthi and ukuba; for instance:

(1) with conjunctive na-:

- ukuthi... nokuthi (that... and that)
- ukuba... nokuba (so that... and so that)
- ngokuba... nangokuba (because... and because).

Angiyfumngoba imbi, nangoba ibiza imali eningi—I do not want it, because it is bad, and because it is expensive.

Obs. The conjunctives noma, nakuba, nanxé are of earlier formation by inflexion with na-.

(2) with adverbial formatives nga-, njenga-, nganga- and kun-, forming:

- ngokuba (because); njengokuba (just as, inasmuch as);
- ngangokuba (since, inasmuch as); kunokuba, kunokuthi (rather than).

Contracted forms are n'goba, njengoba, ngangoba and kunoba.

Ucupha kalula ngeisife kunokuba ephethe umgoga—He traps more easily with a stone trap than by using a noose trap.

(3) forming copulatives:

ngokuba yingokuba (it is because).

Copulatives from other conjunctives are so in form only; they retain normal conjunctive function.

lo, lokhu yiló, yilokhu (since, because).

Yilokhu ehambile siyasebenza—Since he went away we are working. (Here yilokhu, though copulative in form, functions as a conjunctive; the main clause is siyasebenza).

lapho yilapho (in order that):

yilapho ezokwenza (so that he may do it).

(b) Suffixal inflection is found with certain conjunctives:

(1) Many may assume the enclitic -ke (so, then), e.g. ngakhole (therefore), kodwake (but then), nokhole (however), futhike (and further), kantike (after all), etc.

(2) Various desinences are found with the basic ukuba, e.g. ukubani, ukh, ukuBeni; ngokuba ngokubani, ngokubeni; andukuba andukubani, with variant andukuma becoming andukumani. The desinences here appearing are -e and -ni, neither of which affects the significance of the conjunctive in any way.

The desinences used with conditional nga, viz. -ye and -be, forming ngaye and ngabe, are of verbal origin, derived from -ya and -ba respectively.
The Conjunctive Use of -thi:

This highly idiomatic defective verb functions: (a) as an ordinary verb signifying "to say" or "to mean";¹ (b) as the normal verb associated with ideophones, when it may assume objectival conords;² (c) as a defective verb,³ indicating "time", and thus used conjunctively; and (d) as a conjunctive when in the infinitive form, i.e. ukuthi.⁴ In this section we shall deal with what is referred to under (c).

We have already noticed⁵ the close parallel between the defective verbs and the conjunctives in Zulu, and though, in its form and conjugation, -thi is definitely a defective verb, its idiomatc function is as definitely conjunctive in the examples which we shall study; it is much more straightforward, therefore, to treat it as a conjunctive for purposes of analysis.

In the first place -thi may be used in various tenses, e.g.

(present) kuthi, uthi, bathi, ngithi, etc.
(imm. past) kuthé, uthé, bathé, ngithé, etc.
(rem. past) kwathi, wathi, bathi, ngathi, etc.
(future) kuzothi, uyothi, bayothi, etc.
(past contin.) bekuthi, kwakuthi, ayethi, etc.
(in multverbal forms) kuye kuthi, ba kube bathi, etc.

These tenses may have varying complements, which vary the significance of the preceding conjunctive (or defective verb).⁶

(a) With participial complement: The general significance seems to be "when it happens that"; and it is noteworthy that the verb in the succeeding clause, the main verb, is always subjunctive; e.g.

Uthi ehamba, abone inyoka—When he happens to be walking, he sees a snake.

Bathé behlabelela, bakhalza—When they were in the act of singing, they cried.

¹Cf. "Reported Speech," Chapter II, p. 36.
³Cf. also the defective verb -thi signifying "to ask almost," a synonym of -eshe, e.g. Ngithi angiwe (I nearly fell). It is further used: (a) followed by an indicative, and indicating indicative action, e.g. indoda yabe iyethi iyahamba, yakathale (Whenever the man started to walk, he got tired); iLondile ibwede bayethi, luvogwala lwathulo abantu (When the sea began to flood, it destroyed people); in which cases it is used in a subordinate clause. (b) Followed by the past subjunctive, and indicating "despite all," e.g. Wawaphile, wahuleka (You have tried your best but failed); kwakuthi, ngikhalza inyamazane (Despite all, I killed a buck); here the clause is not subordinate.
⁴See (ii) h (i) above, p. 152.
⁵Cf. Section (iv), p. 155, above; see also Z.G. § 680.
⁶To a great extent, I am indebted to my late colleague Dr. B. W. Vilakazi for the examples in this section; from notes he made for me in 1937.

Sub-analysis of clause:

Con. ngithi.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngisathi ngisahlala (multiverbal).

An alternative treatment is to break up the multiverbal predicate, as follows:

Con. ngithi.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngisathi ngisahlala (descr. clause of incipient action, participial).

¹Referring to kwathi, the remote past form, indefinite. Vilakazi pointed out that its use is peculiarly Zulu in the narration of fables. When a man starts narrating a fable, he says Kwathi; this is equivalent to the English phrase "Once upon a time," and implies "At a certain time it happened that." Such an event on the level of a fiction teller, or even a liar; for sometimes one will notice that, such an event among children, when one of them begins a story and says Kwathi, the children will at once either say, Hlumu, Somangase (if it is a boy), Nomungase (if it is a girl), or they will say Hlumu kubaleni, both statements meaning that the other children do not believe the story to be true." Sometimes this kwathi gives way to kwesukela, sometimes both are used together, Kwathi kwesukela... (Once upon a time it started...), when fables are narrated round the fireside.
Further sub-analysis:
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngisahlala.

*Kuzothi kuhlwa, bahla sele*—They will attack at dusk (lit. When it will happen to be dusk, they attack).

(b) *With potential complement:* The significance here is that of "if," "as soon as," "when able to." It is noteworthy that the potential complement is always in the present tense, and again, as in (a) above, the main verb in the succeeding clause is always subjunctive (present or past).

*Uthi angqeda, abaleke*—As soon as she finishes, she runs off.

*Uthi ungafa umkhomo, untante phezu kwamanzi, uboshelwe emkhunjini*—As soon as the whale dies, it floats on the water and is secured to the ship.

*Zathi zingadutulwa, zahlakazeka nendle yonke*—As soon as the shot was fired, they were scattered all over the veld.

*Kuzothiwa kungaphela ukulwa, bahamba*—As soon as the food gets finished, they will go. (Note use of passive of -thi here.) This is a complex sentence:

Subj. (bona).
Pred. bahambe.
Ext. of P. kuzothiwa kungaphela ukulwa (descr. clause of time).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Con. kuzothiwa.
Subj. ukulwa.
Pred. kungaphela.

(c) *With subjunctive complement:* The significance here seems to be purely of time, "when"); both present subjunctive and past subjunctive occur in the complementary verb, the latter after a past form of -thi. It is further noticeable that the -thi may be dependent clause forming, or be part of a main statement; in the former case the main verb is noticeably in the subjunctive. Examples:

*Bathi bafike emzini baphumule*—When they reach the kraal, they rest. Notice a fuller form with ́gede: *bathi ́gede bafike*, or *bathi ́gede ukuba bafike* (as soon as they arrive).

*Lathi igwaba bala lela, lakhukhumala*—And the crow listened, and drew himself up.

---

**THE SYNTAX OF THE CONJUNCTIVE**

*Kwathi inja yangena endlini*—And then the dog went into the house. Simple sentence:

Con. kwathi.
Subj. inja.
Pred. yangena.
Ext. of P. endlini.

Special significance is conveyed when the contingent mood of -thi is used, the idea being of mere action or of intention:

*Bengzitho ngisuke ngihambe*—I would simply go away (Complex sentence).

*Bengzitho ngisuke*—I meant to go away (Simple sentence).

*Wayeyothi abonwe*—He would be seen anyhow (Simple sentence).

*Kuye kuthi basebenze*—It happens sometimes that they work.

*Kwakuthi kusetshenzwe*—Work happened on occasion to be done.

*Kuye kuthi ngikhumbule ekhaya, ngikhale*—When I remember home I cry (Complex sentence):

Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngikhale.
Ext. of P. kuye kuthi ngikhumbule ekhaya (descr. clause of time).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Con. kuye kuthi.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngikhumbule.
Ext. of P. ekhaya.

But, if -thi is followed by uma or nxa, the clause becomes participial, and the conjunctive (form with -thi) is promoted to the main statement:

*Kuye kuthi nxa ngikhumbule ekhaya ngikhale*—When I remember home, I cry (Complex sentence):

Con. kuye kuthi.
Subj. (mina).
Pred. ngikhale.
Ext. of P. nxa ngikhumbule ekhaya (descr. clause of time or condition).

---

1The fact that -thi may be used, as here, to introduce a main statement suggests that, throughout sections (b) and (c), as is done in section (d) 2 below, the subjunctive might alternatively be treated as a subordinate consecutive clause. In this way, *Lathi igwaba bala lela, lakhukhumala* would be analysed as follows:

Con. lathi.
Subj. igwaba.
Pred. bala lela.
Ext. of P. lakhukhumala (descr. clause of consecutive action).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Subj. (lona).
Pred. lakhukhumala.

Such treatment is not possible with Section (a), as the participial acts never used in a main statement. Cf. also Chapter V, pp. 130 and 142.
Sub-analysis of clause:
Con. *nxa.*
Subj. *ngikhumbula.*
Ext. of *P. ekhaya.*

(d) **With infinitive complement:** In this case the verbal function of *-thi* is more emphasised, the infinitive acts as object to it, and it cannot be treated in analysis as a conjunctive. Note the following:

(1) In the main statement:
*Sithé ukuhlala phansi*—We just sat down a while (Simple sentence):
Subj. *(thina).*
Pred. *sithé.*
Obj. *ukuhlala phansi* (subst. phrase).

*Wathi ukuhidi qáphu-qáphu*—He picked up his points a little in speaking.

*Bazothi ukuklela*—They will line up for a short time.
*Umfanathi wathi ukubuka*—The boy merely looked.
*Ubuso bakhe buthi ukuphumpa*—Her face just appears.

(2) In the main clause, followed by a subjunctive (consecutive):

*Wathi ukudla walala*—When he had finished eating he slept (Complex sentence):
Subj. *(yena).*
Pred. *wathi.*
Obj. *ukudla.*
Ext. of *P. walala:* (descr. clause of consecutive action).

Sub-analysis of clause:
Subj. *(yena).*
Pred. *walala.*

*Uzorí ukuqhubeka abuye*—When he has gone a little way, he will return.

*Nqithi ukuhlekwa, bese ngithula*—When I finish laughing a little I keep silent.

*Bengizothi ukusuka ngihamba*—I would simply go away.

*Wayeyothi ukubonwa anyamalale*—He would simply disappear when discovered.

---

**CHAPTER VII**

**THE SYNTAX OF THE INTERJECTIVE**

Introductory:

The interjective is an emotional word, often ejaculatory, which conveys a complete concept without the implication of any subject. From the grammatical aspect there are three main types of interjectives, primitive interjectives (which may be called interjections), vocative forms of substantives, and imperative forms of verbs. Primitive interjectives have no grammatical or concordial bearing on any sentence with which they may be used; the other types, however, owing to their substantival or verbal basis may be associated with qualifying or dependent words.

Since the interjective constitutes a complete concept it may be considered to form a sentence, but it is markedly differentiated from the predicative sentence in that it has no subject either indicated by concord or expressed substantivally or even implied; while the predicative sentence invariably has at least the implication of a subject.

In the case of primitive interjectives, the emotional aspect is more important than with the other cases, and this is reflected in the tones used; completely altered concepts may be achieved by an alteration of this emotional tone. For instance the normal tones for the interjections of negation and assent are: *hhayi* , no! and *yebo* , yes! respectively; but note the significance with changes of tone; *hhayi* —Are you sure? and *yebo* —Is it so? These significances emphasise that these words constitute interjective sentences. Notice also the added significance of a raising of the tone, e.g. *qha* , no! and *qha* —No, I can't listen to you!

---

1 Here is a different type of consecutive construction with *bese* and the participial.

2 Cf. Chapter IV, Introductory, p. 83.
INTERJETIVE SENTENCES

(i) Isolated interjectives may constitute simple interjective sentences, e.g.
Cha!—No!
Hhawu!—Oh my! or Don’t!
Hambani!—Go along!

It is unnecessary to analyse these sentences; but in the case of imperatives, if there is any implication of an object, analysis should be undertaken, e.g.
Zishaye!—Hit them! Simple interjective sentence:
Subj. (no subject).
Pred. zishaye (imperative).
Obj. (zona).

(ii) When two interjectives succeed one another, compound interjective sentences are the result, e.g.
Maye! madoda!—Alas, oh men!
Madoda! hlomani!—Men, arm!
Jojo! ngitshele konke—Jojo, tell me everything.

(a) Jojo, interjective sentence.
(b) ngitshele konke, interjective sentence:
Subj. (no subject).
Pred. ngitshele.
Obj. (i) (mina) (principal).
(ii) konke (subsidiary).

In each of these cases are two interjective sentences co-ordinated.

(iii) When an interjective sentence is followed by a co-ordinated predicative sentence, the result is a compound interjective-predicative sentence, e.g.
Saba! angifanele—Father, I am not worthy.
Hawu! ngathola-santwana—Hurrah, I’ve got a lovely thing.
Hhawu! umnantanami lambulele?—Alas, have they killed my child?
Hawu! unamanga—Emphatically, you lie!
(a) hawu, interjective sentence.
(b) unamanga, predicative sentence:
Subj. (wena).
Pred. unamanga.

Minani! nakhu ukudla kwenu—Come here, here is your food.
(a) minani, interjective sentence.
(b) nakhu ukudla kwenu, predicative sentence:
Subj. ukudla.
Enl. of S. kwenu.
Pred. nakhu (loc. demons. copulative).
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Ntombindini! wala mina-nje, bazokulingisa abanye—Wise girl, you refused me, others will pay you out!
(a) ntombindini, interjective sentence.
(b) wala mina-nje, predicative sentence:
Subj. (wena).
Pred. wala.
Obj. mina-nje.
(c) bazokulingisa abanye, predicative sentence:
Subj. abanye.
Pred. bazokulingisa.
Obj. (wena).

Maye! sapa namhlane—Alas, we are done for to-day!
Woza lapha! bayakubiza—Come here, they are calling you.
(a) woza lapha, interjective sentence:
Subj. (no subject).
Pred. woza.
Ext. of P. lapha.
(b) bayakubiza, predicative sentence:
Subj. (bona).
Pred. bayakubiza.
Obj. (wena).

Ee! mngane! izindaba ezinhle? Hail, friend! Is it good news?
(a) ee, interjective sentence.
(b) mngane, interjective sentence.
(c) izindaba ezinhle, predicative sentence.
Subj. (zona).
Pred. (y)izindaba ezinhle (extended copulative).
Ext. of P. (na?) (interrog.).

Hawu! wamude lomuthi—My! what a tall tree this is.
(a) hawu, interjective sentence.
(b) wamude lomuthi, predicative sentence.
Subj. lomuthi (appositional).
Pred. wamude (copulative; idiomatic contraction of waba-mude).

(iv) When an interjective sentence is followed by a subordinate predicative sentence, the result is a complex interjective sentence. Interjectives governing subordinate clauses are imperatives, and the most common construction is for the subordinate clause to be in the subjunctive.

(a) In this case the construction is consecutive:
Hamba, ubabone—Go and see them.
Subj. (no subject).
Pred. hamba.
Ext. of P. ubabone (descr. clause of consecutive action).
Sub-analysis of clause:

The Syntax of the Interjective

Hlala [kaduba udle]—Sit down before you eat.
Thulani [nce sizwe]—Be quiet so that we may hear.
Letha abantwana [noma liduma]—Bring the children, even if it is thundering.

In each of these cases complex interjective sentences result.

Sequence of Commands

Command is generally expressed by means of the imperative of the verb, though a milder form is found in which the present subjunctive is used with the hortative prefix a- or ma-. When the imperative is used, the sentence is interjective, e.g. Hamba!—Go! When the subjunctive is used, the sentence is predicative, e.g. Mawuhambe—Go along.

If there is a succession of commands, and the first is in the imperative, succeeding ones will be subjunctive forming subordinate clauses, generally consecutive; e.g.

Hamba, uye emzini, ubize umfana, umlethe lapha—Go, and go to the kraal, and call a lad, and bring him here.

The formation will be the same if the first command is expressed hortatively:1

Mawuhambe, uye emzini, ubize umfana, umlethe lapha.

Analysis of Imperatives

It has been argued that, since the imperative, e.g. yiza (yizani) has second person implication, wena (or nina) should be treated as the understood subject in analysis. There is however serious objection to such treatment. In the first case, were the "pronouns" expressed they would be vocative; therefore interjective themselves; and no vocative may be used as subject of a sentence. In the case of imperatives, e.g. hambani, beka, phuma, etc., the command is addressed to nina, wena, wena, etc., and these 2nd personal forms are not subjects at all. There are variants to yiza (yizani) which are interesting from the point of view of analysis:

Imperative: yiza, yizani.
zana, zanini.
woza,2 wozani.

Subjunctive: mawuze, manize.

The analysis in the case of the subjunctives will be that of a predicative sentence, for here you have subjectival concords and therefore a subject implied.

1 Though this is a less-used form with the 2nd person.
2 This differs in tone from woza the future indicative, which has a plural noza.
Further, the only possible real negative imperative must be expressed by *musa* (*musani*) with no subjectiv(al) implication or concord. The forms *ungezi* (*ningezi*) are fully predicative and will form predicative sentences. For example:

(a) *Mus'ukuyihluphi inja*—Don’t tease the dog.
   Subj. (no subject).
   Pred. *musa*.
   Obj. *ukuyihluphi inja* (subjectiv(al) phrase).

(b) *Ungayihluphi inja*—Don’t tease the dog.
   Subj. *(wena)*.
   Pred. *ungayihluphi*.
   Obj. *inja*.

While the English translation is given as the same in each case, the syntactical significance of the Zulu is so radically and startlingly distinct. It is the difference between an interjective sentence and a predicative sentence.

**INTERJECTIVE PHRASES**

Interjective phrases are extended forms of interjectives generally used as introductory to a co-ordinated sentence, interjective or predicative. It is only vocative interjectives which may be used to form interjective phrases; the term “phrase” could not be applied in any way to extended imperatives.

*O! maye! [nina-bazenzisi]—O alas, ye hypocrites!*

*Nkosi yami*, *ngizé ukuva ngikhonze—My chief, I have come to pay my respects.*

*Bantu bakithi*, *hloman!—O our people, arm yourselves!*  

*Nkosi, wen'omnyama, wen'owakhula sibilele, wen'ongange-Nanda! siyabonga—Chief, thou who art black, thou who hast grown while we delayed, thou who art as big as the Inanda, we give thanks!* (In this is a series of appositional phrases qualifying *inkosi*; note also the relative clauses, *omnyama, owakhula sibilele and ongangeNanda*, within the second of which is a participial descriptive clause of time. The whole constitutes a complex phrase.)

**INTERJECTIVE CLAUSES**

These only occur when used substantivally in reported speech, e.g.

*Inkosi yasitshela yathi, [Zingeniseni izinkomo esibayeni]—The chief told us and said, “Put the cattle into the kraal.”*
CHAPTER VIII

SENTENCE ANALYSIS

Introductory:

In Chapters IV and VII the two types of sentence in Zulu were set out, the predicative sentence and the interjective sentence. In every predicative sentence there is implicit a subject, and in analysis that subject must be indicated by the appropriate absolute pronoun (in parentheses) if it is not already expressed substantively. Where no substantival object is actually expressed in the sentence, but where it is indicated by an objectivale concord with the predicate, the corresponding absolute pronoun should be inserted as object (in parentheses). Similarly interrogative sentences may have na? (in parentheses) added to the extension of the predicate, if there is no other interrogative element (beyond tone indication) to denote the question.

In the case of interjective sentences, those of imperative type are capable of analysis, but it must be emphasised that they have no subject; when interjectives of radical and of vocative type are included, they may be indicated, if desired, in the framework as “Inter.” (i.e. interjection) and “Voc.” (i.e. vocative) respectively. The framework used has already been set out.1

The treatment of the enclitics in analysis has not hitherto been dealt with. Alternative treatments are possible. They may be included in the scheme together with the word to which each is attached. On the other hand, it is of advantage to detach and place such of them as have functional significance in their respective places, e.g. -ke (connective), -ni? (object), -phi? (Ext. of Pred. of place), -ze (Ext. of Pred. of manner), -bo (Ext. of Pred. of intensity), -nye (Ext. of Pred. of degree); but the relative enclitic -yo cannot be so detached.

It must be observed that in sub-analysis of subordinate clauses, provision must also be made for treating clauses within extended forms and phrase forms. These will be noted in due course. Here follow specimen analyses dealing with the manner of treatment for (a) simple sentences; (b) compound sentences; and (c) complex sentences.

SPECIMENS OF ANALYSIS

A. SIMPLE SENTENCES

(1) Zonk'izinkomo zethu ezinhle seziphuza amanzi emfuleni laphayá.

Subj. izinkomo.
Enl. of S. (i) zonke (quant. pron. in appos.).
(ii) zethu (poss.).
(iii) ezinhle (adj.).
Pred. seziphuza.
Ext. amanzi.
Obj. of P. (i) emfuleni (loc. adv.).
(ii) laphayá (demonstrs. loc. adv.).

(2) Imikhuyu ayimili kahle kulomhlabathi.

Subj. imikhuyu.
Pred. ayimili.
Ext. of P. (i) kahle (manner).
(ii) kulomhlabathi (loc.).

(3) Sengithula duke.

Con. -ke1 (enclitic).
Subj. (mina).
Pred. sengithula.
Ext. of P. du (ideo.).

(4) Wathula-njeke uyise.

Con. -ke (enclitic).
Subj. uyise.
Pred. wathula.
Ext. of P. -nje (enclitic).

(5) Ingonyama yabonwa yizinsizwa zakithi eduze nomfudlana.

Subj. ingonyama.
Pred. yabonwa.
Ext. of P. (i) yizinsizwa zakithi (agentive).
(ii) eduze nomfudlana (positional).

(6) Lezi-zindlu zinkulu kunezethu.

Subj. lezi-zindlu2 (appositional).
Pred. zinkulu (cop.).
Ext. of P. kunezethu (comp.).

1 Enclitics may be treated in analysis as separate words; or they may alternatively be left attached to the main word (see “Introductory”).
2 Alternatively lezi could be treated as subject with izindlu, Enl. of S., in apposition.
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(7) **UMagema lo ngumfundisi waseMhlali.**
   Subj. *umagema*.
   Enl. of S. *lo* (demonstr. pron. in appos.).
   Pred. *ngumfundisi waseMhlali* (extended cop.).

(8) **Abesifazane bakwaNtengo bafuna ukugaya utshwala kubo namuhla.**
   Subj. *abesifazane*.
   Enl. of S. *bakwaNtengo*.
   Pred. *bafuna*.
   Obj. *ukugaya utshwala kubo namuhla* (subst. phrase).

(9) (a) **Abantu bakhona lapha.**
    Subj. *abantu*.
    Pred. *bakhona* (cop.).
    Ext. of P. *lapha* (loc.).

(b) **Kukhona abantu lapha na?**
    Subj. *abantu* (logical).
    Pred. *kukhona* (cop. indef.).
    Ext. of P. (i) *lapha* (loc.).
    (ii) *na?* (interrog.).

(c) **Kukhona-bantu lapha na?**
    Subj. (khoza—concordial).
    Pred. *kukhona-bantu* (cop. axiomatic).
    Ext. of P. (i) *lapha* (loc.).
    (ii) *na?* (interrog.).

(d) **Akukho-bantu lapha.**
    Subj. (khoza—concordial).
    Pred. *akukho-bantu* (cop. axiomatic).
    Ext. of P. *lapha* (loc.).

(10) (a) **Angimboni umuntu ethafeni.**
    Subj. (mina).
    Pred. *angimboni*.
    Obj. *umuntu*.
    Ext. of P. *ethafeni* (loc.).

(b) **Angiboni-muntu ethafeni.**
    Either (i):
    Subj. (mina).
    Pred. *angiboni-muntu* (axiomatic).
    Ext. of P. *ethafeni* (loc.).

or (ii):
    Subj. (mina).
    Pred. *angiboni*.
    Obj. *-muntu* (axiomatic).
    Ext. of P. *ethafeni* (loc.).

The first treatment is preferable.

(11) **Umshayeli nenkosi yakhe bemukile.**
    Either (i):
    Pred. *bemukile*.

or (ii):
    Subj. (i) *umshayeli*.
    (ii) *inkosi (+na-)*.
    Enl. of S. (ii): *yakhe* (poss.).
    Pred. *bemukile*.

(12) **SizokubaBiza umntwana nesalukazi nevila.**
    Either (i):
    Subj. (thina).
    Pred. *sizokubaBiza*.
    Obj. *umntwana nesalukazi nevila* (compound).

or (ii):
    Subj. (thina).
    Pred. *sizokubaBiza*.
    Obj. (i) *umntwana*.
    (ii) *salukazi (+na-)*.
    (iii) *ivila (+na-)*.

(13) **Ngixibulele ingwe, isilwane esikhulu.**
    Subj. (mina).
    Pred. *ngixibulele*.
    Obj. *ingwe*.
    Enl. of O. *isilwane esikhulu* (appos.).

(14) **UDingane waphuma eMbebeni, umuzi omkhulu.**
    Subj. *UDingane*.
    Pred. *waphuma*.
    Ext. of P. *eMbebeni, umuzi omkhulu* (loc., extended by apposition).

(15) **Ukungazondani kubafanele abangane.**
    Subj. *ukungazondani*.
    Pred. *kubafanele*.
    Obj. *abangane*. 
(16) Asithandi ukuwashiya amankonyane ethu odwa esibayeni imini yonke.
   Subj. (thina).
   Pred. asithandi.
   Obj. ukuwashiya ... yonke (substantival phrase).

(17) Ukuthi bádu-bádu kwengwe kuyakhanga.
   Subj. ukuthi bádu-bádu (substantival phrase).
   Enl. of S. kwengwe (poss.).
   Pred. kuyakhanga.

(18) Inkosi yazikhipha izinhloli amehlo.
   Subj. inkosi.
   Pred. yazikhipha.
   Obj. (i) izinhloli (principal).
   (ii) amehlo (subsidiary).

(19) Bamenza inkosi.
   Subj. (bona).
   Pred. bamenza.
   Obj. (i) (yena, principal).
   (ii) inkosi (subsidiary).

(20) Ngibonise incwadi yakho.
   (Interjective sentence.)
   Subj. (no subject).
   Pred. ngibonise.
   Obj. (i) (mina, principal).
   (ii) incwadi (subsidiary).
   Enl. of O. (ii): yakho (poss.).

(21) Ningabahaqambeli amanga.
   Subj. (mina).
   Pred. ningabahaqambeli.
   Obj. (i) (bona, principal).
   (ii) amanga (cognate).

(22) Saborana nomngane wami.
   Either (i):
   Subj. (mina) nomngane wami (compound).
   Pred. saborana.
   or (ii):
   Subj. (mina).
   (ii) umngane (−na−).
   Enl. of S. (ii): wami (poss.).
   Pred. saborana.

(23) AmaBunu amshaya uZulu amacala omathathu.
   Subj. amaBunu.
   Pred. amshaya.
   Obj. uZulu.
   Ext. of P. amacala omathathu (adv. use of substantive).

(24) (a) Yaquleka nokuquleka.
   Subj. (yona).
   Pred. yaquleka.
   Ext. of P. nokuquleka (conj.).
   (b) Ukwenza kwabo kunamandla ngamandla.
   Subj. ukwenza.
   Enl. of S. kwabo (poss.).
   Pred. kunamandla ngamandla (extended cop.).

(25) (a) Walala ubuthongo.
   Either (i):
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. walala ubuthongo (cognate).
   or (ii):
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. walala
   Obj. ubuthongo (cognate).
     (b) Imbiza yayigcwele amanzi.
   Subj. imbiza.
   Pred. yayigcwele
   Obj. amanzi (cognate).

(26) Sebekhathele ukuhamba.
   Subj. (bona).
   Pred. sebekhathele.
   Ext. of P. ukuhamba (agentive).

(27) Ngiphise ngumhlangu lenja.
   Subj. (mina).
   Pred. ngiphise.
   Obj. lenja (appositional).
   Ext. of P. ngumhlangu (agentive).

(28) Basho njalo ukucahanga.
   Subj. (bona).
   Pred. basho.
   Ext. of P. (i) njalo (manner).
   (ii) ukucahanga (reference).
(29) Sifuna lezo ezinde. Asifuni lezi ezimfushane.

Two simple sentences:¹

A. Sifuna lezo ezinde.
   Subj. (thina).
   Pred. sifuna.
   Obj. lezo (demonstrative pron.).
   Enl. of O. ezinde (adj.).

B. Asifuni lezi ezimfushane.
   Subj. (thina).
   Pred. asifuni.
   Obj. lezi (demonstrative pron.).
   Enl. of O. ezimfushane (adj.).

B. COMPOUND SENTENCES

I. Compounded of interj ective and predicative sentences
   with no conjunctive between.

(1) Woza mfana, ngikutshele konke.
   (a) Interj ective:² Woza mfana.
       Voc. mfana.
       Pred. woza.
   (b) Predicative: ngikutshele konke.
       Subj. (mina).
       Pred. ngikutshele.
       Obj. (i) (v ‘ena, principal).
       (ii) konke (subsidiary).

(2) Madoda, manidonse kahle.
   (a) Interj ective: Madoda.
       Voc. madoda.
   (b) Predicative: manidonse kahle.
       Subj. (mina).
       Pred. manidonse.
       Ext. of P. kahle (manner).

Alternatively this sentence may be analysed in one as:
   Voc. madoda.
   Subj. (mina).
   Pred. manidonse.
   Ext. of P. kahle.

¹Not to be treated as compound.
²Analysis of interj ective sentences may include a vocative (voc.) a predicate in the form of an imperative, which of course has no subject but may have object or extension, or an interjection (interj.). If a vocative or an interjection stands alone, it must be treated as a complete interj ective sentence.

(3) Hhawu mfana, musa ukusho lokho, akulungile.
   (a) Interj ective: Hhawu mfana, musa ukusho lokho.
       Interj. hhawu.
       Voc. mfana.
       Pred. musa.
       Obj. ukusho lokho.
   [or alternatively: Pred. musa ukusho lokho].
   (b) Predicative: akulungile.
       Subj. (khona).
       Pred. akulungile.

II. Compounded predicative sentences with or without a conjunctive.

(1) Izinyamazane zaba leka, kep ha azeqanga.
   (a) Izinyamazane zaba leka.
       Subj. izinyamazane.
       Pred. zaba leka.
   (b) kep ha azeqanga.
       Con. kep ha.
       Subj. (zona).
       Pred. azeqanga.

(2) Izimbuzi zakhe zinokufa, ngalokho usi na ukuzibulala zonke.
   (a) Izimbuzi zakhe zinokufa.
       Subj. izimbuzi.
       Enl. of S. zakhe (poss.).
       Pred. zinokufa.
   (b) ngalokho usi na ukuzibulala zonke.
       Con. ngalokho.
       Subj. (yena).
       Pred. usi na.
       Obj. ukuzibulala zonke (substantive phrase).

(3) Mabahlale lapha, kep ha mabathi du-nje.
   (a) Mabahlale lapha.
       Subj. (bona).
       Pred. mabahlale.
       Ext. of P. lapha (place).
   (b) kep ha mabathi du-nje.
       Con. kep ha.
       Subj. (bona).
       Pred. mabathi.
       Ext. of P. (i) du (ideo.).
       (ii) -nje (enclitic of degree).
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(4) Ngiyangena endlini, useyangilandela, sengiyabalekake.
    (a) Ngiyangena endlini.
        Subj. (mina).
        Pred. ngiyangena.
        Ext. of P. endlini (loc.).
    (b) useyangilandela.
        Subj. (yena).
        Pred. useyangilandela.
        Obj. (mina).
    (c) sengiyabalekake.
        Con. -ke (enclitic).
        Subj. (mina).
        Pred. sengiyabaleka.

C. COMPLEX SENTENCES

These will include ordinary complex sentences with subjects, objects, enlargements or extensions in the form of clauses, and in addition those with clauses within extended predicates, for instance, as well as compound complex sentences.

(1) Abanazo izinkomo zokudonsa lezi-zinqola ezinsindayo kangaka entabeni.
    Subj. (bona).
    Pred. abanazo . . . entabeni (extended copulative predicate).
1a. ezinsindayo kangaka (rel. cl. qual. lezi-zinqola within the extended predicate).
    Subj. (zona).
    Pred. ezinsindayo (rel.).
    Ext. of P. kangaka (manner).

(2) Ukuthi wafikelela emzini kwamangalisa kakhulu.
    Subj. ukuthi wafikelela emzini (subst. cl.).
    Pred. kwamangalisa.
    Ext. of P. kakhulu.
2a. ukuthi wafikelela emzini.
    Con. ukuthi.
    Subj. (yena).
    Pred. wafikelela.
    Ext. of P. emzini (loc.)

(3) Angazi ukuthi ngingenza njani?
    Subj. (mina).
    Pred. angazi.
    Obj. ukuthi ngingenza njani? (subst. cl.).
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3a. ukuthi ngingenza njani?
    Con. ukuthi.
    Subj. (mina).
    Pred. ngingenza.
    Ext. of P. njani? (manner).

(4) Kuswelekile ukuba ngibone umsebenzi wakho.
    Subj. ukuba ngibone umsebenzi wakho (subst. cl.).
    Pred. kuswelekile.
4a. ukuba ngibone umsebenzi wakho.
    Con. ukuba.
    Subj. (mina).
    Pred. ngibone.
    Obj. umsebenzi.
    Enl. of O. wakho (poss.).

(5) Kufanele bazakhe izindlu ngokushesa.1
    Subj. (ukuba) bazakhe izindlu ngokushesa.
    Pred. kufanele.
5a. (ukuba) bazakhe izindlu ngokushesa.
    Con. (ukuba).
    Subj. (bona).
    Pred. bazakhe.
    Obj. izindlu.
    Ext. of P. ngokushesa (instr.).

(6) Abangasebenziyo abayukudla.
    Subj. abangasebenziyo (subst. rel. cl.).
    Pred. abayukudla.
6a. Abangasebenziyo.
    Subj. (bona).
    Pred. abangasebenziyo (rel.).

(7) Abangayukuthanda abayukudanakho.
    Subj. abangayukuthanda (subst. rel. cl.).
    Pred. abayukudanakho (cop.).
7a. abangayukuthanda.
    Subj. (bona).
    Pred. abangayukuthanda (rel.).

(8) Isalukazi sati dhangamathe nolimi.
    Subj. isalukazi.
    Pred. sati.
    Obj. dhangamathe nolimi (reported speech).

1 Note that it is necessary to restore the lapsed conjunctive ukuthi or ukuda in such a contracted sentence.
8a. bangamathe nolimi.
   Subj. (bona).
   Pred. bangamathe nolimi (compd. cop.).

(9) uDingane washo wathi, Kanti impi yami, Ndlela, uyonile.
   Subj. uDingane.
   Pred. washo.
   Ext. of P. wathi, Kanti impi yami, Ndlela, uyonile (descr. cl. of subordinate action).

9a. wathi, Kanti impi yami, Ndlela, uyonile.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. wathi.
   Obj. Kanti impi yami, Ndlela, uyonile (reported speech).

9a¹. Ndlela (interjective).
   Voc. Ndlela.

9a². Kanti impi yami uyonile (predicative).
   Con. kanti.
   Subj. (wena).
   Pred. uyonile.
   Obj. impi.
   Enl. of O. yami.

(10) Walunywa yinja yaso eyesabekayo.
   Subj. (yena).
   Pred. walunywa.
   Ext. of P. yinja yaso eyesabekayo (extended agentive).¹

10a. eyesabekayo (rel. cl. qual. inja within the extension of the pred.).
   Subj. (yona).
   Pred. eyesabekayo (rel.).

(11) Ibhithi iMdlenevu iyawungena ngesango kwaNdwengu, yena abeseyongena ngentuba, elanda utshwala esigodlweni.
   Subj. yena.
   Pred. abeseyongena.
   Ext. of P. (i) ibhithi iMdlenevu iyawungena ngesango kwaNdwengu (descr. cl. of time).
   (ii) ngentuba (instr.).
   (iii) elanda utshwala esigodlweni (particip. cl. of subjectival situation).

11a. ibhithi iMdlenevu iyawungena ngesango kwaNdwengu.
   Con. ibhithi.
   Subj. iMdlenevu.
   Pred. iyawungena.

¹It is not necessary to sub-analyse copulatives when they are used agentively.
18b. Subj. (loona).
   Pred. selukhwele.
   Ext. of P. (i) nalo (con.).
      (ii) luya phezulu ezulwini kude le (particp. cl. of subj.
         jective situation).

14b1. luya phezulu ezulwini kude le.
   Subj. (loona).
   Pred. luya.
   Ext. of P. (i) phezulu (loc.).
      (ii) ezulwini (loc.).
      (iii) kude (loc.).
      (iv) le (place).

(15) Izinkabzi zilahlekile, sekusho abafana.
   Subj. abafana (logical).
   Pred. sekusho.
   Obj. Izinkabzi zilahlekile (reported speech).

15a. Izinkabzi zilahlekile.
   Subj. izinkabzi.
   Pred. zilahlekile.

(16) Sizwile ukuhlala kwezizwe ezingenayo incwadi kaNkulunkulu.
   Subj. (sizwile).
   Pred. ukuhlala.
   Obj. ukuhlala.
   Enl. of O. kwezizwe ezingenayo incwadi kaNkulunkulu (extended
      poss.).

16a. ezingenayo incwadi kaNkulunkulu (rel. cl. qual. izizwe in
      Enl. of O.).
   Subj. (zona).
   Pred. ezingenayo incwadi kaNkulunkulu (rel. extended cop.).

(17) Izinkomo ezimilenze inodaka zikhathelile.
   Subj. izinkomo.
   Enl. of S. ezimilenze inodaka (rel. cl.).
   Pred. zikhathelile.

17a. ezimilenze inodaka (rel. cl. of subjectual possessive
   relationship).
   Concord: ezi-1
   Subj. (i)milenze,
   Enl. of S. (yazo).
   Pred. inodaka (cop.).
(25) Sathi sifika-nje, sezwa isalukazi sikhala.
   Subj. (thina).
   Pred. sezwa.
   Obj. isalukazi sikhala (substant. particip. cl.).
   Ext. of P. sathi sifika-nje (descr. cl. of time).

25a. isalukazi sikhala.
   Subj. isalukazi.
   Pred. sikhala.

25b. sathi sifika-nje.
   Con. sathi.
   Subj. (thina).
   Pred. sifika.
   Ext. of P. -nje (enclitic of degree).

(26) Ngaba bona mzikwana ifa inkosi.
   Subj. (mina).
   Pred. ngaba bona.
   Obj. (bona).
   Ext. of P. mzikwana ifa inkosi (descr. cl. of time).

26a. mzikwana ifa inkosi.
   Con. mzikwana.
   Subj. inkosi.
   Pred. ifa.

(27) Kulesi-sikole abantwana bayafunda, babale, babale, batalale futhi.
   Subj. abantwana.
   Pred. bayafunda.
   Ext. of P. (i) kulesi-sikole (loc.).
     (ii) babale
     (iii) babale
     (iv) batalale futhi
   } (descr. cls. of subsequent or subordinate action).

27a. babale.
   Subj. (bona).
   Pred. babale.

27b. babale.
   Subj. (bona).
   Pred. babale.

27c. batalale futhi.
   Subj. (bona).
   Pred. batalale.
   Ext. of P. futhi.
(28) *Izimvu zaphuma, zathi būdu-būdu.*

Subj. izimvu.
Pred. zaphuma.
Ext. of P. zathi būdu-būdu (descr. cl. of subordinate action).

28a. *zathi būdu-būdu.*

Subj. (zona).
Pred. zathi.
Ext. of P. būdu-būdu (ideo.).

**D. MISCELLANEOUS SENTENCES**

The following will give examples of how full analysis should be set down.

(1) *Sizwa sengathi kwakukhona izintambo zilenga eceleli komutsha, umutsha usezowukhuphula ngazoke umuntu, enza ngawo amabaxa la. Awogagane wona. Compound complex sentence. The use of -ke in ngazoke links the first two sentences into a compound; therefore:*

A + B. *Sizwa . . . la = Compound sentence.*

**A. Sizwa sengathi kwakukhona izintambo zilenga eceleli komutsha (Complex sentence).**

Subj. (thina).
Pred. sizwa.
Obj. *sengathi kwakukhona izintambo zilenga eceleli komutsha (substival cl.).*

**A1. Sengathi kwakukhona izintambo zilenga eceleli komutsha (subst. cl. obj. of sizwa):**

Con. sengathi.
Subj. izintambo (logical).
Enl. of S. zilenga eceleli komutsha (particp.).
Pred. kwakukhona (cop. indef.).

**A′a. zilenga eceleli komutsha (particp. cl. qual. izintambo):**

Subj. (zona).
Pred. zilenga.
Ext. of P. eceleli komutsha (extended loc.).

**B. Umutsha usezowukhuphula ngazoke umuntu, enza ngawo amabaxa la (Co-ordinate complex sentence):**

Con. -ke (enclitic).
Subj. umuntu.
Enl. of S. enza ngawo amabaxa la (particp.).
Pred. usezowukhuphula.
Obj. umutsha.
Ext. of P. ngazo (instr.).

---
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B1. *enza ngawo amabaxa la (particp. cl. qual. umuntu).*

Subj. (yena).
Pred. enza.
Obj. amabaxa.
Enl. of O. la (apposit.).
Ext. of P. ngawo (instr.).

C. *Awogagane wona (Simple sentence):*

Subj. wona.
Pred. (ng)awogagane (cop.).

(2) *Yekani-bo ukudlala lokhu kwenu okubi kangaka kokulimaza ngabomu! Anišoni yini ukuthi lokhu enithi nina ukudlala, kithi kungukuqwa uqobo lwakho na? (Two sentences).*

**A. Yekani-bo ukudlala lokhu kwenu okubi kangaka kokulimaza ngabomu! (Simple interjective sentence):**

Subj. (no subject).
Pred. yekani.
Obj. ukudlala.
Enl. of O. (i) lokhu (demons. in appos.).
(ii) kwenu (poss.).
(iii) okubi kangaka (adj. extended).
(iv) kokulimaza ngabomu (poss. phrase).
Ext. of P. -bo (emphatic enclitic).

**B. Anišoni yini ukuthi lokhu enithi nina ukudlala, kithi kungukuqwa uqobo lwakho na? (Complex sentence):**

Subj. (nina).
Pred. anisoni.
Obj. ukuthi lokhu, enithi nina ukudlala, kithi kungukuqwa uqobo lwakho (subst. cl.).
Ext. of O. yini na? (cop. interrog. functioning as adv.).

**B1. ukuthi lokhu enithi nina ukudlala, kithi kungukuqwa uqobo lwakho (subst. cl. obj. of anisoni):**

Con. ukuthi.
Subj. lokhu.
Enl. of S. enithi nina ukudlala (rel. cl.).
Pred. kungukuqwa uqobo lwakho (extended cop.).
Ext. of P. kithi (loc.).

**B′a. enithi nina ukudlala (rel. cl. qual. lokhu):**

Subj. nina.
Pred. enithi (rel.).
Obj. (ng)ukudlala (subt. cl. cop.).

---

1 A separate analysis of this is not necessary. If it were done, the subject would be (khono).
B². *yini na?* (cop. cl. descr. *aniboni*).
Subj. *(khona, indef.)*.
Pred. *yini* (cop.).
Ext. of P. *na* (interrog.).

(3) *UMafavuke, uyise kaCakijana noNhлизизонкулу, waBatshela ukuthi msukwana efayo, bayobona ngokushungqa kwentuthu.* (Complex sentence):
Subj. *UMafavuke*.
Enl. of S. *uyise kaCakijana noNhлизизонкулу* (appos.).
Pred. *wabatshela*.
Obj. (i) *(bona, principal).*
(ii) *ukuthi msukwana efayo bayobona ngokushungqa kwentuthu* (substantival, subst. cl.).

3a. *ukuthi msukwana efayo bayobona ngokushungqa kwentuthu* (substantival cl., subsidiary obj. of *wabatshela*):
Con. *ukuthi*.
Subj. *(bona)*.
Pred. *bayobona*.
Ext. of P. (i) *msukwana efayo* (descr. cl. of time).
(ii) *ngokushungqa kwentuthu* (instr.).

3a¹. *msukwana efayo* (descr. cl. of time).
Con. *msukwana*.
Subj. *(yena)*.
Pred. *efayo* (particip.).

(4) *Wabatshela futhi ukuthi kuyothi angafa, bahambe baye kwaMkindinkomo-wenkosi, udadewabo.* (Complex sentence):
Subj. *(yena)*.
Pred. *wabatshela*.
Obj. (i) *(bona, principal).*
(ii) *ukuthi kuyothi angafa, bahambe baye kwaMkindinkomo-wenkosi, udadewabo* (substantival, subst. cl.).
Ext. of P. *futhi* (conjunctive).¹

4a. *ukuthi kuyothi angafa, bahambe baye kwaMkindinkomo-wenkosi, udadewabo* (subst. cl., subsidiary obj. of *wabatshela*):
Con. *ukuthi*.
Subj. *(bona)*.
Pred. *bahambe*.
Ext. of P. (i) *kuyothi angafa* (descr. cl. of time).
(ii) *baye kwaMkindinkomo-wenkosi, udadewabo* (descr. cl. of consecutive relationship).

A. *OkaNtominde fufika kuqala emfuleni kukhona umhlanga endleleni, ezibükweni.* Umhlanga wahlanga, waluvinbela udwendwe lwakaOkaNtominde, waze wacela kuSilwanyakazane ukuba ahambe phambili. (Two complex sentences, A and B.)

A¹. *kukhona umhlanga endleleni, ezibükweni* (particip. cl. of situation, descr. *wafika*):
Subj. *umhlanga* (logical).
Pred. *kukhona endleleni, ezibükweni* (extended cop.).
B. Umhlanga wahlangana, waluvimbela udwendwe lwako- Ntombinde, waze wacela kuSilwanyakazane ukuba amhabe phambili (Complex sentence):
Subj. umhlanga.
Pred. wahlangana.
Ext. of P. (i) waluvimbela udwendwe lwakoNtombinde (descr. cl. of subsequent action).
(ii) waze wacela kuSilwanyakazane ukuba amhabe phambili (descr. cl. of subsequent action).

B1. waluvimbela udwendwe lwakoNtombinde (descr. cl. of subsequent action, following on the pred. wahlangana):
Subj. (wona).
Pred. waluvimbela.
Obj. udwendwe.
Enl. of O. lwakoNtombinde (poss.).

B2. waze wacela kuSilwanyakazane ukuba amhabe phambili (descr. cl. of subsequent action following on the pred. wahlangana):
Subj. (yena, reference to okaNtombinde in A).
Pred. waze wacela (multiverbal).
Obj. ukuba amhabe phambili (subst. cl.).
Ext. of P. kuSilwanyakazane (loc.).

B2a. ukuba amhabe phambili (subst. cl. object of waze wacela):
Con. ukuba.
Subj. (yena, reference to uSilwanyakazane).
Pred. amhabe.
Ext. of P. phambili (loc.).

(7) Lendaba engiyibala kulencwadi namuhla, yindaaba engiyitselwa ubaba ngisemncane kakhulu (Complex sentence):
Subj. lendaba.
Enl. of S. engiyibala kulencwadi namuhla (rel. cl.).
Pred. yindaaba engiyitselwa ubaba ngisemncane kakhulu (extended cop.).

7a. engiyibala kulencwadi namuhla (rel. cl. qual. lendaba):
Subj. (mina).
Pred. engiyibala (rel.).
Obj. (yona).
Ext. of P. (i) kulencwadi (loc.).
(ii) namuhla (time).

7b. engiyitselwa ubaba ngisemncane kakhulu (rel. cl. qual. indaba basis of yindaaba):
Subj. (mina).
Pred. engiyitselwa (rel.).
8c. lapho ziya emidlalweni eMgungundlovu, aphathe amahhashi (descr. cl. of time extending the pred. zinthwala):  
Con. lapho.  
Subj. (zona).  
Pred. ziya.  
Ext. of P. (i) emidlalweni eMgungundlovu (loc.).  
(ii) aphathe amahhashi (descr. cl. of subordinate action).

8c. aphathe amahhashi (descr. cl. of subordinate action, extending pred. ziya):  
Subj. (yena).  
Pred. aphathe (subjunctive).  
Obj. amahhashi.

(9) UNobaniyami lowo omfuzayo uThanda ekuthini insizwa egama layo lingubani (Complex sentence):  
Subj. UNobaniyami.  
Enl. of S. (i) lowo (appos.).  
(ii) omfuzayo (rel. cl.).  
Pred. uThanda.  
Obj. insizwa.  
Enl. of O. egama layo lingubani (rel. cl.).  
Ext. of P. ekuthini (loc.).

9a. omfuzayo (rel. cl. qual. UNobaniyami):  
Subj. (wena).  
Pred. omfuzayo (rel.).  
Obj. (yena).

9b. egama layo lingubani (rel. cl. qual. insizwa):  
Concord: e-.  
Subj. (igama).  
Enl. of S. layo (poss.).  
Pred. lingubani (cop.).

(10) Kwazulu, uma izinsizwa zifuna ukwazi ngentombi yesifunda esithize, kaziqondi kuBantu abakhona abadala ziyoobuzu, ngooba funa babatshele into engayikhona, engamanga (Complex sentence):  
Subj. (zona).  
Pred. kaziqondi.  
Ext. of P. (i) kwazulu (loc.).  
(ii) uma izinsizwa zifuna ukwazi ngentombi yesifunda esithize (descr. cl. of time or condition).  
(iii) kuBantu abakhona abadala (extended loc.).  
(iv) ziyoobuzu (particip. cl. of situation).  
(v) ngooba funa babatshele into engayikhona, engamanga (descr. cl. of reason).

10a. uma izinsizwa zifuna ukwazi ngentombi yesifunda esithize (descr. cl. of time or condition, extending pred. kaziqondi):  
Con. uma.  
Subj. izinsizwa.  
Pred. zifuna.  
Obj. ukwazi ngentombi yesifunda esithize (substantival phrase).  
10b. ziyoobuzu (= ziya kubuzwa: participial cl. of subjectival situation, extending pred. kaziqondi):  
Subj. (zona).  
Pred. ziya.  
Ext. of P. kubuzwa (short infin. of purpose after -ya).  
10c. ngooba funa babatshele into engayikhona, engamanga (descr. cl. of reason, extending pred. kaziqondi):  
Con. ngooba funa.  
Subj. (bona).  
Pred. babatshele.  
Obj. (i) (bona, principal).  
(ii) (into (subsidary).  
Enl. of O. (ii). (i) engayikhona (rel. cl.).  
(ii) engamanga (rel. cl.).

10c. engayikhona (rel. cl. cop. qual. into):  
Subj. (yona).  
Pred. engayikhona (rel. cop.).

10c. engamanga (rel. cl. cop. qual. into):  
Subj. (yona).  
Pred. engamanga (rel. cop.).

(11) Zasho kwaBasengathi kazikho ezinye ezingase zibuye zivele zahlude zona (Compound complex).  
A. Zasho (Simple sentence):  
Subj. (zona).  
Pred. zasho.

B. kwabasengathi kazikho ezinye ezingase zibuye zivele zahlude zona (Complex sentence):  
Con. kwabasengathi (predicative type).  
Subj. ezinye (qual. pron.).  
Enl. of S. ezingase zibuye zivele zahlude zona (rel. cl.).  
Pred. kazikho.

B. ezingase zibuye zahlude zona (rel. cl. qual. ezinye):  
Subj. zona (emphatic).  
Pred. ezingase (defic.).  
Ext. of P. (i) zibuye  
(ii) zivele  
(iii) zahlude (descr. cl. of contingent action).  

1Alternatively Pred. ziyoobuzu.
B1a. *zibuye* (descr. cl. of contingent action, following deficient pred. *ezigase*):
   Subj. (*zona*).
   Pred. *zibuye* (subjunct.).

B1b. *zivele* (descr. cl. of contingent action, following deficient pred. *ezingase*):
   Subj. (*zona*).
   Pred. *zivele* (subjunct.).

B1c. *zahlule* (descr. cl. of contingent action, following deficient pred. *ezingase*):
   Subj. (*zona*).
   Pred. *zahlule* (subjunct.).

(12) **Igama elithi “John” liyaziwa kakhu kuBayibilini, kodwa elithi “LangaliBalele” kusobala ukuthi uyise wannika lona ekhumbula elinye lamaghawe akwaZulu, uLangaliBalele wakwaMthimkhulu** (Compound complex).

A. **Igama ... eBayibilini** (Complex sentence):
   Subj. igama.
   Enl. of S. elithi “John” (rel. clause).
   Pred. liyaziwa.
   Ext. of P. (i) kakhu (degree).
   (ii) eBayibilini (place).

   a. elithi “John” (rel. cl. qual. igama):
      Subj. (lona).
      Pred. elithi.
      Obj. “John” (voc. interjective form).

B. **kodwa ... wakwaMthimkhulu** (Complex sentence):
   Con. kodwa.
   Subj. ukuthi ... wakwaMthimkhulu (subst. cl.).
   Pred. kusobala.

   b. ukuthi ... wakwaMthimkhulu (and incorporating elithi “LangaliBalele”; subst. clause, subject of kusobala):
      Con. ukuthi.
      Subj. uyise.
      Pred. wannika.
      Obj. (i) (yena, principal).
      (ii) lona (subsidiary).
      Ext. of P. ekhumbula ... wakwaMthimkhulu (particip. descr. clause of subjunctive situation).³

   b1. elithi “LangaliBalele” (rel. cl. qual. lona).
      Subj. (lona).

³ Alternatively this could be treated as a qualificative clause, enlargement of the subject, uyise.
CHAPTER IX
PARSING: WORD ANALYSIS

Introductory:

Though parsing is properly a function of grammar—accidence—yet it has a secondary function bearing upon syntax. This may be shown from the second portion of the following definition:1 "Parsing is the detailed examination of a word to determine what part of speech it is, and what part it plays in the building up of a sentence." The detailed dissection of the words not only reveals their grammatical classification and their etymology, but also reflects their function and their relationship to other words in the sentence. This is implicit in the concordial agreement of Bantu structure. For instance taking the word ezibabonayo, the elements ezi- and ba- must refer to some substantives in izi- and aba- respectively, and the suffix -yo reveals the word as a relative clause form in relation to others in the sentence—all this without having before one the other words comprising the sentence. When one has the complete sentence, however, a more exact parsing becomes possible.

SPECIMENS OF PARSING

(1) Abanazo izinkomo zokudonsa lezi-zingola ezisindayo kangaka
entabeni.

Abanazo: copulative<nazo, conjunctive adv.<abs. pron.
 zona (representing noun izinkomo, cl. 5 pl.); pres. indic.
eg., with subjectival concord for cl. 1 pl. representing
 bona.
izinkomo: noun, cl. 5 pl. in apposition to zona in abanazo;
plur. of inkomo<rt.-khome.

zokudonsa: initial word of possessive phrase qual. izinkomo;
poss.<infin. (cl. 8) of verb donsa, with cl. 5 pl. poss. concord
za-.

lezi-zingola: demons. pron. of 1st position + noun of cl. 5
pl. in apposition, object of verb donsa in poss. phrase
zokudonsa. Zingola (which has lost its initial vowel in the
compound) is plur. of ingola<rt.-ngola.

(2) Ngenkathi imbongi iqandula iya enhla iya enzansi, uDingiswayo
wayehleli ebuka.

Ngenkathi: adv. instrumental<nga- + noun inkathi, cl. 5
sg.<rt.-khathi.
imbongi: noun, cl. 5 sg.<st.-bongi<vb. bonga.

iqandula: verb, posit. particip., simple, present, 3rd pers. cl.
5 sg. with concord for subject imbongi; ideophonic deriv.<
qandu.

iya: verb, posit. particip., simple, present, 3rd pers. cl. 5 sg.
with concord for imbongi; monosyll. stem -ya.

enhla: loc. adv.<obsolete basic cl. 5 noun inhla.
iya: (as previous).

enzansi: loc. adv.<obsolete basic cl. 5 noun izansi, cf.
izansi<noun i(li)zansi (cl. 3).

uDingiswayo: noun, cl. 1a sg. personal name<odingiswayo,
rel. cl.<pass. of dingo, caus. of verb dinga.

wayehleli: verb, posit. indic. simple, rem. past, perfect<
hlala (perf. st. -hleli or -hlegi), with concord for cl. 1 sg.
subj. uDingiswayo.

ebuka: verb, posit., particip., simple, present, 3rd pers. cl. 1
sg. with concord for uDingiswayo; vb. stem buka.

(3) Zasho, kwabasengathi kazikho ezinye ezingase zibuye zivele
zahlude zona.

Zasho: verb. posit. indic. simple, rem. past. indef. 3rd pers.
cl. 5 pl.1 of defective monosyll. verb -sho; reference to
subject zona understood.

kwabasengathi: conjunctive made up of a multiversal predi-
cative form. The basis is sengathi, conj.<verb rt.-thi;
the form is made remote past by prefixing the cl. 8 form of
the past remote tense of the auxiliary verb -ba, i.e. kwaba-
signifying in all “it was as though”.

kazikho: copulative, neg., indic., simple, present, 3rd pers.
cl. 5 pl. with adverbial basis of khona; kazikho or azikho
has neg. pref. a- or ka- with khona shortened to -kho, and
concord for subject ezinye.

ezinye: qualified pron. (subj. of pred. kazikho)<adj. rt.-nye
with concord ez- referring to a noun of cl. 5 pl.1

1"Bantu Linguistic Terminology" by C. M. Doka, p. 159.

2It might alternatively be cl. 4 pl. or cl. 6 pl.; this cannot be determined without knowing the noun
referred to by zona.
zingase: qualific. rel. clause:<defic. vb. -se>; posit. potential pres. with cl. 5 pl. rel. concord, qual. ezinye, and followed by complementary verbs zibuye, zivele and zahhule in the subjunctive.

zibuye: verb, posit., subjunct. pres. cl. 5 pl. <buya> (or possibly <defic. vb. -buye>), complement to ezingase.

zivele: verb, posit., subjunct. pres. cl. 5 pl. <vela>, complement to ezingase (or possibly to zibuye).

zahhule: verb, posit., subjunct., pres. cl. 5 pl. <ahlula>, complement to ezingase (or possibly to zibuye).

zona: abs. pron. cl. 5 pl. (or 4 pl. or 6 pl.), referring to some noun not stated; used as emphatic subject of ezingase.

(4) UCakijana wazighuba izinkomo zenkosi, wazishonisa emahlahthini akude.

UCakijana: noun, cl. 1a sg. proper name<ii(c)akijana (cl. 3 sg.) diminutive form of ii(c)akide (a weasel).

wazighuba: verb, posit., indic., simple, rem. past, 3rd pers. cl. 1 sg. (agreeing with subj. UCakijana)<ghuba, with obj. concord. of cl. 5 pl. agreeing with object izinkomo.

izinkomo: noun, cl. 5 pl. of inkomo<stem -komo.

zenkosi: direct possessive, qual. izinkomo, made up of poss. concord. za- (cl. 5 pl.) and inkosi (noun of cl. 5 sg.).

wazishonisa: verb, posit., subjunct., past, 3rd pers. cl. 1 sg., agreeing with UCakijana; with obj. concord. of cl. 5 pl. agreeing with izinkomo;<verb shonisa, caus. derivative form from shona.

emahlahthini: loc. adv.<amahlahthi, noun of cl. 3 pl. of ii-lhathi, noun of cl. 5 pl. agreeing with izinkomo;

akude: possessive<loc. adv. kude; poss. concord. a- (cl. 3 pl.), agreeing with amahlahthi; kude, loc. adv.<adj. rt. -de.


Waphindela: verb, posit., indic., simple, rem. past. cl. 1 sg. (referring to subject yena, understood); applied form of stem phinda.

ekhaya: loc. adv.<ii(k)hayza, noun, cl. 3 sg.

wafika: defic. verb. posit. subjunct. past, cl. 1 sg. (<-fike), introducing complementary verb wathi.

wathi: verb, posit., subjunct., past (complement of wafika), cl. 1 sg.<defecive monosyll. verb -thi.

izinkomo: (see No. 4).

zenkosi: (see No. 4).

zilahlekile: verb, posit., indic., simple, present perfect tense, cl. 5 pl.;<lahlekile, perf. stem <lahleka, neut. form of laha.

angazi: verb, neg. indic., simple, present, 1st pers. sg. (neg. prefix a- + subj. concord. ngi- + defective vowel verb stem -azi).

lapha: conjunctive (foll. by particip. mood); originally adv. of place, locative of cl. (9) of 1st demonstrative position, meaning “here.”

zishoné: verb, posit., particip., simple, contracted perf. (full form zishonile), cl. 5 pl.;<shona.

khona: adv. of place, being abs. pron. cl. 10.

(6) Abazingelike abaphila ngokuphaphela ukundiza kwamange baphuthuma egeleni, nomia ehlahthini, laphe lezi-izinyoni zibuthene khona.

Abazingelike: (=abazingeli + enclitic -ke) noun, cl. 1 pl. subj. of main verb baphuthuma; agitative noun<verb zingela; enclitic -ke referring back to a previous statement.

abaphila: rel. clause direct, qual. abazingeli;<verb phila with rel. concord. of cl. 1 aba-;<particip. basis bephila, present tense positive.

ngokuphaphela: instr. adv.<infinite cl. 8 form ukupaphela, with instr. prefixal formative nga- (a + u > o); extension of verb phila; qaphela is applied form of verb qapha.

ukundiza: noun cl. 8, being infinitive of verb ndiza; object of verb qaphela in ngokuphaphela.

kwamange: direct possessive, qual. ukundiza, made up of poss. concord. kwa- (cl. 8) and amange (noun of cl. 3) of ii(ile)nge.

baphuthuma: verb, posit. indic., simple, present indef., 3rd pers. cl. 1 pl. (agreeing with subject abazingelizi)<phuthuma, ideophonic derivative verb <phuthu.

egeleni: loc. adv.<ii(ile)gele, noun, cl. 3 sg.

noma: conjunctive, non-influencing,<na + uma.

ehlahthini: loc. adv.<ii(ile)halhi, noun, cl. 3 sg.

laphe: conjunctive (governing participial mood); originally adv. of place, locative of cl. (9) of 2nd demonstrative position, meaning “there.”

lezi-izinyoni: demons. pron. of 1st position + noun of cl. 5 pl. in apposition, subject of verb zibuthene. Izinyoni (which has lost its initial vowel in the compound) is pl. of inyoni<rt. -oni.

zibuthene: verb, posit., particip., simple, perfect, cl. 5 pl.,<buthana, associative form <butha.

khona: (see No. 5).

(7) Lenyoni okuthiwa ingede, ingenye yezinyoni ezimangalisayo zaseAfrika.

Lenyoni: demons. pron. of 1st position + noun of cl. 5 sg. in apposition, subject of copul. pred. ingenye. Inyoni (which has lost its initial vowel in the compound) is<rt. -oni.
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okuthiwa: rel. clause, indefinite cl. 10 form, qual. inyoni; verb thiwa, pass. <thi, with rel. concord of cl. 10; <partic. basis kuthiwa, present tense positive.

ingede: (=yingede, with low initial tone) copul. <noun ingede, cl. 5 sg. <rt. -gede<idego. gede.

ingenye: copulative, pres. indic. (agreeing with subj. inyoni); i- subj. concd. cl. 5 sg.; ngene, copul. <enye, pronominal form of enye, adj. <rt. -nye in agreement with cl. 5 sg. noun. The meaning is: "it is a certain one.”

yeyinyoni: descriptive possessive, qual. enye (in ingenye), made up of poss. concd. ya- (cl. 5 sg.) and izinyoni (noun of cl. 5) pl. of inyoni.

ezimangalisayo: rel. clause, qual. izinyoni (in yeyinyoni); verb mangalis with rel. concd. of cl. 5 pl. ezi- and rel. suffix yo; <partic. basis zimangalis, present tense positive; mangalis is causative form of verb mangala, from obsolete rt. -manga.

zaseAfrika: descriptive possessive, qual. izinyoni (in yeyinyoni), made up of poss. concd. za- (cl. 5 pl.) and eAfrika, locative form of iAfrika (noun of cl. 3 sg.), imported word from English Africa; note that the locative is preceded by prelocative -s-, when the possessive concord is prefixed.

(8) Igama elithi “John” liyaziwa kakhulu eBayibelman, kodwa elithi “Langalibalele” kusobala ukuthi uyise wamnika lona ekhumbula elinye lamaqhawe akwaZulu, uLangalibalele wakwa-Mthimbukhu.

Igama: noun, cl. 3 sg. (ifikasi); subj. of pred. liyaziwa.
elithi: qualific. rel. clause, qual. igama; <verb -thi with rel. concd. cl. 3 sg. eli-; <partic. basis lithi, present tense positive.

John: this is a vocative form of reported speech after -thi; <cl. 1a noun ulJohn.

liyaziwa: verb, posit., indic. simple, present perfect <aziwa, passive form of defective verb azi, with concd. for cl. 3 sg. subj. igama.
kakhulu: adv. of manner <ka- + adj. stem -khulu; extending verb liyaziwa.
eBayibelman: loc. adv. <noun iBayibeli (cl. 3 sg. <English Bible); extending verb liyaziwa.
kodwa: conjunctive, non-influencing; cl. 10 form of quant. pron. stem -dwa.
elithi: (as above).

Langalibalele: this is in vocative form of reported speech after -thi; <cl. 1a noun uLangalibalele, a compound noun consisting of noun + predicative, viz. (ili)langa + libalele, the latter being verb, posit., particp., simple, perfect <
CHAPTER X
IDIOM IN ZULU

Introductory:

The term “idiom” commonly signifies “a structural form or a form of expression peculiar to a particular language, and one which reflects the genius of the language and the psychological workings of the speakers of such language.”¹ As H. W. Fowler points out, idiom is not necessarily incompatible with accepted grammatical rules.² Nevertheless, the use of the term in this chapter is meant to include, more particularly, “forms of expression, grammatical constructions, phrases, etc. often having a signification other than their grammatical or logical one.”³ In many languages the idiom is strongly reflected in what are called figures of speech; these may be defined as “a deviation from the plain and ordinary use of words with a view to increasing or specializing the effect.”⁴

Figures of speech play a large part in rhetoric or rhetorical expression, the skilled use of artistic or oratorical speech. Zulu, along with other Bantu languages, tends to use the concrete rather than the abstract in speech, and therefore lacks many of the finer usages of figures of speech. This use of the abstract, however, does provide numerous examples of certain figures of speech, more particularly those of similitude and personification. Such as have applicability to Zulu will now be considered.

SIMILITUDE

Similitude is the expression of comparison. Bain says, “The intellectual power named Similarity, or Feeling of Agreement, is the chief inventive power of mind. When like objects come under our notice, we are impressed by the circumstance, as we see the resemblance of a child to its parent. The Figures named Simile, Metaphor, Allegory, are modes of increasing the force of style in this way.”¹ Of these figures of speech, Zulu uses simile and metaphor, and of the latter makes very considerable use.

(i) Simile:

Webster defines simile as: “A rhetorical figure of speech which likens or draws on explicit comparison between two different things in one or more aspects.” In Zulu, simile is generally expressed by employing the formatives njenga- (just as), nganga- (the size of) and kwa- (like), e.g.

- Abafanyana bakulomizi bagijima njengezinja—The youngsters of this village run like dogs.
- Bonke bambeka njengenyoka—They all regarded him with hatred (lit. looked at him like a snake).
- Ayingangamlomo—One does not always carry out one’s boasts (lit. The matter is not as big as the mouth).
- Ubabona kwamuntu abantu—You see the people man-manner.
- Bambulala kwanyoka—They killed him as one does a snake

Simile, however, is quite commonly found in a certain type of noun formation with the formatives -a- and -nga-. There are nouns of class 4 with prefix isa- embodying the formative -a-, e.g. isamnutu (ghost; an appearance like a person).

- isandlu (shelter; something like a house).

Such words may be used in a verb compound construction as follows:

- Lokhu-kulwa sekuzenza-sampi—This fight is developing into a kind of war.
- Kushaya-samyoa laquo—It seems as though the wind is blowing there.

There are also nouns of class 5 with prefix inga-, of class 4 with prefix isinga-, and of class 3 with prefix i(li)nga-, embodying the formative -nga-, e.g.

- ingasiqhingi (promontory; something like an island).
- i(li)ngamunwe (a grey beast).

From the last type of example (class 3) are formed relative stems, e.g.

- ngamunwe (finger-like; grey-coloured).
- ngamfazi (woman-like).

Note also:

- Ngibeké ngashiwusa ngangamfazi—I looked and “blushed” like a woman (here ngangamfazi is contracted from ngaba-i(li)ngamfazi).

¹ A. Bain: “English Composition and Rhetoric”.
² O.E.D
³ Bantu Linguistic Terminology, p. 119.
⁴ Modern English Usage, p. 251.
Simile is regularly expressed by a special use of the causative form of the verb followed by a qualitative pronoun derived from a possessive with class 8 concord; this indicates "to act like".\footnote{Cf. Z.G. § 375.}

*ukugijimisa okwezinja*—to run like dogs (lit. to-cause-to-run it-of-dogs; the full form would be *ukugijimisa ukugijima kwezinja*)—to cause to run, the running of dogs.

*Mu's* ukulekisa okwestwula—Don't laugh like a fool.

*Gqokisa okommuzana*—Dress like a gentleman.

(ii) Metaphor:

Webster defines metaphor as: "A rhetorical figure of speech by which a word or phrase literally denoting one kind of object or idea is applied to another to suggest a likeness between them; as in 'the ship plows the sea'." The difference between metaphor and simile is, according to Fowler, that the latter is "a comparison proclaimed as such, whereas a metaphor is a tacit comparison made by the substitution of the compared notion for the one to be illustrated."

Metaphor occurs in Zulu in several ways. There is the metaphorical use of concrete nouns and of certain verbs; there is wide use of metaphor of a direct type in *isibongo*; and then there is the employment of metaphor in many names, particularly of plants. It is obvious that out of metaphor has arisen that idiomatic use of nouns and verbs in Zulu, that will claim a large part of our attention in this chapter.

(a) Metaphorical Use of Nouns and Verbs

Large numbers of nouns and verbs are found with extended or metaphorical meanings; but a few examples are given here:

*isandla* (hand) has come to signify in addition: (1) touch, e.g. *Unesandla ekwenzeni lento* (He has a delicate touch in doing this thing); (2) handful, e.g. *Caphuma isandla eziningana* (Take out a few handfuls); (3) handwriting, e.g. *Ngigefulene isandla sakho* (I cannot read your writing).

*u(lu)baqa* (grass stalk used as torch) has come to signify in addition: (1) tall, handsome, virtuous person, e.g. *Akangena, lubaqa* (He is not led astray, he is sound in character); (2) forerunner, one who lights the way; (3) a beast given by the bride’s family to the bridegroom’s father to "light up" the lobolo cattle.

*boboka* (be pierced, spurt out) is used metaphorically in such phrases as: *ukuboboka kwempi* (outbreak of war), and *ukuboboka kwesifo* (epidemic of disease).

*isibaya* (cattle-kraal) is also used to refer to the bald patch on a head, or the space within a man’s headring.

*i(l)i)bele* (sorghum), a staple food, is used to apply to good health, life, e.g. *ukudla amabele* (to enjoy good health, be prosperous).

*umuzi* (kraal) is applied to the family inhabiting the kraal.

*isibindi* (liver) is metaphorically applied: (1) to the essential internal part, heart, pith or germ; and (2) to the quality of courage, boldness, e.g. *Akanasibindi* (He has no courage), or *Isibindi sinyankwena* (Courage rouses courage).

*chela* (sprinkle) is also applied to broadcasting, spreading reports, e.g. *ukuchela indaba yonke indawo* (to spread a report everywhere).

*qedo* (complete, finish) has the metaphorical meaning of "understand," e.g. *Angisamqedi lomuntu* (I no longer understand this person’s intentions).

Similar examples could be multiplied.

Some examples of metaphorical use illustrate the figure of speech called *metonymy*, in which an instrument may signify the effect, e.g. for "war" the Zulu often uses either the term *umkhonto* (spear) or *impi* (regiment).

(b) Direct Metaphor in *Isibongo*

Zulu *isibongo* provide a very fruitful source of direct metaphor, in which the person praised is entitled with numerous terms representing animals, natural objects or even phenomenal happenings. These become his metaphorical titles. It is in this way that the Zulu king becomes *Isilo* (Leopard), *Ingonyama* (Lion); or the great chieftainess *Indlovukazi* (Elephant cow). An illustration may be taken from the "Isibongo zikaCetshwayo":

*UMahlamvana abul'umililo,*

*UBaswé abamholphe abelungu,*

*UBaswé uMantshonga noNqeblebana.*

*Igwangwa likaMenzi*

*Elibeje eNtumeni,*

*Kweye kwabheja ulwandle noThukela!*

"The Branchlets which beat out the fire, Kindled by the white-men, Europeans, Kindled by Mantisong and Ngqelebana. The Loury of the Creator, Which flashed red on Entumeni Heights, Till it reddened the sea and the Tugela."

Here are two metaphors: the bunch of little branches (*amahlamvana*) is diminutive plural of *i(l)i)hlamvu* beating out a mighty fire, and
the loury bird (Turacuus corythaix) with its brilliant plumage flashing as it flies.

It is a particular feature of the formation of izidongo that concord within the "praise" is from the original of the metaphor; thus, in the quotation above, even though amahlamvana has been transferred to class 1a as uMahlamvana, the concord following is a- not u-; igwalagwala naturally has its concord li-, which it too would retain even if altered to uGwalagwala.

Such metaphors abound in all izidongo: it will suffice to illustrate briefly from the "Izidongo zikaShaka."

Ilemb'ileleg'amany'amalembe
Ngokukhalipha.

Inkom'iekhal'emthonjaneni . .
Uteku'iwabaFazi bakhwaNomgabi . .
Umlilo'worthate kaMjokwane . .

Further study of the incidence of these would entail a syntactical study of the whole subject of izidongo, which is beyond our present purpose.

(c) Metaphor in Names of Natural Objects

Natural objects, particularly plants, are often named after common objects, often some part of the body, e.g.

i(li)dlebe-lendlovu (elephant's ear: Rhynchosia sigmoides plant).

i(li)dlebe-lenja (dog's ear: Helichrysum plant).

dlebe-yembithi (blue-buck's ear: Gerbera piloselloides plant).

dlebe-yemvu (sheep's ear: Helichrysum appendiculatum).

i(le)khanda-lempaka (wild-cat's head: Doryalis cestroides thorn tree).

i(li)so-lembamba (mamba's eye: Cassinopsis tinifolia tree).

i(li)so-lendlovu (elephant's eye: Sow thistle).

i(li)so-kenkosazana (young lady's eye: Jasmine).

i(li)so-lenyonini (bird's eye: Synclostemon shrub).

indu-yengwe (leopard's house: a Regiment).

indu-yenkonyane (swallow's nest: dimple on cheek).

indu-yesikhova (owl's house: a Regiment).

ubuhlungu-bemamba (mamba's herb: St. John Lily).

ubuhlungu-bendlovu (elephant's herb).

ubuhlungu-benyoka (snake's herb, or snake's poison: poisonous Acoanthera bush).
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ubuhlungu-besigcawu (herb of the meeting place: Blepharis capensis, snakebite antidote).

Also several well-known examples with inhluvu (vulva), e.g.

inhluvu-yamanzi (Natal kingfisher); inhluvu-yembuzi (Christmas tree), etc.

CONTRAST

The main figure of speech expressing contrast is called antithesis, which may be defined as "An opposition or contrast of ideas, expressed by using as the corresponding members of two contiguous sentences or clauses, words which are the opposites of, or strongly contrasted with, each other."1 Occurrences of antithesis are found in Zulu in certain aphorisms, of which the following examples might be noted:

Ikhab'eyikhabayo; ikhoth'eyikhothayo—It kicks what it kicks; it kicks what it kicks it (Tit for tat!).

Inala ayihambo; kuhamb'indala—Prosperity does not travel; there travels famine.

Contrast in ordinary speech is often brought about by the employment of the contrast conjunctives, kodwa, kepha, nokho; e.g.

Bona abanamanga, kodwa nina anazi igiwo—They are not deceitful, but you know not truth.

Lenja iyakhonkatha, nokho ayisukelini-thungu—This dog barks but it does not attack anyone.

Uwile kepha akalimalanga—He fell but did not get hurt.

EXAGGERATION

This term is generally applied to an undue magnification of words in speech; as a figure of speech it may have a real purpose, not for the sake of deception, but for the sake of emphasis; it is then termed hyperbole. Bain states that "hyperbole consists in magnifying objects beyond their natural bounds, so as to make them more impressive or more intelligible."2

Hyperbole is commonly indulged in in ordinary speech in Zulu; and it forms no inconsiderable part of persuasive rhetoric.

uNdaba omangayinzekha (Ndaba who is as big as mountains). Wamghumisa amehlo ngempama—He blew up his eyes with an open hand.

Ubuhlomé bakhawule ngentamo—He is full to the neck with beer.

Yahlagana kwahlw'eminini—When the opposing armies met there was an eclipse.

1 O.E.D.
2 A. Bain: "English Composition and Rhetoric".

3 Hoe.
4 Beast (of cattle).
5 Fire.
That exaggeration or hyperbole has entered the very language itself is evident from the use of certain common words in Zulu; for instance instead of limaza (hurt) it is common to use bulala (kill), for gula (be ill) and limala (suffer hurt) it is common to use fa (die); e.g.

Ngizibulele—I have hurt myself.

isifo (sickness < fa, die).

Untebulile—He beat me hard < ebula (strip, skin).

This tendency is clearly revealed in the exaggerations of izibongo. The very titles of kings and queens, e.g. Silo! (Leopard!), Ndlovukazi! (Elephant cow!) reveal the same propensity.

**EMPHASIS**

*Emphasis* is the use of language in such a way as to bring into prominence or special importance. In Zulu, emphasis is achieved in several ways. The most usual is by altering the normal word order in the sentence, for, in Zulu, the first word in a sentence is usually the most emphatic. An examination of the following sentence will illustrate Zulu methods of emphasis.

*U*Magema ufuna ukushayela ingola yami namuhlata—Magema wants to drive my wagon to-day.

In order to emphasise the first word (i.e. Magema wants to drive my wagon to-day), the following alternative methods may be employed:

(a) By use of the absolute pronoun:

*Ye*n'U*Magema ufuna ukushayela ingola yami namuhlata.

(b) By use of the copulative followed by a relative construction:

*Ngu*U*Magema ufuna ukushayela ingola yami namuhlata.

In order to emphasise the main verb (i.e. Magema wants to drive my wagon to-day), the definite or long form of the present tense may be used:

*U*Magema uyafuna ukushayela ingola yami namuhlata.

Or a preceding infinitive may be used to reinforce the verbal statement:

*Ukufuna uyafuna u*Magema ukushayela ingola yami namuhlata.

In order to emphasise the word ukushayela (i.e. Magema wants to drive my wagon to-day), it is made the main predicate by becoming a copulative:

*Akufunayo u*Magema (w)ukushayela ingola yami namuhlata.*

In order to emphasise the noun object (i.e. Magema wants to drive my wagon to-day), the following alternative methods may be employed:

(a) By use of the absolute pronoun:

*U*Magema ufuna ukushayela yon'ingola yami namuhlata.

(b) By use of the copulative followed by a relative construction:

*Yingola yami afina u*Magema ukuyishayela namuhlata.

In order to emphasise the possessive (i.e. Magema wants to drive my wagon to-day), the following alternative methods may be employed:

(a) By using the possessive pronominally before the noun in apposition:

*U*Magema ufuna ukushayela eyam'ingola namuhlata.

(b) By using the copulative form of the apposition above, followed by a relative construction:

*Ngeyam'ingola afina u*Magema ukuyishayela namuhlata.

In order to emphasise the temporal adverb (i.e. Magema wants to drive my wagon to-day), the adverb is placed first in the sentence.

Namuhlata u*Magema ufuna ukushayela ingola yami;

or in copulative form:

Yinamuha laephu u*Magema ufuna ukushayela ingola yami.

From the above we may deduce the following general rules:

(1) **Substantives** are made emphatic:

(a) By employment of the corresponding absolute pronoun in apposition:

*Ukhu*umina zon'izindaba—You speak the very facts.

*Ngolona lelo-langa* (on that very day).

*Wamshaya u*bosho bona*—She struck him in the face.

The very use of the absolute pronoun, in addition to the concord, is usually emphatic, e.g.

*Mina ngifuna ukuhamba, kodwa yena akafuni—*I want to go, but *he* doesn't.

*Yena akafuni ukuhamba—*He doesn't want to go.

(b) By using the copulative form of the substantive followed by a relative construction:

*Yimina engishoyo lokho—*It is *I* who say that.

*Yinkosi abayihlekayo—*They are laughing at the king.

(2) **Qualificatives** are made emphatic by using them preonominally before their substantives, which are then in apposition to them:

1 Other than absolute pronouns themselves.
Abantu abâbi bazohlushwa—Evil people will suffer > Abâb’abantu bazohlushwa—Evil people will suffer.
Izinkomo zethu zilapha—Our cattle are here > Ezeth’izinkomo zilapha—Our cattle are here.

(3) Predicatives may be made emphatic in one of the following ways:

(a) By employing the “long” tenses, when present or immediate past, i.e. ngiyabona for ngibona, and ngibonile for ngiboné: Ngiyabona imithi—I do see some trees. Ngibonile imithi—I did see some trees.

(b) By preceding the predicate by an infinitive form of the same verb: Ukubona ngiyabona—I do see.

(c) By using an adverbial extension, such as impela, nembala: Ngiyabona impela—I really see.

(4) Descriptives are made emphatic by placing them before the predicate they describe: Sifuna kakhulu ukubabona—We very much want to see them > Kakhulu sifuna ukubabona—Especially we want to see them, or Our real desire is to see them.

Bambulala ngesibamu—They killed him with a gun > Yisibamu abambulala ngasol—It is with a gun that they killed him. (Here the copulative form of the basic noun is used, as the adverb is derived from a noun.)

TAUTOLOGY

Tautology is generally a term of reproach for pleonastic expression, in which the same thing is said twice, either by literal repetition, or by repetition in meaning; it may be wearisome to listen to and may indicate a sign of incompetence in the speaker; on the other hand it may be impressive and a stroke of rhetoric; that usually depends upon whether it is deliberate or unconscious.¹

Bengikamba nabazali bami, obâba nomame—I was going with my parents, my father and mother.
Ngiboné ngalana awami amehlo—I saw them with these very eyes of mine.
Ngizizwele ngezami izindlele—I heard them with my own ears.
Inja imlumel ngamazinyo ayo—The dog bit him with its teeth.

EUPHEMISM

Euphemism, or decorous speech, is “that figure of speech which consists in the substitution of a word or expression of comparatively favourable implication or less unpleasant associations, instead of the harsher or more offensive one that would more precisely designate what is intended.”² Euphemisms abound in Bantu languages. The following are examples of Zulu usage:
goduka (go home) for fa (die).
godusa (send home) for bulala (kill).
amanzi (water) for umthondo (urine).
chitha amanzi (spill water) for shothinga or thunda.
hlangana (meet together) for zeka (copulate).
umpambili (front) for umthondo (male organ).
umbilini (bowels) for (a) umthondo (male organ); and (b) isibunu or inhluhu (female organ).
geza (wash), phambuka (deviate) or ya emfuleni (go to the river) for qaka (menstruate).
isibinco (garment) or isivatho (clothing) for vaginal pad.
amaphambili (frontage) or amandla obudoda (man’s strength) for amalotha (semen maris).

PERSONIFICATION

Personification in rhetoric is a figure of speech in which an inanimate object or an impersonal creature is endowed with the attributes of a person.

This process provides a rich means of forming proper names, for instance, in Zulu. For this purpose class 1a is employed, and “common” nouns from the other classes are susceptible of transference to that class. Note the following:

1 Cf. Fowler, “Modern English Usage”.
2 This is carried further in Sotho, for instance, fete (for sefate) as-ka; seis (for leseli) le-leholo; nku (for linku) raa-ka.
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uSikhotha (Mr. Long-grass) < isikhotha (cl. 4).
uNtaba (Mr. Mountain) < intaba (cl. 5).
uMasuku (Mr. Days) < amasuku (pl. of u(lu)suku).
uZulu (Mr. Sky) < i(li)zulu (cl. 3).

It may be due to this principle that other nouns, indicating animals and even botanical objects, are found in class 1a, which is commonly regarded as particularly personal. In Bantu folk-tales the animals, and other objects, speak and act like persons.1 This is done to a considerably less degree in Zulu than in many other Bantu languages, but an interesting Zulu instance of this personification is with the word i(li)chakida of class 3, the name of the slender mongoose, Herpestes gracilis. There is an alternate form in class 1a, viz. uchakida, and the diminutive of this, viz. uchakijana, indicates “a small mongoose”; but this word has been fully personified, and has become uChakijana, a most renowned, cunning, little mythical being in Zulu folk-lore, whose full praise title is uChakijana-bogsculu umphethehi wesinduku zabafo (Chakijana the clever one, medicator of the fighting-sticks of the fellows).

Another rich source of personification in Zulu is in formations with abbreviations, -so- (from the old Bantu form of uyihlo,2 thy father), -no- (from the old Bantu form of unyoko,3 thy mother), and -ma- (connected with umntaka, the child of).

The general significance of words compounded with -so- is “the father of,” e.g.

uSokhaya (the head of the house);
uSomandla (the Almighty, lit. father of strength);
uSoBantu (the Father of the people).

The general significance of words compounded with -no- is the feminine, or “the mother of,” though many words no longer show this:

uNomkuholwana (the Princess of heaven, lit. the mother of resowing or reaping < umkhubulo, “goddess” of harvest);
unondlini (heavy milking cow < endlini, loc. of indlu, house; a cow to support a household);
unomthebe (termite queen);
unohhemu (crested crane; lit. mother of the crest);
unogwaje (little-hare; cf. i(li)gwaja, with the same meaning).

The general significance, to-day, of words compounded with -ma- is that of “the daughter of,” e.g. uMamhlongo (the daughter of Mhlongo); but it is also used with other significances, e.g. umalibombo (Rudia cordifolia climbing plant), umalala (species of straggling shrub, Osoridocarpus natalensis, < lala, lie down).

An examination of proper names in Zulu is very instructive in regard to personification; many, of noun-compound form, become allegorical, e.g. uLlangalibalele (Hot-sun), uDinuzulu (the one irksome to the Zulu nation), uCetshwayo (the slandered one). Allegory is tacitly recognised in Bantu tales—and Zulu to a certain extent shares this—where the animals chosen reveal each some fixed character, as is classically illustrated in Aesop’s Fables.

RESPECTFUL ORDER OF WORDS

In Zulu, the etiquette of word-order is often the reverse of what it is in English. The male precedes the female, and the first person precedes the second or third persons, e.g.

Manene namanenkazi1 (Gentlemen and ladies! not “Ladies and gentlemen”),
Boqa na nomake—or nabomake (Fathers and mothers!).
Mina nawe (I and you; not You and I).
Mina naye (I and he; not He and I).

THE IDIOMATIC USE OF WORDS

In Zulu it is mainly the verbs which are susceptible of special idiomatic use, in addition to their normal significance; nevertheless there are also certain nouns, and a few qualifications which reveal this extension of the metaphorical instinct. We shall also notice certain idiomatic constructions involving formatives.

(i) The Idiomatic Use of Nouns:
The following examples may be taken as representative:

isandla (forearm, hand):
The main idiomatic significance is that of ability to use the hand, dexterity, delicate touch, and even hand-writing, as in the following:

Unesandla ekwenzeni lokho (She has a delicate touch in doing that); Ngingefunde isandla sakhe (I cannot read his writing); and even Anginasandla kulokho (I have given no help in that matter). “Left” and “right” are indicated, as in

This is being generally used in Zulu to-day, but is derived from Xhosa.
English, by reference to the hand; esokwene, esokuphosa, esokudla (on the right-hand side), and esokunxele, esokoholo (on the left-hand side) having concord reference to isandla. Isandla is further used to represent a handful, e.g. caphuna izandla ezintathu (take out three handfuls); buya ngezandla (return empty-handed). Other idiomatic usages are shown in the following: imali esesandeni (ready cash); beka isandla (i) strike; (ii) help; beka izandla (bles); enzangaphandle kwezandla (act without proper authorisation); indaba yezandla (an exciting affair).

**isibedelela** (hospital):
- lala isibedelela (lie about helpless, of numbers of wounded);
- lwela isibedelela (fight a sanguinary battle); shaya isibedelela (fight savagely with sticks).

**i(li)dolo** (knee):
- Lendaba isidlule amadolo (This affair has gone too far);
- Lendaba ixequisa amadolo (This affair is terrifying); Ulwazi luqinisa amadolo (This woman now shows signs of pregnancy; lit. bathes as far as the knees).

**isifuba** (chest, bosom):
Two idiomatic significances are found in the ideas of secrecy, keeping within the bosom, and force, pushing with the chest. **Isifuba senkosi** (chief’s confidant); **Akanaso isifuba** (He cannot keep a secret); **thwala ngesifuba** (force one’s way).

**umphula** (river):
- Akasayukuya emfuleni (He is at the point of death); Bonke baphuza mphula-munye (They all act in harmony).

**umkhonto** (assegai, spear):
- Bamlulisa ngomkhonto ongaphakathi (They poisoned him); umkhonto wokubema (achievement).

**umkhupa** (custom, practice):
This has a secondary idiomatic use in reference to prank, trick or undesirable habit; but there are shades of difference between its employment in the singular and in the plural. **Unomkhupa lomfana** (This boy has plenty of go in him); **Unemkhupa lomfana** (This boy has undesirable habits); **Akanamkhupa lomfana** (This boy is a good-for-nothing); **indaba engephete-mkhupa** (an affair of no consequence).

**umloko** (mouth):
From the normal meaning, the idiomatic use passes to the functions of the mouth, speaking, spokesman, rumour, garrulity, scandal. **Wena, umloko!** (You are too talkative!); **umloko wenako** (spokesman of the chief); **Unomloko omude** (He is a mischievous maker); **Ayingangamloko** (It is not as big as rumour has it); **hlabo inkomo yomloko** (slaughter a beast for personal use).

**intaba** (mountain):
- **ukuma ngentaba** (to deny flatly); **ukubasenta beni** (to be away from home); **ukuhwela ngentaba** (to be unduly excited).

The terms **umuntu** and **umntwana** have a gradation of meanings which point to idiomatic usage.

**Umuntu** means primarily: human being, person; then member of the South African Native race; and the special meanings are: (i) person with human feelings, person of importance, e.g. **Akumuntu, yisilwane** (He is inhuman, he is brutal); **Akakabi-muntu** (He is insignificant, still a baby); **Akamuntu** (He is as good as dead); **Ukwenza komuntu** (the behaviour of a decent person); (ii) (with possessives) servant, subject, e.g. **abantu benkosini** (the subjects of the king); **Uzothwama umuntu wakhe** (He will send his servant). A further special idiomatic use of **umuntu** is found in the saying, **Inkomazi ilele umuntu phakathi** (The cow lies “a man in the middle,” i.e. its flanks differ in colour from the rest of its body).

**Umntwana** means primarily: baby, child, offspring; but has a special significance: prince, princess, e.g. **Umntwana akahambini yedwa** (A prince does not travel unaccompanied); **Kuthu mb kuhlengatshezwe umntwana** (There is a crowd to meet the prince).

**umthakathi** (i) witch, wizard; (ii) skilful person: **umthakathi wendaba** (the thing on everyone’s lips).

**i(li)zulu** (sky, heaven) has developed a large range of idiomatic usages with the general significance of (i) lightning; and (ii) weather.

(a) **Izulu ithishe indlu** (The lightning has burnt a house);
**Kwehlé izulu izolo kwabani** (The lightning struck yesterday at so-and-so’s kraal).

(b) With the significance of “weather,” it is often merely the concord (i-) which is used. Note the following:
**Izulu iyahloma** (The weather is threatening); **Izulu libuyisele** (The weather is very cold); **Izulu ficwengile** (The weather is bright; or The sky is clear); **Savinjezelwa yizulu** (We were detained by the weather); **Liyana** (It is raining); **Liguqubele** (It is cloudy); **Libalele** (It is hot; alternative}
ref. to ili(l)anga; Limakhaza (It is cold); Liyakhithika (It is snowing); Liyabaneke (Lightning is flashing); Liyaduna (It is thundering); Liyavunguza (It is blowing).

(ii) The Idiomatic Use of Qualificatives:

Idiomatic tendencies are to be found with a few qualificatives. Note might be made of the following:

embali (relative stem: (i) red, (ii) ripe):
Ngithanda inyama eembali, emhlophe angiyithandi (I like lean meat, I do not like fat); Kukhona indlala eembali kulelizwe (There is extreme famine in that country); ukubeka ngamehlo abembali (to be wide awake); ukubanenhliziyi eembali (to be bad-tempered).

-emhlophe (relative stem: white):
Idiomatically used, this gives the idea of “pleasant”, “good”, e.g. indlela emhlophe (a good journey); amehlo amnhlophe (good fortune); inyama emhlophe (fat meat).

-mnyama (relative stem: black):
The idiomatic significances are of depth, gloom, disaster, e.g. iwa elinnyama (a deep abyss); amehlo amnyama (lack of appetite); usuku olumnyama (an unlucky day).

dala (adjectival stem: old):
Sellišala ilanga (The day is well advanced); Waɓaleka ngejukhe elidala (He made off with tremendous speed).

(iii) The Idiomatic Use of Verbs:

The main richness in idiom in Zulu is with the special usages of a number of verbs. While some, such as bamba, beka, dła, hlabæ, shaya and thatha, are very prolific in idioms, there are many others which reveal a strong tendency in this direction. The following are among the most important:

akha (build) > live at: e.g. Wakhethi? (Where do you live?); Izangoma azakhi ndawonye (Rivals keep apart).

aluka (go out to graze) > be on the war-path: e.g. Sahlangana nempi isaluka (We met an unexpected difficulty).

amukela (receive) > admit: e.g. ukwamukela icala (to admit guilt).

beca (daub) > besmirch character: e.g. beca ngokwenza (accuse unjustly of theft).

beza (look, look after):
Ngisabekile (I am still awake); Wangibeka njengenyoka (He regarded me with hatred); beza eceleni (avoid); beza phansi (be submissive, humble); beza phezulu (be overbearing).

bula (beat, thresh) > consult diviner, divine, exorcise, e.g. Inyanga ibula umhlola (The doctor is divining an evil omen); Baya kubula (They have gone to consult a diviner); bulu isifo (diagnose a disease).

baba (be acrid, sting) > (i) be hot-tempered; e.g. uthisha oobaabo (a strict teacher); (ii) be keen, smart; e.g. Uyababa eziphendweni zakhe (He is smart at his lessons).

bamba (catch, grip, grasp) > undertake, e.g. bamba isamuku (i) stifle; (ii) prevaricate; bamba indlela (undertake a journey); bamba umjilo (get into stride); bamba umloko (be amazed); bamba upapha (give authority for signature); bamba umsebenzi (undertake a job); bamba utalagu (follow a will-o’-the-wisp); bamba ithambo (shake hands, congratulate); bamba umzimba (put on flesh after illness); bamba izulu (be over-ambitious); bamba okhambeni (take a drink from the beer-pot); bamba ongapanshi (be perplexed); bamba kwempi (the full engagement of the army); bamba kweljuphi (to be grateful); bamba komfazi (a woman’s confinement); bamba ithambo entanyeni (to have a bone stuck in thethroat); Ake ulokhele, nami ngizobamba (Just light up, and I also will take a pull).

basa (kindle, make fire) > stir up:
basa uchuku (cause a disturbance); bamba ngesagala (strike a hard blow with the kerrie); bamba umuntu enkostini (speak evil of a person before the chief).

beka (place, put):
beka umbala (breed a certain colour of animal); bamba amehlo (condole; enquire after a sick person); bamba indlebe (pay attention); bamba induku ((i) challenge to fight; (ii) leave an heir); bamba iqanda (lay an egg); bamba isandla ((i) molest; (ii) sponsor); bamba isifeno (give a nickname); bamba itafula (lay the table); bamba izandla ((i) bless; (ii) ordain); bamba izwana (talk a little); bamba kancu (walk slowly); ukungaphazi phansi (to be a good shot); Sekubikwe inhlamvu Ngha (He is only just alive).

dla (eat) has developed a number of resultant metaphorical meanings, e.g.

(i) take as a beverage: Angilidi itiye, ngidla uquisi (I don’t take tea, I take milk).

(ii) bite, pinch: Wadiwa pinyoka (He was bitten by a snake); ukudla ngoziapho (to pinch with the nail).

(iii) eat into, corrode: Amanzi ayayidla insimbi (Water rusts the iron).

(iv) inherit: ukudla isifa (to inherit); ukudla isikhundla (to succeed to a position).

(v) confiscate, waste, cheat: Wadiwa impamla kayise (He wasted his father’s property); Inkosi yamudla zonke izinkomo
zakhe (The chief confiscated all his cattle); Ungidlélé imali yami (He cheated me out of my money).

(vi) catch: ukudliwa yinkatho (to be chosen by lot); Icala limdlile (The case has gone against him).

(vii) cost, be expensive: Iyadla lenkomo (This beast is expensive).

(viii) enjoy: ukudla amaxoxo (to enjoy a conversation); ukudla ingulo (to delight in clothing); Idlé ibomvu ingane (The child is decked out in red clay).

(ix) surpass in, excel: Lenja idla ngokubamba (This dog excels in catching game); ukudla isissuso (to dance attractively); ukudlana imilala (to compete in championships).

Nevertheless, this verb has true idiomatic usages as follows: dla amanzi (drink beer); d. amazwi (i) deny; (ii) take credit; d. igeja (die); d. ihlolo (spend the summer); d. ikumbe (be optimistic); d. imihlahi (be morose); d. ngoludala (be conservative); d. ubuthongo (sleep); d. udlele (be on the trot); d. umbuso (live at ease); Wafumanisa uphondo ludla umunyu (He came on an immense number of cattle).

fa (die) > do in excess; e.g.

Wathukuthela wafa (He was terribly angry); Wajabula wafa (He was tremendously pleased); ukufa ngomntwana (to be very concerned about a child); ukufa ngumsebenzi (to be overburdened with work); Intaba ifile izimvu (The mountain is covered with sheep); Inhliziyo kayifi (One is never satisfied).

faka (put in; put round):

faka indlebe (listen secretly); f. induku (strike with a stick); f. isicathulo (kick); f. umlomo ((i) drink; (ii) put on one’s guard; (iii) give a tip to); f. unyavo (speed; disappear).

funa (want; seek):

Usefuna ukufa (He is now on the point of death); Bafuna ukulimalala (They are looking for trouble); Bafuna ukwesaba (They are haunted by fear); Bafuna ukuboshwa (They are running the risk of arrest).

gcoba (anoint; flatter):

gcoba ngensilane (flick with a whip).

gwinya (swallow):

gwinya itshe (take courage).

hamba (travel; move along):

Akasahambi ubaba, useyagula (My father is no longer well, he is sick now); Uhamba kanjani? (How does he conduct himself); hamba namanzi (be very ill); h. nomoya (have a bad character); h. intombi (court a girl); h. umhlaba (be a rolling stone); h. ngemuva (work behind one’s back); h.

icala (take part in a law-case, attend a court-case regularly); h. isonto (attend church regularly).

hlaaba (pierce, stab) has developed a number of resultant metaphorical meanings, e.g.

(i) kill, slaughter: hlaaba inkomo (kill a beast).

(ii) cause stabbing pain: Ukuza kuyamhlaba lapha (The disease gives him stabbing pain here).

(iii) reach to: Insimu iye yahlaaba emfuleni (The garden extends to the river).

(iv) do perfectly: Ubani ohlabe lencwadi? (Who wrote this letter with so fine a hand?)

(v) wound mentally: amazwi ahlabayo (words that hurt).

(vi) criticise: Inkulumo yakhe wayihlaaba, ngoba ingesiyo eyendoda (He criticised his speech, because it was not manly).

Apart from the above, this verb shares with shaya the distinction of having the most true idiomatic usages, as follows:

hlaaba amathe ku- (express pleasure in); h. amazonde (bind hut wattlings); h. ibece (rout); h. igama (strike up a tune); h. ihele (go in single file); h. ikhefu (take a breather); h. ikhono (feel pleasure); h. ikhwelo (whistle); h. incwadi (scribble a letter); h. ingoma (start up a song); h. izinhlanga (brand); h. inhlanhla (bless); h. inhliziyo (strike the fancy); h. iphika (take a breather); h. isikhoxi (establish good business relations); h. ngamohlo (fix with the eyes); h. ngamkhonto-munye (give one dose only); h. ngendololwane (nudge); h. ngendololwane ocansini (rest with elbows on the mat); h. ngomhuzo (cross-question); h. phansi ngekhanda (land on the ground on one’s head); h. ujenga (form a file); h. umgongo (attend a girl on her attaining puberty); h. umhlola (hit the nail on the head); h. umkhosi (sound an alarm); h. umkhulungwane (set up a howl, of dog); h. umlomo inhlizi (keep quiet); h. umsebenzi (obtain a job); h. umxhwele (give satisfaction); h. usentu (toss up the soil); h. usolo (enter into conspiracy).

hala (sit, stay):

hala phezu kwegeja elishisayo (be in great trouble); h. phezu kwemali (be economical); h. phezu kwezikhali (be forearmed); ukujahlala indu (to live in a house; ct. ukuhlala endlini, to sit or stay in a house).

hleba (peel, shed):

hleba indlubu (detail matters); hleba nhlanye (be unsociable); hleba izwe ngezubane (cover much country with speed).
hola (drag):
  hola imali (draw wages); h. amehlo (pretend not to watch); h. izingufo (wear long dresses); h. izinyawo (drag behind).

khipha (take out, extract):
  khipa impi (attack); k. inyumbazana (treat cruelly); k. iqhubiso (bully); (ii) exclude from one's society); k. iisiku (cause miscarriage); k. ithwasa (send out an initiate); k. umkhonto (threaten with a spear); k. amandla (put forth strength); Lokhu-kudla kuyangikhapha (This food disagrees with me).

khomba (point):
  khomba inkosi (meet with hardships); k. ngophakathi (domineer, have an easy life).

kuza (express disagreement):
  kuza amabutho (command soldiers); k. impisi (shout sporting); ukukhuza kwelanga (the heat of the sun); Indlu ikhuza phezulu (The house is unusually full); Izinkomo zikhua ishumi (The cattle reach a total of ten).

kwela: (climb: annoy):
  kwela ngengalo (take advantage of); k. phezu kwabantu (domineer over people); k. ngenyaba (be obstinate; attempt the impossible); Uphike wakhwcela emthini (He denied flatly).

lahla (throw away, abandon):
  lahla amandla (waste energy); l. amehlo ((i) throw a glance at; (ii) condole); l. umlomo (speak in vain); l. amathunga (come to a last resort); l. amathambo (be desperate).

lala: (lie down; sleep):
  Ukudla kulele ezweni leli (Food is plentiful in this land); ukuwululala umgodi (to make a lair in a hole); Akulele-lutho lapho (There is nothing to fear there); inkomo elele umuntu (a vari-coloured beast); lala phezu komuntu (shield a person); l. ngendlu (be sick); l. ngenkomo (be on the defensive); l. umlalela wafuthi (be dead); l. ngamanzi (starve); lalelwa amazolo (sleep in the open); lalwa inkungu (be innocent of worldly knowledge).

netha: (get wet):
  netha inkulwanga (pour abuse); nethwa yizinduku (receive a shower of kerrie blows); nethwa yizinhlanjwa (receive a volley of bullets); nethwa amazwi (be beaten in argument).

ngenya: (enter):
  Ilanga selingene kunina (The sun has now set); ngena enhiliziyeni (take one's fancy); n. ngesihluthu (interfere; go in bald-headed); n. umfuna (attempt to cross a flooded river); n. indlela (set out on the road); n. indlu (inherit family

rights); n. ngenxeha (find the weak spot); ngenwa yinyoni (be afraid).

nika (give):
  nika amehlo (sympathise); n. induku (punish); n. impama (slap); n. unyayo (kick); Akaibaniki-mlomo (He makes no reply to them).

phatha (handle; treat):
  Ungangiphathi (Don't mention me); phatha ngesandla (assault); p. ngolimi (slander); p. ngendhuzulu (oppress); p. ngomsindo (worry); p. ngodaka (i) besmirch; (ii) deceive.

phuma: (go out; discharge):
  Lomuthi uphuma izinyoni (This tree is full of birds); phuma ngesamagundane (be kicked out without notice); p. izulu (profess a knowledge of rain-making or astronomy); p. muka (be impassioned on the off side).

qhuba: (drive along):
  qhube ngamadolo (procure assistance by false promises); q. imali (raise the wages); q. isikathi (while away the time); q. imbuzi (be drunk).

qinisa (strengthen):
  qinisa imithathi (be patient, determined, self-controlled); q. amehlo (appear wise).

shaya (strike, hit) has developed a number of resultant metaphorical meanings, e.g.

(i) chastise, punish: Umihetho ushaya izigebeengu (The law punishes criminals); Ungishayé ngamazwi ahsayovo (He chastised me with burning words); shaya ngoswazi (give light punishment).

(ii) play or sound an instrument: shaya ugbu (play an organ); s. icilongo (blow a bugle); s. insimbi (ring a bell).

(iii) (with reflexive prefix) appear to be: Wazishaya isazi (He pretended to be an expert).

This verb is the most prolific in true idiomatic usages. Its counterpart in some other Bantu languages is similarly rich idiomatically, cf. Xhosa betha, Swahili piga. Note the following:

shaya amagongo (i) die; (ii) turn a somersault); s. amakhwapha (bring out reserve supplies); s. amangqeshane (i) die; (ii) be too clever for); s. amaphaphe (i) play cards; (ii) gamble); s. emhloli (speak the right word); s. emuva naphambili (tell the lies and the truth of a thing); s. ibesi (sing base); s. ibuqo (wipe out); s. ihele (go in single file); s. ihlombe (i) clap rhythmically; (ii) applaud); s. ikhefu (take a breather); s. ikhwele (whistle); s. imbodazi (walk clumsily); s. imbombombo (conspire against); s. ingqakala
(give very clean feet); s. ingathu (bustle about); s. inkwici (give the slip); s. isicathulo (dance the boot dance); s. isigekle (dance a wedding dance); s. isijingi (destroy wantonly); s. ithwabi (hiccups); s. izinhu (make coils); s. ngqo (strike the mark); s. phansi (fail); s. phansi ngenduku (express stern disapproval); s. ubayede (shout a royal welcome); s. uchithe (race off); s. ucingo (send a telegram); s. udumo (send a thunderstorm); s. udwendwe (walk in single file); s. ukhamba (assemble in three-quarter circle); s. umagqibane (pat down the hair); s. umcathu (walk very slowly); s. umduvo (refuse to participate); s. umhlalo (divine by bone-throwing); s. umlozi (whistle softly); s. umthetho (frame a law); s. umunwe (assert vigorously); s. unobaga (walk barefoot, unsteadily); s. utshani (disappear); ukushaya phansi, ukushaya phezulu (to be unstable).

Note the following idioms with passive: shaywa luvalo (be alarmed); s. ngumonya (i) get fresh air; (ii) hear a rumour); s. ngumukhwa (hear a rumour); s. yibungane (find a place empty); s. yindlele (overhear); s. yindlovu esifufu (blurt out a secret); s. yithwabi (have hiccups).

shona (sink down; set):

Ngisihoni (I am ruined); Uzosonaphi? (What will become of you?); Inhliziyo ishona phansi (The heart is becoming depressed); Inhliziyo yami yashona phakathi (i) I came over faint; (ii) I became despondent).

sukwa (get started off):

sukwa amanga (start lying); s. uqgqozi (have an inspiration); s. ukufa (be attacked by illness); s. ukuhamba (feel like a stroll); s. ulaka (burst into anger); s. umona (be jealous); s. umunywa (feel sorry); s. uphithi (receive a sudden impulse); Ngisukwa okwami (I act on my own initiative); Usukwa okwakho (You are looking for trouble).

susa (remove; send forth):

susa insini (be humorous); s. izinyawo (get a move on); s. uchuku (start a quarrel); s. umsindo (make a noise); s. ushikishi (cause a disturbance); s. usinga (inspire).

thanda (love, like), has the idiomatic meaning of tending towards, being apt to, (cf. funa) as in the following: thanda ukuhlwa (tend to get dark); t. ukulimala (run the risk of getting hurt); t. ukufa (court death); t. ukuboshwa (look for arrest).

thatha (take):

thatha indaba (commence a narration); t. iculo (lead in singing); t. umfazi (marry a wife); t. ikhefu (rest awhile); t. inhlamvu (be a good marksman); t. inhlanzi (be a good shot); t. ngamandla (react violently); t. ngesivu (speed of); t. ngejubane (make speed); t. ngezwani (steal); t. phansi (begin over again); t. ukhasha (make sure of prey); t. umzimba (re recuperate); t. unyawo (walk quickly).

Passive: thatha yihlombe (be easily influenced); t. ukufa (die); t. yinhlanzane (hunt with the wolves); t. yinhliziyo (be carried away by impulse).

Applied: thathela phezulu (act high-handedly); t. phansi (relate from the beginning).

thela (pour; boom):

thela ngenhlambu (revile obscenely); t. ngamanzi (cool down); t. ngehla (disgrace); t. ngomlotha (besmirch the character).-
thi (say; manifest, demonstrate): This defective verb has already been noticed, introducing direct speech, forming the conjunctive ukuthi, preceding ideophones, and as a deficient verb indicating "time", when it is used conjunctively. In addition there are certain idiomatic usages to be noted here:

(i) Especially idiomatic is the usage of -thi followed by the infinitive, when it indicates to "do a little". This was noticed in Chapter VI. In regard to this usage, B. W. Vilakazi makes the following observations:

In the case of -thi governing the infinitive, the meaning is "simply to do," e.g.

(a) Umfana wathi ukubuka (remote past).
(b) Insizwa iyothi ukuvela (future).
(c) Ubuso bakhe buthi ukukhama (present).

Sentence (a), in the past remote, means "The boy looked", and implies that he did nothing else. It limits the action of ukubuka in time and place. Sentence (b) means "The young man will simply appear". Sentence (c) means "Her face simply appears". The meaning of -thi in constructions like (b) and (c) is hard to explain; as in sentence (a) the idea is implied that the boy looked at what happened, and then became disgusted and left, or he only looked and turned his face away to other things. It shows dissatisfaction in doing something, and therefore doing it only once. In sentence (c) the action is done only once, and with quickness. It may also refer to something done rarely or unwillingly, as in sentence (b), where the idea conveyed is that the

\[1\] Chapter II, p. 36.
\[2\] Chapter VI, p. 152.
\[3\] See p. 162.
\[4\] Chapter VI, p. 142.
\[5\] In notes made for me in 1937.
young man will appear simply to satisfy the audience, or that the action will not be repeated.

(ii) Other idiomatic usages:
- *Wathi akafane nawe* (He almost looks like you); *Awuthanga ukwenza wakhuhuma kabi, inkosi yaze yathukuthela!* (What a fool you were to speak evil until the chief became angry!); *Wawuyathe wahluleka* (You have tried your best but failed); * Bazobeyathé bakubone* (They will see you easily).

**thola** (pick up):
- *thola icala* (get into trouble); *t. umntwana enatabeni* (bear an illegitimate child); *Ngamthola ikhanda* (I fetched him a blow on the head).

**thwala** (carry on head or shoulders):
- *thwala amanzi ngesifuba* (go counter to public opinion); *t. amaphiko* (show off); *t. amehlo* (be disrespectful); *t. ikhanda* (be haughty); *t. imikhono ekhanda* (wail in mourning); *t. inganga* (show off); *t. izhelo* (be concealed); *t. izwe ngesifuba* (disregard public opinion); *t. umthwangwa* (be concealed).

**ya** (go towards) > happen; and has other idiomatic significances:
- *Kuya ngokuya* (It goes by degrees); *Bengiya ngezwi lakhe* (I acted according to his orders); *ukuza na-*(to carry off); *Akayiwu* (He is not touched; i.e. He is beyond the ordinary); *Kungiyile ukuza...* (I am at a loss to understand how); *Kuya ngaye* (It depends on him); *Kuya kuya kuze kwenzeka* (It gradually goes on until it takes place); *Iya nayo* (Things are bad; ref. to impi); *Ngaya ngifeleni khona* (I will make a supreme effort).

(iv) The Idiomatic Use of Applied Forms of the Verb:

Some verbs, in their applied forms, have developed special idiomatic significances, of which the following are examples:

- *akha* (build): *akha indlu* (build a house); *akha umuzi* (build a village); *akha udumo* (establish a reputation).

- *akhela*, apart from the normal applied significance of “build for, build at,” or even “plot against” (i.e. erect against), as in *akhela amanga* (witness falsely against), has the special significance of “make a nest”: *akhela isidleke*, and also “provide for nesting,” e.g. *Ikhanjana lakhe lingakhela ongoso ngelanga* (His little head may be used by the fieldmice for nesting in no time; i.e. He will soon meet his death).

- *bamba* (catch, grasp, handle): *bamba isela* (catch a thief); *bamba umthemhe* (understand the law); *bamba umsebenzi* (undertake a job).

- *bambela*, in addition to its normal meaning of “catch for, at,” has the special significance of “deputise for,” e.g. *Wathi angimbambele izinuku ezintathu* (He said, might I take his place for three days).

- *beka* (place, put, put aside): *beka etafulenzi* (place on the table); *beka ukudla* (put food away).

- *bekela*, with its ordinary applied meaning of “put aside for,” “appoint for,” and that of “put a patch on,” e.g. *bekela izizi isengutheni* (put a patch on clothing), has the specialised meaning of “bewitch, place a charm against someone,” e.g. *Bambekela ngokumwabekela* (They bewitched him by making scratches on the ground against him).

- *bona* (see).

- *bonela*, apart from the meaning of “see for or at,” has the special meaning of “prepare ahead,” e.g. *bonela indlela* (map out a road); *bonela umthemhe* (amend a law); *bonela inhlalo* (improve living conditions).

- *bopha*, applied form of *bopha* (tie, arrest) has acquired also the specific significance of “inspanning, saddling up,” e.g. *bopha izinzi* (inspan oxen); and a further significance of “arranging in order, allocating,” e.g. *bopha ekwakheni amahubo* (be very good at composing music).

- *bukela*, applied form of *buka* (watch, look at), has special idiomatic significance in *bukela emanzini* (be pessimistic), and *bukela phansi* (despise).

- *hlabele*, applied form of *hlaba*, in addition to the ordinary meaning of “slaughter for,” “pierce at,” signifies to “cut tribal or medicinal incisions.”

- *shayela*, applied form of *shaya* (strike), in addition to its ordinary meaning of “strike for,” has the special significance of “driving inspanned animals,” e.g. *shayela ingola* (drive a wagon).

- *zalela*, applied form of *zala* (beget, give birth), apart from meaning “give birth for or at,” means specifically to “lay eggs,” e.g. *zalela amaganda*.

(v) The Idiomatic Use of the Reflexive Prefix with Certain Verbs:

In Zulu the reflexive prefix functions in the same way as an objective concord; in fact it is really an immutable objective concord. But, with certain verbs, the constant use of this prefix
has caused the verb to assume special idiomatic significances which are of considerable importance. The following are but a few of many such examples:

ukwazisa (to cause to know) > ukuzazisa (to be concealed).
ukubusa (to govern) > ukuzibusa (to be comfortable).
ukudla (to eat) > ukuzidla (to be proud).
ukwenza (to do, make) > ukuzenza (to appear; e.g. ukuzenza ngcono, to appear improved).
ukwenzela (to act for) > ukuzenzela (to be independent).
ukwenzisa (to help to make) > ukuzenzisa (to pretend, feign).
ukufela (to die for; to yearn for) > ukuzifela (to be engrossed in; e.g. uyazifela ngokuhlabelela, he devotes his whole time to singing).
ukuhloma (to skewer) > ukuzihloma (to compromise oneself, place oneself in an awkward position).
ukukahlela (to cry for; to be sorry for) > ukuzihlela (to cry for mercy; to blame oneself).
ukukhuza (to correct, scold) > ukuzikhaza (to be temperate).
ukusola (to reprove) > ukuzisola (to pity oneself).
ukuthwala (to carry on head or shoulders) > ukuzithwala (to be proud).
ukutika (to overcome) > ukuzitika (to overindulge; e.g. ukuzitika ngokuudla, to eat to excess; ukuzitika ngameleho, to have a full view).
ukuzwa (to perceive) > ukuzizwa (to feel self-important).

(vi) Idiomatic Use of Certain Formatives:

The formative na- appears idiomatically in the following:
Wemuka nengwenya (He went off with a crocodile; i.e. a crocodile took him); muka nempi (be taken captive in battle); muka namanzi (be swept away by water); muka nomkhumbi (be involved in shipwreck)—all with the verb muka; also Iya nayo (Things are bad).

The formative nga- is used idiomatically in such an expression as Zavela ngamakhanda (Only their heads appeared; lit. They appeared by their heads). Note also the use of nga- in ukuphatha ngomlomo (to carry in the mouth; lit. by means of the mouth).

(vii) Vocative Idiom:
Zulu idioms employ the demonstrative pronoun with vocative force in such an expression as Lesi-siphukuphukwana! (You fool! Lit. This fool!).

(viii) Diminutive Idiom:
Finally we might notice the highly idiomatic use of diminutives in Zulu composition. The effective use of these is well

illustrated from two passages of J. Stuart's description¹ of the diminutive Bushmen:

Abathwa abantu abancane kakhu, bafushanyana, nemzimbana yabo empofana, ululana² (The Bushmen are very tiny people; they are very short indeed; and their tiny bodies, sallowish, are lightish in weight).³

Sesifuelwake ngamacansana, ingabe izikhunjana rezinyama-

zane. Sekuyindlule njalo yokulala. La kungekho khona imgede namahlaha, kugunjagunjwa enhlabathini phansi, bese kugxunyekwa izintungwana emaceleni, sokufuelwe ngecansanake, nangesikunjana-nje. Kungaphela lokho, sekuthelwa utshani esiselaneni la kade begumba khona, bennzele ukulala. Kuthi nomina isisele sisisicane, usuzohelela khona wonke umuzi, kuhlohlwe-nje konke, nezinganya zakhona.⁴

And (the branches) are covered over with tiny mats or may be with tiny skins of animals.⁵ And it thus becomes a house for sleeping. Where there are neither caves nor bushes, the ground is hollowed out a bit,⁶ and then tiny withies are stuck in round the sides; and this is covered over with a tiny mat or just a tiny skin. When that is done, grass is stuffed into the tiny holes where they had made hollows; and a sleeping-place is made. So that, even if the hole is tiny, it will suffice for the whole family, and all will be squeezed in, even the tiny children belonging to them.

⁴ This word is normally diminutive in Zulu.
⁵ Here the reduplication of the verb stem indicates diminution of action.

Taken down verbatim from Native sources.
has caused the verb to assume special idiomatic significances which are of considerable importance. The following are but a few of many such examples:

- **ukwazisa** (cause to know) > **ukuzazisa** (to be concealed).
- **ukubusa** (to govern) > **ukuzibusa** (to be comfortable).
- **ukudla** (to eat) > **ukuzidla** (to be proud).
- **ukwenza** (to do, make) > **ukuzenza** (to appear; e.g. **ukuzenza ngcono**, to appear improved).
- **ukwenzela** (to act for) > **ukuzenzela** (to be independent).
- **ukwenzisa** (to help to make) > **ukuzenzisa** (to pretend, feign).
- **ukufela** (to die for; to yearn for) > **ukuzifela** (to be engrossed in; e.g. **uyazifela ngokuhlahelela**, he devotes his whole time to singing).
- **ukuhloma** (to skewer) > **ukuzihloma** (to compromise oneself, place oneself in an awkward position).
- **ukuhalela** (to cry for; to be sorry for) > **ukuzihalela** (to cry for mercy; to blame oneself).
- **ukuhuza** (to correct, scold) > **ukuzihuza** (to be temperate).
- **ukusola** (to reprove) > **ukuzisola** (to pity oneself).
- **ukuthwala** (to carry on head or shoulders) > **ukuzithwala** (to be proud).
- **ukutika** (to overcome) > **ukuzitika** (to overindulge; e.g. **ukuzitika ngokudla**, to eat to excess; **ukuzitika ngamehlo**, to have a full view).
- **ukuzwa** (to perceive) > **ukuzizwa** (to feel self-important).

(vi) **Idiomatic Use of Certain Formatives:**

The formative *na-* appears idiomatically in the following:

-Wemuka ngenwenya (He went off with a crocodile; i.e. a crocodile took him);
-muka nempi (be taken captive in battle);
-muka namanzi (be swept away by water);
-muka nomkhumbi (be involved in shipwreck)—all with the verb *muka*; also **Iya nayo** (Things are bad).

The formative *nga-* is used idiomatically in such an expression as **Zavela ngamakhanda** (Only their heads appeared; lit. They appeared by their heads). Note also the use of *nga-* in **ukuphatha ngomlomo** (to carry in the mouth; lit. by means of the mouth).

(vii) **Vocative Idiom:**

Zulu idioms employ the demonstrative pronoun with vocative force in such an expression as **Lesi-siphukuphukwana!** (You fool! Lit. This fool!).

(viii) **Diminutive Idiom:**

Finally we might notice the highly idiomatic use of diminutives in Zulu composition. The effective use of these is well illustrated from two passages of J. Stuart’s description of the diminutive Bushmen:

- **Abathwa abantu abancane kakhulu, bafushanyana, nemzimbana yabo empofana, ilulana** (The Bushmen are very tiny people; they are very short indeed; and their tiny bodies, sallowish, are lightish in weight).
- **Sesifulelwake ngacancansana, ingabe izikhunjana zezinyama-zane. Sekuyindule njalo yokulala. La kunyaxeni khona imgede namahlaha, kugunjabunjwa enhlathini phansi, bese kugxuneyekwa izintungwana emaceleni, sokufulelw ngacekancansane, nangesikhunjana-nje. Kungaphela lokho, sekhuthwelwa utshani esiselane la kade bekunguza khona, benzele ukulala. Kuthi nomi isisele sisiicane, usuzophela khona wonke umuzi, kuhlohelewe-nje konke, nezinganya zakhona**.

And (the branches) are covered over with **tiny mats or may be with tiny skins of animals**. And it thus becomes a house for sleeping. Where there are neither caves nor bushes, the ground is hollowed out a bit, and then tiny withies are stuck in round the sides; and this is covered over with a **tiny mat or just a tiny skin**. When that is done, grass is stuffed into the tiny holes where they had made hollows; and a sleeping-place is made. So that, even if the hole is tiny, it will suffice for the whole family, and all will be squeezed in, even the tiny children belonging to them.

---

Taken down verbatim from native sources.


6 Italicized words are rendered by the suffixal diminutive.


8 This word is normally diminutive in Zulu.

9 Here the reduplication of the verb stem indicates diminution of action.
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Concessive clauses, 137.

Concord: animals, 19; material objects, 19; persons, 18; possessive types, 71; with definite compound subjects and objects, 16-20.

Condition: clauses of, 138-41; involving doubt, 139-40; simple, 138-9; unfulfilled past, 140-1.

Conditional clauses, 138-41.

Conjunctive, 7; and deficient verbs, 155-6; connecting, 150-4; coordinating, 150-1; inflexion of, 157; introducing, 148-50; joining substantives and adverbs, 154-5; non-influencing, 148; subordinating, 151-4; syntax of, 148-62; with indicative, 150, 154; with participial, 112, 132-3; with subjunctive, 104, 127.

Definite compound subjects and objects, 16-20.

Definite substantive, 9, 10.

Descriptive: syntactical order, 117; syntax of, 116-47.

Descriptive clauses, 125-42; indicative, 141; participial, 131-41; potential, 142; subjunctive, 125-30.

Descriptive phrases, 122-5; of reference, 124.

Descriptive possessive, 74-6.

Descriptive use of substantives, 45.

Diminutive: adjective, 52; idiom, 226-7; relative, 57.

Direct possessive, 73.

Direct relative, 56-62.

Direct speech, 36, 38, 98.

Dia, 217.

-Dlule, 127.

E

Emphasis, 49, 141, 208-10; with adjectives, 52.

Emphatic substantive, 9, 10.

Emphatic use of indicative, 100.

Enclitics, 170.

Enlargement: of inflected substantive, 109; of object, 7, 109; of subject, 7, 108.

Enumerative: forming word-compounds, 69; syntax of, 64-70.

Enumerative phrases, 77.

Euphemism, 211.

Exaggeration, 207-8.

Extended adverbs, 123-4.

Extended coordinatives, 196.

Extended possessives, 73.

Extension of predicate, 7.

F

Fa, 218.

Faka, 218.

Feminine: adjective, 52; relative, 58.

Figures of speech, 202-13.

-Sike, 127.

Final clauses, 128-9.

Formative: idiomatic use, 226.

Funa (con.), 129, 152.

Funa (vb.), 218.

Futhi, 150.

G

Geoba, 218.

Gwinya, 218.

H

Hamba, 218.

-Hambo, 133.

Hlabo, 219.

Hlabela, 225.

Hlaba, 219.

-Hle, 127.

-Hlez, 129, 152.

-Hele, 133.

Hlabo, 219.

Hola, 220.

Hyperbole, 207-8.

I

Ideophone: intensifier, 146; syntax of, 142-7; with cognate verb, 145; with infinitive, 30; with -nye, 65; with relative, 58.

Idiom, 202-27; diminutive, 226-7; vocative, 226.

Idiomatic object, 44.

Idiomatic verbs, 90, 216-26; applied forms, 224-5; with reflexive prefix, 225-6.

Idiomatic use of words, 213-27; formative, 226; nouns, 213-5; qualitative, 216; verbs, 216-26.

I(D)olo, 214.

I(D)olu, 215.

Imperative, 163, 167; analysis of, 167.

Imperative use of substantive, 101.

Import of verb, 85-91; agentive, 88; conjunctive, 89; instrumental, 89; intransitive, 88; locative, 87; transitive, 86.

Indefinite substantive, 9, 10.

Indefinite compound subjects and objects, 16.

Indicative: after conjunctives, 150, 154; co-ordinate in direct speech, 38;

Ja, 134, 153.

Jalaha, 220.

Jala, 220.

Japha, 134, 153.
-apho, 134, 153.
-ilibele, 133.
-ldi, 133, 156.

Locative clauses, 135-6; relative, 63.
luku, 153, 154.
-luku, 133, 156.

M
ma, 134, 153, 154.
-ma, 213.
Material objects: concord for, 19.
nbe, 66.
mldi, 134, 153.
mldana, 134, 153.
Metaphor, 204-7; isiXhosa, 205-6; names of natural objects, 206-7; nouns and verbs, 204-5.
mldli, 134, 153.
mhluphe, 216.
mnyama, 216.
Mood of verb, 84-5.
msuku, 134, 153.
msukwanza, 134, 153.
Multiverbal predicate, 91-2, 104.
mzolo, 153.
msuku, 134, 153.
msukwanza, 134, 153.

N
na-, 49, 89, idiomatic use, 226.
nakubwa, 153.
nanxu, 153.
Natural objects: metaphorical names, 206-7.
nce, 128, 152.
-nce, 127, 155.
-nfle, 127.
netha, 220.
nga, 129-40, 150, 156.
ngaba, 129, 150.
ngale, 150.
ngale, 149.
ngale, 151.
gakhe, 151.
gakhe, 150.
gakhe, 149.

ngaye, 150.
genxa, 220.
ngoba, 153, 154.
ngokuba, 153, 154.
-ni? 87; syntactical use, 66.
nika, 221.
-nje: with -nye, 65.
-no-, 212-3.
noba, 153.
nokho, 151.
nokubha, 153.
noma, 151, 153, 154.
nomxa, 153.
Nouns: idiomatic use, 213-5; metaphorical, 204-5.
Numerals and subjunctive mood, 106-7.
nxa, 134, 153.
-nye: syntactical use, 66; with ideophones, 65.

O
Object, 7; appositional, 22-7; cognate, 43-4; compound, 16-21; definite, 11; idiomatic, 44; isiXhosa, 39; principal, 40-3; simple, 13-6; subsidiary, 40-3.
Objectival relative clauses, 62-3; possessive, 63.
Oratio obliqua, 36.
Oratio recta, 36, 39.
Order of words, 7; descriptives, 117-8; qualifiers, 46-7; respectful, 213.

P
Parsing, 196-201.
Participial: after conjunctives, 110-2, 134-41, 150, 153; after deficient verbs, 112, 132-3; enlargement of inflected substantives, 109; enlargement of object, 109; enlargement of subject, 108; in qualitative clauses, 78; relative construction basis, 78, 113; sequence of tenses, 113; syntax, 107-13.
Participial descriptive clauses, 131-41.
Permissive interrogation, 102.
Personification, 211-3.
Persons: concord for, 18.
phatha, 221.
-phi? 88; syntactical use, 68.
-phinde, 127, 156.

pha, 148, 151.
Phrases, 4; adjectival, 76; complex, 31; definition, 6; descriptive, 122-5; enumerative, 77; interjective, 168; possessive, 77; qualitative, 76-8; relative, 77; substantival, 28-31.
phuma, 221.
Place: clauses of, 135-6.
Positional relative clauses, 64.
Possessive: clauses, 80-1; concord types, 71; descriptive, 74-6; direct, 73; extended formations, 73; phrases, 77; syntactical order, 72; syntax of, 71-6.
Potential: in descriptive clauses, 142; in substantival clauses, 33; syntax of, 114.
Predicative, 7; co-ordination of, 97-9; copulative, 93-7; multiverbal, 91-2, 104; subordination of, 99; verbal, 84-92.
Predicative: syntax of, 82-115.
Predicative sentence, 5, 83, 170.
Predicative use: of adjectives, 54; of relative stems, 58.
Principal object: 40-3.
Proper names, 211-3.
Protasis, 138.
Punctuation, 4.
Purpose clauses, 103, 128-9.

Q
qede, 130, 152.
-qede, 127, 133.
qeduba, 152.
qhaha, 221.
qinisa, 221.
Qualitative: idiomatic use of, 216; sequence of, 47-9; syntactical order, 46-7; syntax of, 46-81; with inflected substantives, 49-51.
Qualitative clauses, 78-81; conjunction of, 79; used substantively, 35.
Qualitative phrases, 76-8.
Qualitative pronouns: potentiality, 12.

R
Reflexive prefix: idiomatic use, 225-6.
Relative: adverbs, 59; copulatives, 59; direct relationship, 56-62; indirect relationship, 62-4; syntax of, 56-64.
Relative clauses, 60-4; adverbial, 63-4; agentic, 64; comparative, 64; conjunctive, 63; instrumental, 63; locative, 63; objectual, 62-3; participial basis, 78, 113; positional, 64; subjective, 60-2.
Relative phrases, 77.
Relative stems: diminutive, 57; feminine, 58; predicative use, 58; syntactical use, 57-9; with ideophones, 58.
Relative use of adjectives, 55.
Reported speech, 36-9, 98.
Respectful order of words, 213.

S
-sale, 127, 133.
-se, 127.
-selo, 134.
selokhu, 134, 154.
Sense-group, 4.
Sentence, 1, 4; definition, 5.
Sentence analysis, 6, 170-95; framework, 7.
Sequence: commands, 167; participial tenses, 113; qualifiers, 47-9; verbs, 105.
shaya, 221-2.
-shaya, 127.
shayela, 225.
sho (in reported speech), 38.
shona, 222.
SimiLe, 203-4.
Similitude, 202-7.
-simze, 127.
Situation: clauses of, 131-2.
-so-, 212.
Subject, 7; appositional, 22-7; compound, 16-21; definite, 11; isiXhosa, simple, 13-6.
Subjectival relative clauses, 60-2; possessive, 61.
Subjunctive: after conjunctives, 103, 128-30, 149, 151-3; after deficient verbs, 104, 126-7; imperative use, 101; in main predicate, 101-3; in multiverbal predicate, 104; in permissive interrogation, 102; in subordinate predicate, 103-7; in substantival clauses, 33; syntax of, 101-7.
Subjunctive descriptive clauses, 125-30; of purpose, 128-9; of time, 129-30.
Subordinating conjunctives, 151-4.
Subordination of predicates, 99.
Index

Subsidiary object, 40-3.
Substantival clauses, 32-9; analyses, 34; contractions, 34; with contingent, 33; with indicative, 32; with potential, 33; with subjunctive, 33, 103, 105-7.
Substantival phrases, 28-31; used adverbially, 124.
Substantive: absolute use of, 45; definite, 9, 10; descriptive use of, 45; emphatic, 9, 10; indefinite, 9, 10; syntax of, 9-45.
-suke, 127, 133.
sukwa, 222.
susa, 222.
Syntactical study, 1; of qualificatives, 46-7.
Syntax, 8; of adjective, 51-6; of conjunctive, 148-62; of contingent mood, 115; of descriptive, 116-47; of enumerative, 64-70; of ideophone, 142-7; of indicative mood, 99-100; of interrogative, 163-9; of locative, 120-2; of participial sub-mood, 107-13; of possessive, 71-6; of potential mood, 114; of predicative, 82-115; of qualitative, 46-81; of relative, 56-64; of relative stems, 57-9; of subjunctive mood, 101-7; of substantive, 9-45.

T
Tautology, 210-1.
Temporal clauses, 129-30, 134-5.
Tenses: compound, 91-2.
thanda, 222.
thatha, 222.
thela, 223.
thi, 102, 133, 134; conjunctive use, 158-62; derivative forms, 146-7; idiomatic use, 223-4; in reported speech, 36-9; with ideophones, with subjunctive, 130.
thola, 224.
thewala, 224.
Tone: emotional, 163.

U
ukuba: (condition) 154; (purpose) 128, 152; (statement) 154.
ukuthi: in direct speech, 38; in indirect speech, 38; (purpose) 128, 152; (statement) 154.
ukuze, 128, 152.
umfula, 214.
umkhonto, 214.
umkhuba, 214.
umlomo, 214.
umntwana, 215.
umthakathi, 215.
umuntu, 215.

V
-vange, 127, 133.
Verbal predicate, 84-92.
Verb: agentive, 88; conjunctive, 89; idiomatic use, 90, 216-26; import, 85-91; instrumental, 89; intransitive, 86; locative, 87; metaphorical, 204-5; mood, 84-5; transitive, 86.
Vocative idiom, 226.

W
Word: and sentence, 1; definition, 2; in sentence, 7.
Word-analysis, 196-201.
Word-compound, 2; definition, 3.

Y
ya, 224.
-ye, 127.

Z
zalela, 225.
-zange, 127, 133.
-zazisa, 226.
-ze, 127.
-zenza, 226.
-zenzela, 226.
-zenzisa, 226.
zibusa, 226.
zidla, 226.
zifela, 226.
zithoma, 226.
zikhalela, 226.
zikhulu, 226.
zingé, 133.
zisola, 226.
zikhwala, 226.
zitika, 226.
ziszwa, 226.